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OHAPTBR I

INTROBUOTION

Situation Statement

Tot many years, farmers have looked to agricultural

colleges — and to an Increasing extent, commercial firms ~

for answers to the many basic problems encountered In orop and

livestock management, production and marketing.

Findings In the laboratory, experimental greenhouse,

field and feedlot must be translated Into concise recommenda-

tions for the carrying out of vorkable farm practices and

techniques.

The traditional channeling of information from the

Land-Grant college has been from the experiment station worker

(agricultural researcher) through the Agricultural Extension

Service worker (county agent) to the farmer.

The county agent's chief role has been, and Is, that

of a communicator. His tools Include virtually all media of

mass communications ~ newspapers, radio, television, public

meetings, publications of many kinds, direct mall la Its many

forms, posters and other devices.

The tremendous amount of knowledge acoumulated in the past

few years as a result of advances in agricultural technology

places a burden on the agent and other agricultural communloators

to Interpret this newly-acquired knowledge to farmers.



Complex problems arise as a result of more Intensive as

w»ll «8 extensive production within Individual farm units.

Produotlon and perfoimanoe standards and speclfloatlons ar«

continually raised, and research tends to hecoos more basic —
asking not only "how," but "why?"

Along with this dramatic growth In farm technology,

and largely a result of It, have occurred a number of changes,

both In the farmer's way of making a living and his way of

life, Urbanization, Improvements In transportation and com-

munication, the de-lBolatlon of rural life, fewer but larger

fanas, higher educational standards; these are but a few of

the economic and social developments which are changing the

makeup of the farmer, when considered as an audience in the

communications process.

Thus, the problem, In oversimplified terms. Is one of

attempting to Interpret a larger and more complex body of

Information In as rapid and effective manner as possible to an

audience which Itself Is changing.

A breakdown In the communications process, with a

resulting "Information lag," thus could occur at a number of

points and for a number of reasons. Analyses of the audience

(farmers); the change agents (county Extension agents, voc-ag

teachers, commercial firm representatives, £t. a^. ); the mass

media and the methods used In communicating Information all

are pertinent in Identifying the problems inherent In agri-

cultural communications today.



Recognizing that agricultural oommunlcatorB must have

a working knowledge of avallaWe mass media, a concept of

their audience, and be professionally competent In their own

right, this study Is aimed primarily at determining the

effectiveness of one method — the agricultural field day —

In terms of today's conditions, and limited to a Kehraska

setting.

Putting the prohlem In the form of a question, can

the same methods used to disseminate research over the years ~

suoh as agricultural field days — be used effectively to

Interpret a different type or level of Information?

Both crops and livestock field days have long been a

part of the over-all educational programs of colleges of

agriculture within many Land-Srant Institutions around the

country.

Field day programs have been designed to report

current research being conducted by the sponsoring Land-Grant

colleges. In cooperation with the United States Department of

Agriculture.* Results of research In the various subject-matter

areas are Interpreted to farmers, ranchers, farm managers and

•iiTille this Is the commonly-held view of the purpose

of field days, evidence shows farmers themselves may not share

this concept totally. Serald F. Smith, In a study In Illlnole

In 1961, came to the conclusion that "... most visitors are

under a misconception about the purpose of a field day. Ihey

do not seem to regard It primarily as a chance to keep up to date

with current research. Instead, they come hoping to find ans-

wers to their practical problems and recommendations for better

farming. If those in charge do not want to alter the form of

the field day, they should do something to remove this mis-

conception." (See bibliography for complete reference).



representatives of banks, farm supply firms and other concerns

Included In recent years under the collective term, "Agri-

business."

PrograuB often have included discussion and evaluation

of nev techniques In plant and animal production, management

and marketing; making such Information available, presumably

In a palatable form, for farmers and others to apply to their

Individual farm-business situations.

71eld days often provide an opportunity for those

attending to Inspect eiuerlmental crop plots or groups of

experimental animals, as well as displays of equipment and

machinery.

These programs. In general, have been conducted under

the auspices of experiment stations, with agricultural

researchers from various subject-matter departments taking the

lead In planning and execution of the programs. Extension

personnel often have assisted in the field day programs, and

sometimes have been participants.

At Nebraska, annual field days have been held for

aany years, at the central experiment station in Lincoln, as

veil as at the five outstate agricultural experiment substations.

In recent years, attendance has declined at most

eentrallzed field days held at the various Nebraska stations.

An exoentlon has been the annual summer crops field day at the

Scottsbluff Experiment Station, where numbers have held up well.*

The attendance at the 196? Scottsbluff field day, held
In aid-August, was estimated at 700 persons.



Centralized beef and swine field days at the University

of Nebraska's Lincoln campus, commonly called Feeders Day and

Hooters Day, respectively, have been beamed at a statewide

audience of stockmen.

The philosophy and origin of the public feeders day

In Hebraska is oapsullzed In University of Nebraska Animal

Husbandry Report No. 1.

H. R, Smith (early chairman of the HU Department of
Animal Husbandry), Is credited with starting Feeders
Day. In 1911, a number of experimental cattle were
ready for market. He thought farmers and feeders might
be Interested In seeing the results. The invitation
was extended and results far exceeded expectations.
Feeders Day grew In popularity. The record attendance
was 4,500. Tbs Feeders Day was held every year except
during World War II when gae was rationed. Even then,
through the cooperation of Radio Station KPAB, (now
located at Omaha, Nebraska), Feeders Day was carried to
livestock croducers. The Feeders Day caught on and
today practically every experiment station has one.

The origin of the centralized Rooters Day also was

dlBOUssed by the HU publication.^

In 1935, It was decided to hold a similar event to
show results of summer swine feeding experiments.* Thus
Rooters Day was developed. Beginning in the fall of
1961, a policy was initiated moving Rooters Day from
place to place in the more important swine-producing
sections of the state.

William J. Loeffel, Animal Husbandry Ihrouwih the Years
at the University of Nebraska . Animal Husbandry Report No. 1,
Tpril, 1962, p. 9.

2lbld.

•The first reported experimental work by the University
Industrial College predecessor to the present agricultural
college, was about 1880, involving a comparison of dry and soaked
oom for pigs. In I890, an annual report listed among the live-
stock inventory of the College "a herd of thoroughbred Poland
China hogs, a herd of mixed hogs for cholera studies and two
white Victoria sows."



Decreasing niuiibera of swine producers attended the

centralized Rooters Day at the College of Agriculture each

year, leading to Its discontinuance following the I960 event.

The small attendance, making It unjustifiable to hold

the event In view of the time and effort put forth by University

staff members, occurred despite the fact that:

1. Swine production apparently was on the upswing
In Nebraska.

2. The need for producers to keep abreast of new
developments In the industry was greater than
ever before.

3. Major efforts were made to publicize and promote
the event.

Slven the foregoing conditions, and assuming that non-

attendance was a major criterion of the success of an event

such as Rooters Day, It seemed that one or more of several

factors could be responsible for the low level of attendance.

Cited In this regard would be such Items as;

—Geographical location. Lincoln Is from 50 to 185
miles from the northeastern part of the state
which Is a hotbed of swine production.

—Changes In preference by producers of sources
from which they receive their Information on the
swine business. (This would Include both primary
sources, such as commercial concerns vs. uni-
versities, and secondary sources, such as tele-
vision rather than public meetings, direct mall
rather than newspapers, et. al .

)

—Scheduling of event. Conflict with seasonal work
on the farm or local or regional events held at
the same time of year.

—Lack of Interest in or application of University
research being reported upon at the Hooters Day
program.



—Hostility toward or lack of Identification with tha
county agent, the Extension Seirvlce, animal hus-
bandry department or the University U! general, and
a host of other reasons.

Feeling that a need still existed to bridge the gap

between the laboratory and experimental feedlot and the swlna

producer, the animal husbandry department Initiated "irea Swine

Days" at three locations In the state during the winter of 1961,

The Research Problem

This move, which resulted in a radical departure from

the old Rooters Bay In many respects, provided a springboard

for this study.

Based on the criterion of total attendance, the Area

Swlaa Say series has been quite successful when compared to the

Rooters Bay program during the years Just prior to Its suspension.

(The swine feeders' day never did gain the prominence or attract

an audience comparable to that attracted by the annual beef

cattle feeders' day.

)

With the program taken to the producers, total attendance

during the series of three ewlne days the first two years —
1961 and 1962 — exceeded several hundred persons. In fact,

the number of swine producers at each of the Area Swine Bays 1b

1962 was larger than the group attending the final centralized

Rooters Day program,

A number of changes were made In the format end content

of irea Swine Bays as compared to Rooters Bay, Including;

1. Becentralizatlon ~ Rotation of a series of meetings
around the state at different locations each year,
with each meeting serving producers from a large



number of surrounding counties and conducted by
a corns of personnel at the state level.

2- Shift In liming — Area Swine Days have been held
at the end of January, presumably at a time when
farmers are less busy with field operations, and
have more time to attend meetings than In the
fall when Rooters Day was held.

3. Team Approach — Planning and execution of Area
Swine Days, essentially the same program at all
three locations, featured more leadership by
Extension livestock specialists than previously,
although researchers played key roles in presenting
program material. Extension specialists nre-
sumably have more field experience In Identifying
audiences and setting up meetings than do animal
scientists, largely confined to their work at
the various stations.

4. Recognition of Specialization Trend — Ihe program
of Area Swine Days seemed to reflect Increasing
specialization within the swine Industry by
narrowing down areas of Interest In accordance
with the classes of swine enterprise prevalent In
the area. The Rooters Day program nresented more
of a broadside of Information aimed at a single,
heterogenous audience of swine producers, ranging
from the curious seeking Information which might
lead them Into swine production, to veteran
hogmen seeking the latest scientific advances.

There have been no formal studies conducted In Nebraska

to determine possible causes for the decline In attendance at

field days. Including Rooters Day. While several observations

were made, and later utilized In the decision to discontinue

Rooters Day and hold Area Swine Days, the validity of any

given set of factors and Its Influence on non-attendance can

only be speculative.

Similarly, although known changes have been Instituted

In Implementing Area Swine Days, and have been referred to here,

it is not known what factors have contributed most significantly

to the increase in attendance.
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Conscious •fforts have been made by planners to tune

Area Swine Days program to the needs of swine producers,

and make It more convenient and desirable to attend an educational

program of this type in a given area. However, the direct effect

of such uncontrollable factors as ups-and-downs In the hog mar-

ket, the weather, road conditions, a local epidemic or conflict

with a local meeting or event cannot be predicted In advance.

Current Status of the Nebraska Swine Industry

Keeping In mind this background on field days In

Hebraska, It would seem appropriate to outline briefly, before

proceeding to the objectives of this study, the current swine

Industry situation In Nebraska. It was this situation on which

University of Nebraska livestock experts based their decision to

change direction In regard to swine field days. It Is within

this situation which the audience of swine producers — farmers

— conduct their own operations, make their own decisions, and

develop their attitudes.

While Nebraska is known as the "Beef State," and beef

cattle comprise the top Income-producing class of livestock,

hogs always have held an Important place In the state's farm-

based economy.

Nebraska now ranks sixth among the major hog producing

states In the United States, behind Iowa, Illinois, Indiana,

Minnesota and Missouri. According to the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, a total of 4,581,000 pigs were raised In

the state during the reporting year ending December 1, 1962.

^

3Prellmlnary Oounty Sstlmateg . Nebraska . 1962 . Issued

by United States Department of Agriculture and Nebraska Depart-

ment of Agriculture and Inspection, Iilncoln, Nebraska, May, 19o3.
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Thl* representa a 12.5 per cent Increase over the 1951-60

average of 4,093,000 head raised In Nebraska.

During recent years, hogs are credited with being

responsible for 12 to 20 per cent of the state's agricultural

Income, depending on the level of hog population and prices

paid for hogs In relation to other classes of livestock and

farm commodities.

In the early period of the state's existence, nearly

every farm — except In the mo|t extensive cattle-ralslng

areas — had "a few head of hogs." In recent years, swine

raising has been concentrated In northeastern Nebraska counties.

However, swine raising Is also economically Important

In the eastern one-third of Bebraska, In the Platte River

valley across most of the state, and In Irrigated areas of

the Nebraska Panhandle, and to a lesser extent, in north-

western Nebraska.

Hogs were listed In the 1959 U. S. agricultural census

In all 93 Nebraska counties, with the lowest numbers In Grant

and Hooker counties. In the heart of the Nebraska Sandhills

cattle ranching area.

Southwestern Nebraska once was one of the major hog-

produclng areas in the state. Drought and the resulting lack

of feed were major factors In the decline of the ewlne Industry

In this section, which onoe Droduced a sufficient volume of

hogs to justify the location of two major packing company

buying stations at McOook, In Red Willow County, and the site

of one of the three 1963 Area Swine Day programs Included In

this study.
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Cedar County has been rated as the no. 1 hog county

In the state, with Cuming County a close second. Both are In

the prime hog-ralslng area of northeastern Behraska. (See

map showing hog population figures for all counties, Plate 1).

In the oast, hogs have been "run behind cattle" In

feedlots In many Instances, vlth many farmers keeping only a

few sows (10 or less), which generally were farrowed twice

yearly (In the spring and fall).

To many Nebraska farmers, hogs have been regarded as

"mortgage lifters," -- a source of supplementary Income which

has made it possible to pay debts or maintain a profit margin,

while the sale of crops, cattle, eggs and milk have kept up

the "running expenses."

Nebraska farmers, like those In other states, are now

moving from diversification to specialization In their

operations, however.

Small farm chicken flocks have virtually disappeared,

along with small-soale milk cow herds. Qovemment programs

have encouraged many farmers to cut wheat production and many

farms in eastern Nebraska have a veiry small wheat acreage or

none at all. Tremendous Increases In Irrigated acres In

Nebraska during the past 10-15 years have stabilized the

production of feed grains ~ such as com and sorghum —
which generally are fed to livestock.
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The backbone of Nebraslca'e a>rlne Industry, however, Is

still provided by the large number of small-Blzed herds on

general farms, mostly In the eastern two-thirds of the state.

But there Is ample evidence of specialization In awlne-ralslng

in the state, characterized by:

1. Intensified operations, i.e., rearing of more
pigs In a smaller area (confinement systems),
along with multiple farrowing (farrowing as
often as every month of the year) , compared with
the traditional "two-litter" system.

2. Dependence by a larger number (and ueroentage) of
farmers on swine as the ma.lor source of Income,
rather than as supnlementary Income.

3. Increased Interest In housing specifically designed
for swine production, rather than "keeping a few
sows In the bam."

4. Increasing concern by producers for proper swine
nutrition, as evidenced by Increasing volume of
commercial or formula feed sales, purchases of
feed Ingredients for home mixing, and construction
of farm feed-mixing facilities.

5. Formation of such new organizations as the Nebraska
Swine Council, a promotional organization; the SPP
( specifIc-pathogen-free) swine certification
association; area feeder pig associations; and
the organization of more market swine shows an
adoption of carcass evaluation procedures.

The Nebraska swine Industry is made up of three

principal types of enterprises!

A. The raising and selling of breeding stock
(registered boars and gilts) which are founda-
tion stock for other producers to use In bulldlBg
their commercial herds. This Involves a rela-
tively small number of producers, but Is a key
segment of the Industry.

B. The raising of feeder pigs, which are purchased
by other producers to be "fed out" as market hoge.
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C. By far the largest number of Nebraska producers
feed market hogs for sale to Backers and processors.
These hoge are sold at weights usually ranging
from 195 to 240 pounds, based on fluctuating market
demands. Market hogs may be raised and fed on the
same farm, or purchased and fed out in the sane
way as beef cattle, In large lots,

A small number of hogs are raised for specialized

purposes, such as the commercial production of biologies

(serums and viruses) for the prevention and cure of evlne

diseases.

Pull-bloim specialization, coupled with Increased

technology on the farm, has encouraged keen competition among

the fewer but large-scale operators in a narrowed segment of

agriculture, sueb as swlne-relslng. Greater capital require-

ments and spirallng production costs have put a premium on

management, based on complete knowledge of animal nutrition,

breeding, housing and health.

A more sophisticated and efficient operation now is

required if the swine fanner is to realize a profit. As an

example, in the area of nutrition, "throwing a few ears of

com over the fenciT or "slopping the hogs" with milk and soaked

rye no longer constitutes a successful feeding program.

It is for these reasons that few swine farmers,

especially those depending on cash sales from swine for the

major part of their Income, feel they can "go it alone" without

technical advice, the source may be the county agent, a

commercial firm, the agricultural college, or a neighbor,

although the latter likely functions as • secondary source of

information.
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Thus, this study narrows to that of measuring to

some sxtent ths effeotlveness of one method — ths agri-

cultural field day — used by one source — the agri-

cultural college ~ to bring technical Information to

the farmer.



OHIPTSE II

REVIBW OP LITERATURE

A perusal of agriculturally-oriented studies conducted

over the past fev years yields few direct references to

research either Into the conduct of agricultural field days

or the attitudes and behavior of audiences attemdlng field

days as heretofore defined.

Two studies have been Identified whose objectives and

methodology correspond the closest to those of this Investi-

gation.

Information specialists at Purdue University,

Lafayette, Indiana, conducted surveys at three Purdue-

sponsored agricultural field days In 1957. The studies

were an attempt to "evaluate advanced publicity methods and

to determine how farm people hear about state-wide agricultural

events."

The speolallsts surveyed representative groups attend-

ing three annual University field days — a cattle feeders day,

an agronomy field day and a swine day, each designed to acquaint

faraere with latest research developments in those areas.

*1fllllam L. Madlgan and Wendell Irogdon, "Direct Kail
Leads Field Day Publicity," APE magazine, published by the
American Association of Agricultural College Editors, Vol. AO,
no. 2, December, 1958.
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In tha ease of the Cattle Teeders' Day, random Inter-

views were conducted with 268 of 2,200 persons In attendance.

One hundred thirty-three of those Interviewed said their first

knowledge of the field day came from a post card announcement

mailed direct from the Purdue animal husbandry department.

This represented 49.6 per cent of the replies. Porty-one

persons questioned — 15.3 per cent — listed newspapers as

their first source of Information. Third In the number of

replies was neighbors and friends — 14.1 per cent. Other

categories, In descending frequency of mention, were salesmen,

farm magazines, county agents, and radio. So one named television

as a source of Information.

To expedite the agronomy day survey, a mimeographed

form was prepared for use the day of the program. This form

was handed out, and was completed by 332 of the 450 persons

attending. Categories were listed as: letters (sent by direct

mall as an Invitation from the agronomy staff) , newspapers,

radio, television, farm magazines, county agents, salesmen and

neighbors and friends.

The direct mall Invitation again led the sources of

Information with 127 replies — 38.2 per cent. Runner-up

position went to newspapers — 58 replies or 17.5 per cent,

but county agents took over third spot with 56 replies or

17 per cent. Neighbors and friends, third In the cattle

feeders survey, dropped to fourth with 13.5 per cent. Other

sources. In descending order: farm magazines, radio, sales-

men and television. Indiana county agents attending a
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professional workers' agronomy meeting two weeks prior to the

public statewide event were asked by University agronomists to

Inform farmers In their respective counties of the Impending

field day. This apparently accounted for some of the Increase

In Influence of the oounty agents as a source, Purdue special-

ists analyzed.

A survey Identical In procedure to the agronomy survey

was carried out at swine day, with 1,100 or 2,200 persons attend-

ing participants.

Again, the direct mall announcement accounted for the

largest percentage of replies. However, the percentage of re-

plies — 33 — was the lowest for any of the three surveys. News-

papers remained In second place as sources of Information with 20

per cent — the largest for newspapers In any of the three surveys.

Neighbors and friends were In third place with 14 per cent.

Oounty agents were in fourth place with 12 per cent. Other

sources and percentages; farm magazines, 9t radio, 7<5; sales-

men, 3: and television, 1.5.

A survey of two field day audiences was made In I960 by

the Oklahoma State University Agricultural Information Department.

^

A simple, one-question card was prepared In advance of

each field day — the annual Dairy Day and Livestock Feeders'

Day. The card contained space for the visitor to write In his

name, address, occupation, and county, and to answer the one

5jaiiies E. Scarbrough, A Survey of Two Field Day Audiences
to Determine How They Found Qu¥ About the Event . Report on study
conducted under Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Project
Number 1090, Stillwater, Okla. , I960.
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question, "How did you find out the date of thle year's

event?"

Immediately following the question were the follow-

ing items! newspaper, radio, television, letter, friend,

magazine, county agent, home demonstration agent, son-ln-

unlverslty, and "other." Each person was asked to cheek

his answer In the appropriate blank spaos following each Item.

He was handed a card, along with a program, and asked to fill

out the card, which served as his ticket to the noon luncheon.

Cards were taken up at the time field day visitors went through

the line to eat.

Newspapers were listed as the most Important source

of Information about feeders' day, with radio and television

also given as Important sources. This response, according to

OSU researchers, could be attributed to the primary publicity

outlets used In making announcements about the event. Ihe

OSU Information office prepared a comprehensive advance article

about the cattle feeders' day. Including It In a cllpsheet

going to all Oklahoma newspapers, and similarly In a packet

mailed to all state radio stations.

Sources from which the Feeders' Day audience learned

of the event were listed as follows: newspaper — 22.9 per

cent; friend — 12.8 per cent} county agent — 11.9 per cent;

letter — 11.7 per cent; radio — 11.5 per cent; television ~
10.4 per cent; magazine — 6.9 per cent; son-ln-UBlverslty —
5,3 per eentj home demonstration agent — .15 per cent; and

other — 5.9 per cent.
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In the case of Dairy Day, letters were the most

Important Item among the sources of Information. This Is

explained by the fact that the dairy department sent 550

letters to a mailing list of persons present at the previous

year's dairy day, OSU specialists noted. It was felt that

dairy day responses also reflected the primary publicity

outlets used In cattle feeders' day.

Sources from which the dairy day audience learned of

the event were listed as: letter — 25.5 per oentt newspaper

— 15.5 per cent; friend — 14.8 per cent; radio — 10.8 per

cent; county agent — 8.5 per cent; television — 6.7 per cent;

son-ln-unlverslty ~ 2.8 per cent; magazine ~ 1.7 per cent;

home demonstration agent — .09 per cent; and other — 13.3

per cent.

The study also showed that by far the greatest per

cent of respondents learned of the date from only one source

of Information. However, In respect to feeders' day, about

34 per cent Indicated more than one source of Information

used; and about 30 per cent Indicated more than one source

for dairy day.

While other Investigations exactly paralleling this

study are not numerous, various aspects of the study being

reported on Impinge on several different areas of communications

research.

To the degree that their findings are applicable to

Interpretation of results of this study, brief summaries of
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Other BurreyB are noted imder the following headings: avail-

ability of media, media preferences and audience hahlts,

audience characteristics (audience Inventory); and the oounty

Extension agent's use of and preference for certain maes media.

Ivallahlllty of Mass Media to a Given Audience

A University of Wisconsin study, Mass Media and the

Wisconsin Farm Family , published In 1962, Is of Interest.

The study concluded that mass media are highly available In

the Visoonsln farm home. Host homes sampled contained a

television set and at least two radios In working order, and

regularly received a dally newspaper, a weekly newspaper and at

least three fann magazines.

The Wisconsin researchers found little day-to-day

variation In media use. Msss media were used least on Sunday,

In spite of more available leisure time. Most farm people used

mass media every day, with 96 per cent of the women, 93 per

cent of the men, 90 per cent of the boys and 88 per cent of

the girls using mass media every day.

A study as to which media were most effective In

Barton County, Kansas, was based on a sample of 272 names

from the Extension Oousbll mailing list. ' It should be

^. E. Bostlan and J. E. Ross, Mass Media and the
Wisconsin Farm Family . Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Bulletin 23A, Madison, Wisconsin, 1962.

'''j. W. Knox, Relative Value of Mass Media In Extension .

Master's Report, Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
Oolo., 1961.
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recognized that this was not a representative list of farm

families, but a sub-audience of Extension cooperators.

One hundred usable replies were received to a mall

questionnaire, Inquiring as to availability and use of mass

media. Nine out of 10 respondents listened to the radio

dally; one In three listened to the county agent program;

nine In 10 watched television dally.

Four out of five received the major dally newspaper

In the area. Three out of five said they read over half of It

and three out of five said they usually read Extension Items

In It. About the same situation existed regarding weekly

newspapers. Since the sample w*8 drawn from a mailing list,

all received circular letters from the agent's office.

When asked to rank selected mass media In Importance

as a source of Extension Information, they listed In descending

order of frequency checked, circular letters, radio, dally

newspapers, agent contacts, television and weekly newspaper.

i study conducted by Sarbaugh sheds some light on the

relationship of availability of mass media and knowledge

gained by a farmer regarding a standard farming practice.®

Ihe study involved Inventory of an audience of Bond

County, Illinois, farmers, with soil testing used to measure the

knowledge and adoption of this recommended practice by fajTraers

In that county.

8l. t. Sarbaugh, Measuring the Effectiveness of an
Information Campaign on Soil Te8"trng In Bond County . ITllnols .

University of Illinois College of Agriculture, Urbana, 111.,
1959.
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Respondents were divided Into three groups; adopters

who had adequate knowledge of soil testing (adopters who know);

non-adopters who know; and non-adopters who did not meet

three criteria regarded as necessary for an adequate level of

knowledge (don't knows).

"Don't knows" bad fewer communication facilities In

their homes than the other two knowledge-adoption levele.

ten per cent of the "don't knows" did not take farm magazines,

and over 15 per cent didn't take a daily or weekly newspaper.

"Adopters who know" had the most communication facilities.

Torty-two of the 78 "don't knows" were 55 years of

age or older. Of those 55 or older, 51.2 per cent were in the

"don't know" category. Only 2.5 per cent of those 65 years

old or older were adopters. Of the "don't knows," 79.* per

cent had not gone beyond the eighth grade in school.

Preferred Sources of Information and Media Ose Patterns

While this study deals with Information sources in

relation to level of awareness of an agricultural event,

rather than an agricultural practice, It might be expected that

familiar communications knowledge-and-adoptlon patterns would

emerge.

A large number of studies have been conducted to

determine the leading sources of general or specialized

agricultural information. Concluaione of selected surveys

on this subject are cited, in view of their pertinence to

this study.
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Prtfarred Information Sources on

Generalized Farming Practices

A team of Oornell University Investigators carried

out the study, Oommunlcatlon of Agricultural Information ifl

a South-Central Hew Yorfc Count.T . published In 1957.^

Using data compiled In Schuyler County, H. I., the

authors analyzed sources of Information about new Ideas In

farming and some oharacterlstlcs of the farmers who make

certain decisions regarding the souroes they select.

The respondents from 268 commercial farm operators

were asiced to checlc media from a list of 15 sources, and to

rate them as "most helpful" or "helpful." In this pre-

televlslon era, they rated as "helpful, " In descending order

of frequency of mention, farm magazines, printed Extension

materials, radio, neighbors, oral Extension, newspapers, other

agricultural agencies, and salesmen. The average respondent

mentioned six sources; about a third mentioned nine or more.

High users of media (six or more souroes) tended tot

(1) have more than eight grades of education; (2) have some

agricultural education; (3) have higher socioeconomic status;

(4) participate In organizations more; (5) have operated a farm

longer; (6) have larger families; (7} adopted more reoommended

^H. 0. Abell, 0. f. Larson, and £. R. Slckerson,
Comaunlcatlon of Agricultural Information In a South-Central
Msw Yorfc County . New York State College of Agriculture,
Depcu!'tment of Rural Sociology, mimeographed bulletin 49,
Ithaca, N. Y. , 1957.
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faim practices; and (8) have farming as their major occupa-

tion.

High users Hated Extension media, salesmen, and other

agricultural agencies more often than did low users.

The study concluded that no one medium satisfied a

modem-day farmer; he must have his Information supported by

several media.

A study, Knoyledge and Use of Recommended Farm Prac-

tices , was r»ported by the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment

Station In 1956.''''' It was based on Interviews with 139 farmers

living In six representatives neighborhoods In Alcorn County,

Mississippi.

Among questions asked was the source of their Inforaa-

tlon regarding 12 recommended farming practices. The county

agent was most often mentioned as first source — by 42 per

cent of the respondents — followed by the county co-operative

and then by neighbors, 31 and 21 per cent, respectively. On

Individual practices, the agent was mentioned as first source

by from nine to 55 per cent of the respondents.

A South Dakota study sought to learn the sources of

Information found helpful In learning about new faming

practices.^^ Farm papers and magazines ranked first (65-plU8

IOh. a. Aurbach and H. F. Kaufman, Knowledge and Use
of Recommended ?arm Practices, Mississippi Agricultural Ex-
periment StatloiSTTnformetlon Sheet 5*0, State College, Miss.,

1956.

^^ Contacts With Agricultural Agents . Bulletin no. 493.
South Dakota State College, Brookings, S. D. , I960.
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per cent); followed by nelgtabore-frlenda-relatlves, 21 per cent;

and oounty agent, 13>9 per oent.

The objective of an Ohio study (1959) waa to determine

some of the forces which affect certain production decisions

by farmers, particularly the value of economic Information In

making these decisions. ^^

?arm papers and magazines were listed by 35 per oent

of the respondents; special newsletters by 19 per cent; and

Extension and college publications, 16 per oent.

Preferred Sources of Information Regarding

Specialized Farming Practices

A farmar-Stoolcman mail survey, (1961) concluded that

farm publications were the leading source of Information for

farmers concerning poultry raising. -^ Plfty-two per cent of

the answers listed a publication, while respondents ranked

their own experience and the feed salesman next In line.

A Dniverslty of Illinois study on the three most

Important sources of Infomatiou on hog feeding revealed farm

magazines first (29.7 per oent) followed by feed companies and

county agents, (15.8 and 13.6 per oent, respectively).

'^Economic Information ; Sources . Use and Sffeotiveness
la farm Production Adjustment . iJulletln no. 82cl, Ohio Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Wooster, Ohio, 1959.

^^Farmer-Stooicman Poultry Survey . 1961.

The Parmer and His Hog Business . Agricultural
Communication Research Bulletin no. 1, University of Illinois,
Urbana, 111.
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Tarmars In 10 oountlee vere contacted through personal

Interview and mall survey methods.

A Kansas State University report (i960) found magazines

and newspapers -- considered as one category ~ to te the prime

source of information on formula feeds for llvestoolc used ty

farmers. ^5 Magazines and papers accounted for 23.2 per cent

of the response, followed hy feed dealers, 20.3 per cent, and

personal experience, 13.0 per cent.

A survey form developed by Prairie Farmer magazine was

ailed In 1959 to 1,000 farmers ~ 500 each In Indiana and

Illinois — regarding their knowledge of Information regard-

ing use of tranquilizers on heef cattle.

Farm magazines led In the percentage of checks made

hy respondents of sources from which tranquilizer Information

was read or heard (88.3 per cent); followed by radio, newspapers,

and feed dealers. A similar survey conducted by the Nebraska

Farmer magazine on the same subject In the same year yielded

this ranking: farm magazines — 60.5 per cent; radio —
26.3 per cent; newspapers -- 25.* per cent; veterinarians ~
18.4 per cont.^"^

^Farmers ' Preferences for Formula Feeds . Report no. 90,
Department of Agricultural Economics, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, Kans., I960.

^""Livestock and Poultry Tranquilizer Survey Report,"
Fralrle Farmer magazine, Chicago, 111., 1959.

^"^"Tranquilizers and Feed Additives Survey," Nebraska
Farmer Magazine. Lincoln, Nebr. , 1959.
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lova Extension workers conducted a etudy regarding

farmers' source of fertilizer Information, Results showed

a composite rating of farmers' first, second and third choices

placed farm magazines first with a score of 285; local fertilizer

dealers second with 25^: and the county Extension director

(agent) third with 164,

A study of sources of fertilizer Information was

conducted In 1957 hy National Analysts Inc, for the National

Plant Food Institute. ^^ A representative sample of farmers

operating more than 100 acres of land was selected from four

regions encompassing the United States. This procedure

eliminated 54 per cent of the total numher of farms listed

by the United States census at that time, but the sample

represented 9? per cent of total United States farm land.

Primary sources of Information were disclosed as: county

agents, 72 points; ag college publications, 38 points; farm

magazines, 30 points; local dealers, 26 points. However, In

a separate rating scale, reading sources of fertilizer

information, fann magazines had a rating of 81 per cent;

"Soil Pacts Plus Teamwork Equals Farm Income Op,"
Plant Food Review , published by National Plant Pood Institute,
summarl zing study by Iowa Extension workers in Des Moines
County, la., regarding Parmers' Source of Fertilizer Informa-
tion, 1959.

19
Parmers Attitude Toward the Use of Pertlllzer .

study by National Analysts, Inc., of Philadelphia, Pa,,
for the National Plant Pood Institute, 1957.
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followed by government and Extenelcin publications, 10 per cent;

and three other sources — Including newspapers -- accounting

for the other nine per cent of the total.

The experiences and opinions of a random sample of

221 farm operators In a cash grain area, Piatt County, 111.,

were analysed to determine the extent of knowledge and adoption

of six principal fertilizer practices: the rate of, and time

required for, acceptance; the role of communication in the

acceptance process; and the social, economic, and soelo-

psychologlcal factors Influencing fertilizer decisions.

Although Interviews were made in 195*, the study was reported

in a bulletin published in December, 1961.^°

In contrast with the situation for many other recommended

farm practices, the mass media — newspapers, magazines, radio

and television — were not the top sources of first Information

about fertilizer practices among the sample farm operators,

neighbors and friends ranked first. However, fans magazines

were the source of moat Information. Farm advisers (county

agents) and vocational agriculture teachers, although not

Identified as Important sources of most Inforoatlon, ranked

first and second as the most tinjsted authorities on fertilizer

Information.

20
Vard K, Bauder, Influences on Acceptance of

Fertilizer Practices in Piatt Oounty .Tlllnols . Bulletin 679,
Dnlverslty of Illinois Agricultural ExDerlment Station,
1961.
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i survey conceived by Progressive Farmer magazine

consisted of a series of personal Interviews proportioned among

12 Southern states In the sane ratio as total number of farms. ^^

Sources from vhleh new agricultural chemical Information was

read or heard were ranked thus! farm magazines ~ 41 per

cent; radio ~ 23 per cent; television — 16 ner cent; and

Extension Service (presumably both agents and specialists),

16 per cent.

Kearly all these studies reflect a high degree of

preference by farmers for the farm magazine or paper In leam-

log about new farm practices.

Here, a distinction should be drawn between source and

authority , as studies by Krug, Rogers, Vllkenlng and other

sociologists show that farmers turn to mass media — led by

farm magazines ~ at the early stages of adoption, but look

more to educational agencies for specific Information later

on.

New practices emphasized in subject matter presented

at the Area Swine Days programs, would be expected to stir both

the editorial Interest of farm magazines and the professional

Interest of swine producers classed as Innovators or early

adopters.

21
"Insect Control Practices," study conducted by

National Besearoh Company for Progreealve Farmer Magazine .

1957.
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A study by Krug ehowsd that the content of the

Wlaconsln Agriculturist over a oerlod of nine years, ending

with 1959f leadB with stories on practices In the early stages

of adoption, then drops the practice from Its columns after

It has heen estahllshed.^^ Thus, It would seem to follow

that new practices In swine production and swine housing —
such as slotted floors — which were a part of the program,

would likely be featured In farm magazine stories publicizing

the event.

iudlence Oharacterlstloe

Factors aseoclated with the use of various mass media

2*5

were discussed In a Wisconsin study. '^ In a technique similar

to that utilized by this writer. Investigators compared such

factors as age, education and total gross Income to the amotmt

of time spent reading newspapers and magazines, listening to

the radio, and watching television.

Assuming that older age means Increased total time

spent with mass media, the Wisconsin results showed:

Tisrry L. Krug, Content of a Farm Mat^azlne Related
to yarmer Adoption of Selected Practrpes . Unpublished Master's
TEesls, Department o? Agricultural Journalism, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, 1961.

^'j. E. Ross and L. R. Bostlan, Time Use Patterns and
Communications Activities of Wisconsin Farm Families In

Wintertime . Bulletin gB. University of Wisconsin College of
Agriculture, Madison, Wisconsin, 1958.
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las

1. The older the Individual, the more reading of
newspapers and magazines.

2. The older the Individual, the more radio listening.

3. The older the Individual, the less television
viewing, with the exception of men.

EDOCATIOH

In general, with more education, the amount of reading

and radio :Listening Increases and the amount of television

viewing decreases. Findings showed:

1. The more education, the more time spent reading
newspapers and magazines.

2. The more education, the more time spent listening
to the radio, both men and women.

3. The more education, the less television, generally
speaking.

TOTAL GROSS IHCOMB

In general, the amount of Income the family has makes

little difference In time spent with mass media; some excep-

tions were noted by the Wisconsin group.

1. More income Increases the chance of doing some
reading on a given day for all family members.

2. No differences were found In use of radio between
Income groups.

3. High Income men and women ware more likely to do
some television viewing.

As an adjunct to the principal objective of this study

baaed on audience analysis. Individuals' perceptions of the
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University of Netraska, Agricultural Extension Service, and

the Department of inlmal Husbandry are of passing Interest.

However, since this Is not of prime Importance, no systematic

effort was made to survey literature containing conclusions

relating to the "Image" of these agricultural education

Institutions.

County Agents and Mass Media

The attitude of county Extension agents toward aass

media, their selective use of mass media, understanding of the

unique capabilities of various media, and Individual agent's

proficiency In working with and through mass media, were all

of vital Importance In locally-based efforts to publicise Area

Swine Says.

Several good studies are available which have Impli-

cations In any Interpretation of results of this study.

A broad study was made by Pulghum and Sucker Involving

six states — Arizona, Georgia, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts

24
and Missouri.

Orlst for the study, "Trends In TJse of Mass Methods

by County Agents In Six States," was gathered by gleaning

Information from official annual statistical reports comnlled

by agents from 195* to 1959. The study was reported In I960.

R Fulghum and T. Sucker, Trends In Use of Mass

Methods by County Agricultural Agents In Six States . Division

o^In/ormatlon Programs, Federal Extension Service, Washing-

ton, B.C., i960.



Major attention wae given to selectsd ways In irtilota

agents aeslst their clients ~ visits, office calls, phone

calls, news articles, radio programs, television programs,

bulletins and meetings. Authors noted a persistent Increase

In mass media methods In more urhan counties, and a corres-

ponding decrease In the more rural areas. (All three Nebraska

counties In vhlch the agent acted as host and local contact

for Area Swine Bays would be considered rural counties).

Other findings!

1. News releases per agent are down, but agents In
most urban counties are Issuing more.

2. Use of radio broadcasts has Increased In nearly
all rural counties.

3. Almost all of the limited number of television
broadcasts originate In the most urbanized
counties.

4. On combined, news, radio and television coverage
averages, urban counties experienced 13 per cent
Inoreaee In use, while farm counties posted a 27
per cent Increase over the 5-year study period.

A conclusion: heavier users of mass media (among

agents) also tend to make greater use of more personalized

media to achieve higher totals of families reached.

White, In a study reported In 1950, found that agents

rank media In Importance as communications tools as follows:

weekly newspapers, circular letters, dally newspapers, radio

and television. ^^ Availability and actual use entered into

25m. E. White, The Wisconsin County Agricultural Agent
and His Use of Mass Media , thesis study, Cornell Cniveralty,
Ithaoa, WTf. , I960.
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rank considerations. The audience was 66 of the top 69

Iztenslon agents In Wisconsin, with data on use of selected

mass media gathered through personal Interviews.

factors that influence Illinois county agents' use

of mass media were assessed In an unpuhllshed master's thesis

by Greenelsen.

The research, gathered through a mall survey of all

Illinois county agents and a followup Interview of a limited

number of county agents In the high-use and low-uaa groups,

revealed that:

1. Farm advisers (agents) were not making what was
defined by the author as "optimum" use of mass
communications.

2. The way farm advisers Interpret the "role of the
mass medlsf' may be associated with their extent
of media use.

3. Attitudes toward use of mass media expressed by
advisers' supervisors aopear to have little
association with advisers' use of mass media.

4. Farm advisers' concepts of their job appear to
have little association with the extent of their
mass media use.

5. Farm advisers' extent of mass media use appears
to be associated with their relationships with
mass media personnel.

6. Training In mass media use that farm advisers
have received appears to be associated with their
extent of media uat.

26
J. y. Sreenelsen, Factors Assoolated With the Use

of Mass Media by Illinois Farm AdyTsers . thesis study,
University of Illinois, Orbana, 111., 1961.



A significant study vas conducted by Rogers and Tost

In i960, using depth Interviews Involving a random sample of

half of the county agents In Ohio. '

They attempted to learn what part agents nlay in the

farm practices adoption process, or how they affect the flow

of new research findings from agricultural scientists to

farasrs.

igents considered their most Important sources of new

farm practices as Extension specialists, experiment station

bulletins, and farm magazines, In that order. The average

agent reads or scans about eight farm magazines, about two

thoroughly.

Agents give farm magazines, Extension specialists,

and commercial company publications as leading sources of

information at the awareness stage for 10 new farm practices.

At the conviction stage, they specify experiment station

personnel and research results, along with Extension special-

ists. When It comes to passing on recommendations to farmers,

the agents' favorite media are newspaper articles, local

meetings, and personal contacts with farmers.

2'^E. M. Rogers and M, D. Tost, Comifiunlcation Behavior
of County Extension Agents . Research Bulletin B50, Ohio
Igrlcultural Experiment Station, Wooster, Ohio, I960.



CHiPTER III

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study Is to gain some Insight

as to the relative significance of factors Influencing

attendance 'by farmers at agricultural field days, sponsored

hy University experiment stations and Extension services.

This pujrpoBe Is narrowed to an Identification and

evaluation of both controllahle and uncontrollable factors

having a bearing on attendance at three swine field days In

Nebraska during 1963.

Of special Interest Is the role of purposeful cora-

munloatlons In relation to Informing and motivating swine

producers to attend the Area Swine Days.

Specific objectives of this study are:

1. To determine the extent of awareness among swine
producers residing In the anticipated drawing
areas of each of three Area Swine Says held In
Mebraska In 1963.

2. To determine the news medium or media through
which the majority of those attending the swine
day series first learned of the event.

3. To compare differences In sources of Information
between the three areas, with possible relation-
ships to age, education. Income and size of
operation of producers.

A, To Identify the factors which Influenced pro-
ducers to attend or not attend this type of
agricultural field day, once It Is established
that producers were aware of the event. Again,
correlations will be explored as to possible
significance of age, education, Income and size of
operation.



5. To evaluate the effectiveness of a coordinated
Informational campaign Involving the State
Extension specialists (subject matter and
Information) and county Extension personnel
In counties hosting the Area Svlne Days.

6, To determine In a limited way the probable atti-
tude of a selected audience (swine producers)
toward the University of Kebraska Agricultural
Extension Service — both county and state staffs,
the animal husbandry department, and/or the
University as a single, all-lneluslve entity.



OHIPTEH IV

SCOPE OP THE SinDT:

IIS AREAS OP EMPHASIS AND LIMITATIONS

Ihls pleoe of research, cantering on an audience of

Nebraska swine producers, is primarily a "descriptive study,"

an attempt to describe a specific situation at one point in

time.

For this reason, widely-differing conclusions might

result from similarly-designed surveys taken among other

audiences of swine producers influenced by dissimilar

geographical and socioeeonomio conditions, as found in other

states. In short, this study, as In the case of nearly all

others, has built-in limitations on its continuing validity

Imposed by time and space.

In designing the survey, it was felt that the mere

Indication by swine producers of the medium or combination of

aedia through which they became aware of the event was not

sufficient to meet the needs of the study.

Therefore, a major part of the survey is devoted to

audience analysis — Identification of the personal oharae-

terlstios of Nebraska swine producers: age, level of educa-

tion, gross Income, size of operation, size of family, and

media oentaots and habits.
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In analyzing personal data of the respondents, one

ooTea Into the area of the diffusion process. The Inter-

related factors of age, education. Income and size of oper-

ation, applied In Bohlen and Beale's olasslflcatlon of faraare

ranging from Innovators to laggards, have Implications In

Inteirpretlng the findings of this study.

Program topics which constitute exposure to new

practices for attending producers make It possible to place

these respondents tentatively along the adoption oontlnuum

by studying their attitude toward the program, and taking

Into aocotint their personal attributes.

Inclusion of this data Is Intended to strengthen, not

obscure, the overriding purpose of the study: measurement of

the audience's level of awareness of the series of field days,

and the process through which they made a decision as Indivi-

duals, whether or not to attend the educational program series.

The ranking of media in decreasing order of Importance

and effectiveness as sources used and/or trusted by an audience

Is a technique used In many other communications studies, and

Is of major Importance In this Investigation. This selection

of media combinations reflects not only the effectiveness of

the communications lob being done by a single medium, but also

the unique nature of each medium which enables It to play a

specific role In a total Information effort.

With generally adequate data on most of the questions

asked, several possible side isauaa were considered as part
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of the Investigation, and then rejected as helng beyond the

intended scope of the study.

Among these were;

1. ImpllcatlonB of part-time farming In the media
habits of rescondents. Bo correlations were
made as to differences In resoonse between part-
time and full-time farmers, as Indicated by
questionnaire tabulations.

2. Possible oomTjarlson between the true "special-
ized" swine producer — who depends entirely on
swine for his source of income, vs. the so-
called general farmer, who Includes swine ae a
part of his total or)eratlon.

3. Although an "attitude" survey was alluded to In
one of the objectives. It was felt that there
were not enough data to Justify following this
lead, particularly In view of the wealth of
data available to pursue objectives with higher
priorities. In actuality, only one question was
keyed to this srea of Investigation, although
some assumptions might be drawn from reactions
of the respondents to contacts by the county agent,
university specialist, et. al. It would appear
that this area of exploration into the attitude
of the swine producer toward the university and
its component parts would be a ripe one for
further study.

A, The small number of respondents In the non-
attender portion of the survey precluded making
some comparisons with sttenders that would have
been desirable. Vfherever possible, however,
these comparisons are made by considering the
total number of non-attenders from the three
geogranhical areas as a state figure, proportion-
ate to the total state figure of attenders.

5, One large area not analyzed to its full potential
is that of comparisons in audience attributes
between the three geographical areas. It was
felt that these comparisons could and will be

helpful on an operational basis for both the
state information and subject matter swine
sneclallat, but were not necessary In meeting
the objectives or testing the hypotheses of the
study Itself.
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6. Portions of the questionnaire concerned with
evaluation of the separate swine day programs
are pertinent to the study only as they reflect
the attitude of the respondent toward other areas
which are prime study targets. Inclusion of
program evaluation questions seemed natural
In the questionnaire, hut the value of this
material Is limited In the strict connotation
of the study's ohjectlves.

7, The role of the county Extension agent as a
communicator In relation to the total swine days
Information program remains an elusive one to
define, even after analysis of available data.
Without a complete schedule of every agent's
production of news materials during the pro-
motional period prior to swine days. It seems
Impossible to come up with a clecr isleture as to
how Important "local" news efforts are In com-
parison to "statewide" news efforts. In this
case. It was felt that the general objective of
evaluating the effectiveness of a coordinated
Informational campaign was an extremely Imnortant
one, but energies and resources required to meet
even more crucial objectives ruled out potential
fulfillment of this phase of the study. Again,

the need for further exploration of this area In
a followup survey looms even more Important than
before this study was undertaken.

Turning from areas of limitation to areas of eBphaeia,

the pattern of the study, ae seen by the author, might best

be explained as fitting the definition of A. L. Knutson of an

Investigation designed to measure conditions of effectiveness

of a communications effort.

Knutson defines conditions for effectiveness as all

the conditions that may affect whether the audience reacts

in the Intended ways In this case whether the swine producer

^^A. L. Knutson, "Pretesting: A Positive Approach to

Evaluation," Public Health Reports . 67j7s699-703, July, 1952.
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Is Induced, as It Is Ints&ded that hs should he, to attend a

swine field day. The conditions Include some things within

the control of the communicator and some not within his con-

trol. These two separate sets of conditions emerged In sharp

definition as the Area Swlne Days were planned, conducted and

evaluated, both through Informal study and this research

project.

Conditions for effectiveness Include: availability

of message to audience; attention and Interest of audience

In the message; understanding of the message; learning and

retention of the message; motivations and patterns of behavior

related to the message; and physical resources available to

the audience.

These conditions of effectiveness were summarized by

L. E. Sarbaugh for discussion at the northeast Agricultural

Communications Research Conference In Washington, D.O., In

September, 1958.* These points spell out the type of answers

sought In attempting to meet the objectives and test the

hypotheses of this studyi

!• Availability of message to audience — How many
people will have aoeesB to the message, as trans-
mitted by radio, television, newspaper, magazines,
college, direct mall, poster, et. al. Availability
of media, including primary and secondary sources,
is largely within the control of the communicators.

*!.. E. Sarbaugh is now with the publications divi-

sion of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.



2. Attention and Interest — This condition goes
beyond mere availability; were the ueople reached
PByehologloally as well as physically? Did they
read? Did they see? The measure as to whether
the audience gave any attention to the message
was taken In both the attender and non-attender
portions of the survey.

3. Understanding — How many producers understood the
point of the message? Questions framed within the
survey form were used to determine the degree to
which the audience xmderstood the message: "Mr.
Producer; Come to Area Swine Day — this Is a
program In which you can believe, which Is designed
to help you develop a more profitable and effi-
cient swine operation."

4. Learning and retention — If the audience under-
stood the message, did they learn It well enough
to make the desired change In behavior and will
they retain It long enough to use It at apnro-
prlate times?

The scope of this survey was not envisioned to
Include this advanced step In the communications
process. The one exception would be In refer-
ence to the behavior of a producer In attending
or not attending a uubllc Informational meeting
sponsored by the University of Nebraska, covering
the tyue of agricultural enterprise in which he
Is engaged.

If a person, who In the past seldom or never has
attended such a field day, was Induced to attend
Area Swine Day, this would constitute a definite
change In behavior, warranting analysis as to the
role played by purposefully directed communications
In bringing about this change.

5. Physical resources — Even If all other conditions
for effective communications are met, the communi-
cator's alms are blocked If the health, for
Instance, of the producer (as a member of the
target audience) prevents him from using the message.
In large part, physical factors are outside the
Influence and control of communicators, but may
limit the effectiveness of the communications
effort.
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HTF0IHE3BS

the following hypotheses are proposed:

1. The noticeable Increase In the number of persons

attending University of Hebraska-sponsored Area Swine Days

Is due largely to the accessibility of the meetings -- an

effect of decentralization. Despite widespread travel by

car, Improved highways and leisure time, distance and travel

time are still formidable factors In a farmer's decision to

attend public meetings. In fact, the swine day meetings assume

more of a local than an area character, with a large percentage

of the attenders expected to be those residing within a 30-mlle

radius of the meeting site.

2. Younger men — below 50 years of age — possessing

a higher level of education (a minimum of four years high

school) — are more likely to attend Area Swine Days than

older men with fewer years of formal education.

3. Producers with a larger operation — those who

raise 75 head of hogs or more per year — can be expected

to attend Area Swine Days In greater numbers than those with

fewer pigs farrowed annually.

4. Farmers specializing In large-scale swine pro-

duction, I.e., depending on a swine operation for their major
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source of Income, will cone to the meeting to learn more

about a specific topic on the program and/or visit vlth

specialists or researchers from the College of Agriculture.

Farmers with fewer hogs, who depend on sales of hogs and pork

products for only part of their Income, attend swine days for

more casual reasons. Many of this latter group will live in

close proximity to the meeting site.

5. The total group of Nebraska swine producers can-

not be considered as a single audience In presenting educa-

tional subject matter materials to meet swine production,

management and economic problems. The same program topics

presented at different locations In the state will evoke

widely differing appeal to and response from the sub-audience

of producers.

6. Lack of awareness of the dates and principal

topics of the Area Swine Day program series was not a signif-

icant factor In the decision of producers not to attend the

program In their area, aenerally speaking, a wide range of

media outlets are available to producers, and the scope of

publicity was sufficiently wide to assure exposure to the

majority of producers of pertinent facts about swine day.

7. The farm magazine, confirmed In numerous studies

as the preferred first source of information for recommended

farming practices In the early adoption stages, gives way to

other mass media as a preferred source for becoming aware of

and learning about agricultural field days. This finding.
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apparent In other studies (see literature citation given

earlier), will In all probability be eonflrmed In a study of

the Irea Sirtne Day situation. Similarly, wblle producers rely

on commercial concerns (equipment dealers, seed dealers, feed

dealers, etc.) for detailed Information and authority regard-

ing the use of farm practices, they would not be expected to

be a strong source for creating awareness of an agricultural

event.

8. In counties where the Extension agent sent a

timely notice of the Area Swine Day meeting to his farmer-

clients, this medium — direct mall — will be rated as the

source from which most respondents first heard about irea

Swine Day, Irrespective of the distribution of mass media In

the county or the potential media contacts available to the

producer.

9. Persons oriented strongly In their media habits

to radio and television would not be expected to attend this

type of a meeting where results of research are presented.

Persons oriented toward television are Interested In passive

rather than participant entertainment. This characteristic Is

reflected In their being classified more often as late adopters

or laggards In acceptance of new farm practices — which were

a highlight of swine day program material. An example: slotted

floors for more efficient swine manure disposal.
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10. Factors such as age, level of gross Income, and

Ice of operation oan be ezpeoted to follow the same pattern

In the non-attender group as In the attender group. In other

words, these oharaoterlstles In themselves do not provide a

olue as to the major reasons for non-attendance. It is

proposed that media hahlts have a more significant Influence

In motivating attendance than do personal charaeteristics,

with the exception of education.
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SURVEY PROCroURES AND METHODOLOOT

Ab soon as the locations and dates of the 1963 Area

Swine Day programs were decldedi plans were made for:

1. An Informational effort preceding the swine days.

2, Survey procedures In connection with the study

being reported.

In the case of hoth Rooters Day and Area Swine Days,

promotion and coverage has heen planned and carried out by the

Department of Information, In which this writer holds the

position of Information specialist (press).

flans for promotion of the 1963 series were worked

out In cooperation with Dr. Leo Luoas, University of Hebraslca

Extension swine specialist. Efforts at the state level In

publicizing and promoting Area Swine Days have been com-

plemented by the work of Eitenslon agents In counties hosting

the swine day progarams.

A schedule of news releases, television and radio

appearances and tapes and direct mall, making up the 1963

swine days Information campaign, was worked out along lines of

similar campaigns In 1961 and 1962. Planning was based on

news Judgment and experience, and no speolal efforts were

made to "beef up" the publicity schedule In a manner that
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vould affect th* validity of the survey, which was to be

conducted in a "normal" situation.

County Extension agents were mailed copies of the

puhllclty schedule as In past years to avoid duplication of

efforts, but were not Informed until shortly before the swine

day programs in each case that a survey was to be conducted

of swine producers attending the meetings.

The first statewide news release concerning Area

Swine Days was produced and mailed November 5, 1962. The

number and frequency of news releases gradually built up

through late Seoember and throughout January. To achieve

extensive statewide and local coverage in the three geo-

graphleal areas Involved, across-the-board use of mass media

was employed. (See appendix for a complete schedule of

releases distributed by the Department of Information.

This does not include a listing of releases initiated by

county Extension agents, or newsmen on the staffs of news-

papers, television and radio stations).

Survey Procedures

In considering the best means of achieving the

objectives outlined In this study. It was decided to divide

the survey into two sections, involving:

1. Producers present at the three Area Swine Day

meetings (attenders) and

2. Known producers who did not attend any of the

three meetings (non-attenders).
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The following proeeduree were followed

j

1. A letter was written to County Extension agents,

requesting a master list of sirlne producers In the various

counties. Although distinction was to be made In the survey

between producers raising certain numbers of hogs per year,

(see question no. 2, questionnaire form, page 1^3), agents

were asked simply for a complete list of swine producers In

the county. In most eases, lists were compiled from county

assessors' rolls.

2i Arrangements were made to register all producers

attending each of the Area Swine Day meetings. Such a regis-

tration list asaumedly would constitute the best list avail-

able, of those producers, listed by county, who actually were

present at each meeting.

Registration procedures, which worked well during the

pre-test, could not be duplicated with complete precision

during the actual field survey because of Insurmountable

physical conditions and lack of cooperation — or perhaps a

lack of understanding of the meohanlos of the survey procedure

— by program sponsors and local officials.

At HcCook, the meeting started late, and It was

necessary to pass the registration tablet down the rows of

seated producers. Although care was exercised to ensure that

all present signed the registration sheets, a sizeable dis-

crepancy between the number of names listed and the number

of persons served at noon led to the conclusion that not all

persons were registered. i

'
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The difficulty encountered In the pre-test In separating

registrants Into bona fide producers and non-produoers was

hard to overcome In the field survey. However, thl« separation

was neoessary In order to compute a genuinely accurate rate of

return.

For Instance, at the MeCook meeting. It was Impossible

to determine whloh registrants were agribusiness representa-

tives and which were producers. The latter, by stipulation

of the survey, were the only persons eligible to fill out the

questionnaire. Thus, the percentage of returns filled out,

based on the total number of persons registered at MoOook, was

a misleading figure.

At the York meeting. It was possible, through arrange-

ments by the agent with the local chamber of commerce, to

obtain a true picture of the audience involved. All persons

entering the auditorium were required to pass by a registra-

tion deslc, where a card was filled out, indicating name,

address and occupation — farmer, feed dealer, government

agency representative, etc.*

*0f 358 registrants at York (area 2) 233 persons listed
"farmer" as their occupation. The other 124 were feedmen, equip-
ment dealers and others associated with, or Interested in, some
segment of the hog industry. The raw percentage of returns at

York would thus be 50.5 per cent, with 179 questionnaires re-
turned. However, if the number of returns was related to the
number of persons registered as "farmers," the percentage would
ollnb to 77. As it was not possible to obtain this detailed
information at the other two meetings, the unadjusted figures
are used In the results.

It Is recognized that some non-farmers such as feed-
men, etc may well qualify as swine producers, thus providing
some distortion, if returns were based on farmers only. However,
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In the pre-test exercise, the list of 108 registrants

was adjusted to 72 actual producers by the county agent,

relying on personal acquaintance. This procedure was not

possible at the Area Swine Day programs, because of the much

larger number of persons Involved, and the fact that all

were multi-county meetings.

3, It was planned to compare the registration list

for each meeting with the master list of producers from

oountles in the drawing area for the respective meetings to

compile a list of "non-attenders," for use In conducting the

second part of the survey.

4. A rough draft questionnaire prepared by the writer

and approved by his major adviser, Dr. Murvln Perry of Kansas

State University, was mimeographed for use In a pre-test In

connection with a swine day program at Beatrice, Nebraska, on

October 17, 1962.

In planning the pre-test, It was established that

the type of audience (commercial and purebred ewlne producers),

would be of the sane type as that to be surveyed during Area

Swine Days, except, of course, representing a different geo-

graphical region In the state. The format and general content

of the Beatrice Pork Day program were similar to that planned

since the Instructions were directed to "swine producers,"
and questionnaires were handed out for persons to fill out
on their own, the decision was left up to the Individual ae
to whether he was a producer.
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for tba Swine Day series. One of the main differences In

conditions of the pre-tast and the field days was the time of

year — October as compared to January,

In pre-testlng the questionnaire, producers were

as)ced to fill out the form during the noon hour, between the

morning and afternoon program sessions.

the Sage County Extension agent was used as a

"legltlmlzer," In giving a brief explanation as to the purpose

of the survey and filling out the questionnaire. He Indicated

the survey was being taken by a representative of the Uni-

versity of Nebraska, and asked producers' cooperation in filling

out the form, enabling the Extension service, through evaluation

of the study results, to do a better job In developing educa-

tional programs to meet the needs of producers.

ill swine producers, whether owners of two, 200 or

2,000 head of swine, were requested to fill out the form com-

pletely. Persons were asked to skip one or more questions

they did not wish to fill out and complete the remainder of

the questionnaire, rather than not filling it out at all.

Producers also were told that individual statistics

would be treated as confidential, and would not be used as a

given swine operation. It was stressed that the survey find-

ings as a whole would be helpful In planning Area Swine Day

programs. It was not mentioned specifically that the survey

was taken In support of a master's thesis, as it was felt

this academic reference might Inhibit response.
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It had been determined on a prevloue dry run that the

pre-teet torn which had 23 questions, could be filled out In

12-13 minutes, so a half hour vas allowed In the pre-teet

exercise, and proved adequate.

Physical conditions at the pre-test site were more

favorable than those encountered at two of the succeeding irea

Swine Day meetings. At Beatrice, producers ate at tables

which were available for uee in filling out the form.

A total of 20 questionnaires were filled out suffi-

ciently complete to be of value In the projected survey, making

the return, based on the adjusted figure of 72 producers, a

satisfactory 27.7 per cent. Six questionnaires were dis-

carded because they were too Incomplete to be of value.

The level of returns In the pre-test was high enough

to encourage plans to use this type of methodology and basic

questionnaire form at the three Area Swine Says, after some

revisions. Extensive changes in the questionnaire and reflne-

ent of the procedure in getting the forms filled out resulted

in a substantially higher return in the main survey.

One of the most slgalfioant changes in the final question-

naire form from the test version was that of eliminating the

necessity for the respondent's signature at the end of the ques-

tionnaire. After reviewing the study objects, it was felt that

the producer's name was not necessary. Inasmuch as a registra-

tion list could be used at each meeting to Identify the non-

attenders from each area.
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Th« data sought through the aurray and their Intended

use Bade It unnecessary for Individual Identification of each

questionnaire, but county Identification was very Important

In order to carry out comparisons later on. Elimination of

the signature requirement likely contributed to the substanti-

ally higher level of returns realized In the main survey.

With the exception of thla change and revised wording

of the questionnaire, the procedure worked out during the pre-

test was generally followed In the attender surveys during irea

Swlns Days. Some minor adaptations were necessary to fit

different conditions found at each meeting.

5. Following the pre-teat and extensive revision of

the form, 500 copies of the questionnaire (see appendix,

page ^3), were printed for use at each of the Area Swine

Says — at McOook, Nebraska, January 29) Toik, Nebraska,

January 30; and at Laurel on January 31*

One departure In practice from the pre-test procedure

was that of this writer explaining the purposes of the survey

and giving the Instructions, rather than the host Sxtenslou

agent, it the first meeting, the agent was unavailable, so

the practice was continued at the other two.

It all three msetlngs, the procedure was followed of

handing out the questionnaires at the close of the morning

session, just prior to the liinoh or noon break period.

At MoCook, where tables were not available, producers

In the line for lunoh filled out forms while standing up.
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Some producers filled out the toxm before eating; others

afterward. Despite these adverse conditions, the rate of

return was fairly high at MoOoolc, and suhstantlally exceeded

the rate of return at Laurel, where almost Identical condi-

tions prevailed. At Tork, while It was difficult for pro-

ducers to hear Instructions regarding filling out the form,

tables were available, making It easy to write In answers.

At all three meetings volunteers walked among those

In attendanoe with copies of the questionnaire after Instruc-

tions had been spelled out, and producers exercised free

choice on whether or not to accept the questionnaire. As In

the pre-test. It was not possible to determine how many

qu«etlonnalres were accepted but not filled out.

6. The completed questionnaires from each meeting

were sorted, and invalid forms culled out. The remainder of

the forms were turned over to the statistical laboratory at

the University of Nebraska College of Agriculture for IBH

card punching and a card count on each question, preparatory

to running of correlations.

Very few questionnaires turned In during Area Swine

Days had to be rejected due to omitted or Incomplete answers,

indicating that this problem uncovered In the pre-test was

alleviated through revision.

Several questionnaires returned at each meeting were

fairly complete except for omlesion of the county in which

the respondent resided. These questionnaires were put together

In one category, and data from them contributed to general area
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designation made It Impossible to Include these questionnaires

In any county-to-oounty comparisons and lowered their value In

contributing to the survey findings.

7. A similar questionnaire was prepared for use In

Inteirvlewlng non-attenders. All questions regarding personal

characterletlos of the respondent, size and type of his swine

operation, and other socioeconomic data were the same In both

the attender and non-attender questionnaires, allowing for

direct comparison In these areas. Questions 13, 14, 15 and

16, directly concerned with the Swine Cay program In each

area, were changed or deleted as follows:

Question 13 In the attender questionnaire, "Please
Indicate the principal reason for coming to Area
Swine Day. . ." followed by a list of specific
reasons to cheek, was changed to: "The principal
reason for not attending the Swine Day program was:",
followed by a listing of suggested reasons.

Question 14, an Indication of the attending producer's
selection of the program topic of the most Interest
to hlms Question 15, concerning evaluation of the
program by an attender; and Question 16, suggested
ways by the producer to Improve the program, were
deleted from the non-attender questionnaire as
Inapplicable.

8. For purposes of the survey, northeastern Nebraska

counties represented at the Laurel meeting were designated

oollectively as Area I; central Nebraska counties represented

at York as Area II; and southwestern counties represented at

McCook as Area III. These terms will be applied to th«

respective survey areas throughout the remaining sections of

this study.
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9. After reviewing the number of retume (completed

questionnaires from counties In the three areas) It was

decided to use the four counties adjacent to or shutting on

the host county In all three Instances, for the non-attender

section of the survey. It was reasoned that a large number of

returns had been received from the host county, >rtiere condi-

tions conducive to attendance were presumably optimum

distance to travel and time oonsumed In traveling to the

meeting were not great, and the level of awareness, based on

number and frequency of mass media contacts, presumably was

high.

By the same token, the small number of returns from

counties a considerable number of miles from the meeting site

provided evidence of the "built-in" factor of travel distance

working against attendance, other factors being equal.

In the adjacent counties, however. It was felt that

chanoee for producers becoming aware of the meeting would

still be quite high. Also the time, money and effort expended

to attend the meeting would be well within reasonable bounds,

based on Nebraska travel habits. (Particularly In southwestern

Nebraska, It Is not uncommon for citizens to travel AO-50

miles one way, or even farther In some Instances, to obtain

personal goods and services, or participate In church, social

and recreational activities^

For these reasons, the Identification and ranking of

other factors Influencing non-attendance seemed necessary.
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10, It was necessarjr to contact non-attenders as

soon as possible after the meetings, In order to assure that

their recollection of the circumstances preventing their

attendance was accurate. However, It seemed physically

Impossible for this writer, utilizing his own time and

resources, personally to cover all 12 counties adjacent to

the three meeting sites. Involving several hundred- miles of

travel by oar, as well as numerous farm stops. Because of

what appeared to be significant differences In the charac-

terlstlos of audlenoes In northeastern and southwestern

Nebraska, (see discussion under topic. Hypotheses), personal

Interviews were conducted with Individual non-attenders only

In Areas I and III. In Area II (York) non-attender questionnaires,

Identical to those used In personal Interviews, were mailed out

to selected producers, along with a self-addressed, stamped

envelope. These mailings were carried out within 10 days

following the final Area Swine Day, and no follow-up mailing

or reminder was made. (See Plate 2 for detailed county-by-

oounty breakdown of figures on the non-attender portion of

the survey),

11. In Areas I and III, an attempt was made to inter-

view 10 producers (non-attenders) from each designated county,

on the basis of the following crlterlai

a. Geographical distribution of respondents sprinkled
over a county.

b. Size of operation (need to Include both small and
large producers for purposes of direct comparison
to corresponding categories in the attender survey).
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Contacting producers scattered over a county was

Important In determining hoit effectively Information vas

diffused to create a high level of awareness regarding Area

Swine Days. By Interviewing producers In different parts

of a county. It was hoped an evaluation could be made of mass

media patterns. Involving different newspaper circulation

areas, radio and television viewing and listening areas,

and different neighborhood-community relationships.

Widespread distribution of non-attenders also was

Important in attempting to detect possible "weak spots" In

direct mall contacts by the county agents to producers regard-

ing Area Swine Day. It Is well known In Intension circles

that certain areas of a county may be "blind spots" In an

agent's circle of personal contacts. As the agent was the

principal Initiator of dlr«*t mall to producers regarding swine

days, this fact must be considered In evaluating this phase of

the over-all Information program.

The limitation on available time to complete this

section of the survey precluded the possibility of stopping

at farmsteads along the road at a given Interval (every fourth

fara, et. al.), to call on farmers. These unknown or random-

ised contacts may or may not have been swine producers, or If

In the former category, may or may not have attended the awlne

day meeting.

Accordingly, the location of non-attenders' farms

was plotted ahead of time on county road maps, and a definite
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driving schedule set up to conserve time. After names of

attenders ware crossed off, the available master lists of

swine producers In survey counties were selected from the

remaining names. An attempt was made to select producers

having different post office addresses and living on different

rural routes, again to assure diverse geographical locations.

In a few cases where counter agents did not respond to

the request for a master list of county producers. It was

neoessary to dig through county files and assemble a list.

County agents were consulted regarding directions

necessary to drive to an interviewee's farm, but efforts were

made to guard against any Influence by agents In suggesting

names of producers who might be personal friends or active

Extension cooperators, in order to avoid prejudicial returns.

In all but one or two Instances, only one call was made at a

farm, and If the producer was not home, the name was max^ced

off.

12. Of special Interest were cotmtlee which were

within the plausible drawing area of the meetings, but from

which no returns were received when questionnaires were

distributed among attendere. To try and discover whether

lack of awareness was a factor In these counties, a small

number of non-attender questionnaires was mailed. The number

of questionnaires to be sent (10) was used as an Interval for

selection of names from the adjusted master lists of these

counties, beginning with the 10th name down the list. While
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thla Information was not sought to fulfill one of the primary

objectives of the survey, the question raised i«8 an Inter-

esting sidelight of survey results, and deemed worthy of

further pursuit. (See Flats 3 for counties Involved).
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FINDINGS OF THE SURVBT

I. Results of Attender Section of Sujrvey

iudlencc Analyslsi Vhat Froduoera Attended Area

Sirlne Cays and ^liat ire They like?

In the attender portion of the survey, 480 usatle

questionnaires were turned In by producerSf representing an

over-all percentage return of 45.5. Percentage of return

varied between the three survey areas, as follows: Area I —
38.0 per cent? Area II — 50.0 per centj and Area III — 40.5

per cent. One return was received from a Minnesota producer

attending the Laurel meeting while nine Kansas producers

filled out questionnaires at McOoolc. Several questionnaires

Which did not carry the name of the county In irtileh the

respondent resided were used In computing statewide and area

totals, but of course could not be used In oounty-by-eounty

oomparlsons.

As Indicated previously, the percentage of return was

ealeulated on the basis of known registration, with an adjusted

figure used at McCook, based on the best available estimate

of the number of persons on hand at noon when the forms were

passed out. This adjusted estimate augmented an Incomplete

registration list gathered during the morning program.
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TABLE 1

StIMMAHT OF RETURNS, BY AREA, IN ATTENDEH PORTIOH
OP SURVEY

Total Ho. Usable Per Cent No. of
Reglatra- Returns Return Counties
tlone Represented

In Returns

Area 1 (Laurel) 302* 117 38.0 15

Area 2 (York) 358* 180 50.0 24

Area 3 (McOook) 400»» j.83 40.5 14
Total 1060 480 45.2 53

•Actual
•Adjusted Estimate

Swine producers attending the three meetings r«p-

resented 53 of the 93 counties In Nebraska, with Area II

(central Nebraska, at York), attracting swlnemen from the

greatest number of counties — 24.

The anticipated drawing areas — blocs of counties

from 'Mhlch it was anticipated swine growers would be attracted

to attend each of the three programs — held up very well in

northeastern and southwestern Nebraska. For a publicity

purpose, it was anticipated that producers from 12 counties

would attend the meeting at Laurel; and from 10 counties at

McCook. The number of counties actually represented was 15

and 14, respectively. It was in Area II, central Nebraska,

where predictions went awry as to the logical drawing area.
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It M»8 anticipated that produotrs would trek to York from 11

counties; Instead they came from 24. It le difficult to

determine why producers came from greater distances to attend

the Tork meeting. One or two theories might be considered:

1. Laurel and McOook are located In fairly well-

knit areas In opposite comers of the state; fork Is In the

center of Nebraska In a rather vast, undefined area. Apparently

producers were pulled eome distance from both directions —
east and west — to attend the York meeting, while producers

in the northeastern and southeastern sections "turned Inward"

to attend a meeting In their Immediate area.

2. There Is a good possibility that a program Item

of Intense Interest to a group of producers may offset a

girsater distance to travel In a decision to attend one of two

meetings at alternate sites. Conversations overheard among

•wine producers at MoOook Indicated disappointment that the

toplo, "slotted floors," was not included on the swine day

program. The toplo was covered at the Tork meeting, and some

producers who live In counties closer to McOook drove to Tork

Instead.

A factor unknown to the outside analyst but never-

theless operative In each nroducer's decision to attend a

selected meeting Is the complex of trade area allegiances,

with a regional city of some size, such as MoOook or Tork,

drawing patrons from a wide area to obtain goods and services

unavailable In smaller towns and villages.
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Of more than passing interest Is the apparent "local"

nature of the Area Swine Cay meetings, although they are

planned end publicized as vehicles to disseminate Information

through an entire region of the state. While, as Indicated,

a large niunber of counties were represented at each meeting, a

significant portion of the total number of producers cane from

the host county.

Exhibiting a trend which was quite consistent during

the series, the following number of questionnaires was

received from host county swine producers at each meeting!

McCook — 45 from Red Willow County, 24.5 per cent of total

questionnaires received; Tork — 46 questionnaires returned by

Tork County producers, 25.6 per cent of the total; and Laurel

— 41 questionnaires returned from Cedar County, 35.8 per cent

of the total. A check of registration lists indicated that a

substantial number of the total nroducers at each meeting

resided within the confines of the host county.

On the other side of the coin, it should be pointed

out that In several Instances, producers drove great distances to

attend the Swine Days, although the total number of producers

from distant points was small.

tlsing road map mileage from post office addresses

indicated by producers, to the sites of swine day meetings, a

check showed that several producers drove 100 miles or more,

one way, to attend the McCook swine day program. It should be

noted that this is an area of Nebraska where population is
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relatively sparse, farm and ranch units large and distances

between major towns Is fairly great. In the case of the Xork

meeting, where the drawing area was larger than anticipated,

producers drove great distances even though towns are close

together, populations more dense, and normal driving habits

would ordinarily not Include drives of the length Indicated.

Distances to the four boundaries of the drawing area for the

Tork meeting were 109, 101, 73 and 55 miles, representing the

dlstaaee traveled one way to attend the program. Distances

traveled to attend the Laurel meeting generally were shorter -

mostly In the range of 40 to 50 miles one way — although one

carload of producers traveled more than 100 miles to reach

the meeting.

These simple calculations perhaps prove a point In

relation to Area Swine Days — and perhaps other agricultural

field days at various locations in Nebraska — that statewide

publicity Is required to reach persons who are Interested In

this type of event, but who normally would not be thought of

as a logical audience. At the same time, publicizing the

•vent at the state level takes It out of the local class and

the technique In Itself gives the meeting a broader appeal.

Audience Characteristics

Wiat were the characteristics of producers attending

the swine day series?
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in analysis of personal data gathered through answers

to the questionnaires might logically be divided Into two

PKrtat facts regarding the respondent as a swine producer,

and faots regarding the respondent as an individual. While

aome of the data were found to be of little value In pursuing

the objeotlves of this study, pertinent findings are cited

here for whatever Interest they might have, ae they contribute

to the Image of the Xebraska or area swine producer at the

time of the survey.

Plrst, In regard to statistics relating to the

respondents as swine producers)

Although the author hypothesized that specialisation

is "full-blown" in the Hebraska ewlne industry, this belief

is not borne out by data gathered from attenders' responses.

Of 478 respondents in all areas answering question 1,

"please Indicate the one crop or class of llvestoclc respon-

sible for the ma.lor part of your cash farm income," only 64

producers marked swine alone. The majority of others checked

a combination of blanks interpreted to mean that they were

grain-livestock farmers, with a sizeable number showing a

oom-beef-swlne enterprise. No attempt was made to sort out

the carda of these 64 producers irtio apparently are specializing

in swine operations, although some benefits from fuirther study

of this group would be gained in evaluating current Extension

teaching methods.
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Conelderlng the total number of checks by producers

from all areas In each of the eight blanks provided for crops

or livestock, swine led with 347, followed by beef cattle

with 264, com with 209 and wheat with 111.

A small proportion of producers surveyed at the three

neetlngs were part-time farmers, based on the number Indicating

that 75 to 100 per cent of their gross Income Is derived fron

farming. Of the 414 producars answering this question, 333

or 80.4 par cant ohaoked the 75 to 100 par cent categories,

leaving leas than 20 per cent receiving at least 50 per cent

of their gross income from non-farm sources.

TABLE 2

ATTEHDSRS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO PBROBNTAOE
OP GROSS INCOME DERIVED PROM PARKING

Per Cent
Income
Credited AIJ. Areas Area 1 Area 2 Area 3
to Farm No. Per Cent
Sales

No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent

25 33 8.1
50 48 11.5
75 56 13.5

100 277 66.9

Total 414 98.2

8 7.8 11
8 7.8 13
6 5.8 25

80 78.4 117

102 99.8 263

6.6
7.8

15.2
70,4

100.0

14 9.7
27 18.4
25 17.1
80 54.8

146 100.0
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More than two-thlrda of the 458 producers answering

the question regarding size of operation cheeked the two

middle categories — 50 to 300 pigs farrowed and/or purchased

annually as an average figure over the past five years.

Twelve per cent Identified themselves as small producers hy

present standards, farrowing fewer than 50 pigs annually —
and 19 per cent as large producers — farrowing 300 or more

pigs and over annually.

WBLE 3

COMPOSITE TABLE SHOVING TOTALS FOR ALL AREAS
— SIZE OF OPERATION (ATTXNDERS)

Size of Swine Operation No. Per Cent

Under 50 head
50-149
150-299
300 and over

Total

55
154
160
_82
458

12.0
33.6
34.9

JdJi.
99.9

Wille these categories were worked out In conjunction

with the Extension livestock speolallet, It Is felt that

categories under 75 pigs farrowed and/or purchased annually;

75 to 150; 150 to 300; 300 to 500 and 500 and over might have

been more realistic In view of trende to expanded hog opera-

tions. In the view of some livestock experts, 75 or fewer

pigs farrowed annually stamps the farmer as a "small producer,"
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while the oategory "300 pigs and over," Is very Inoluelve and

maelcs the few large-scale operators lAio handle 1,000 to 2,000

pigs annually, and perhaps are leaders In the Industry.

However, the categories used give some Indication as

to the proportion of "large" and "small" operators attending

the swine field days, an Important consideration In this

study.

Individualized data In questions 3, 4 and 5, specifying

the exact numher of hogs raised last year, the number of years

the producer raised hogs, and the numher of times a year pigs

are farrowed, could not be gathered by card count to calculate

a meaningful average. This data might well be valuable to

planners of future Area Swine lays, as an Indication of trends

In the swine Industry. When reduced to an area or county

basis, there might have been some merit In attempting to

link personalized data In question 4, "how many years have

you raised hogs," with question 22, age of the respondent.

While it would be assumed that moat fanners middle-aged or

near retirement have likely raised hogs most of their adult

life, it Is possible that some are among those who have only

recently gotten back Into the hog business or are entering

swine production for the first time. '.*hlle this type of

producer would constitute a sub-group, possible analytical

approaches seemed somewhlit nebulous and were not pursued

further.
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other Intriguing avenues of poselhle InveBtlgatlon

were provided by a definite Indication by producers that they

are planning to expand swine operations. Of 457 producers

responding, 278 stated they planned to raise more hogs the

next year (1964) while I69 did not.

While low market prices and other conditions may

well have changed the plans of producers profoundly since

that time, their expressed desire then to expand hog opera-

tion* raised these possibilities:

1. Oould there be some positive correlation
between age and desire to expand the swine
operation? In other words, were the
majority of those Indicating plans to ex-
pand younger persons (below 50), while older
producers were following a more conservative
course?

2. Were expansion plans a factor In motivating
producers to attend swine day? If so, how
oould this fact be Interpreted from Information
gleaned from the survey form? Some clue might
be Inferred, but not confirmed, in looking at
producers' reasons for coming to swine day, and
at the subJectE' he expressed advance Interest
In. However, there was no attempt to follow
up this lead by checking the cards of those
planning to raise more pigs.

3. Is It possible that the need for technical
Information, presumably more critical now than
ever before. Is great enough that It would over-
come other reasons for not attending swlne field
days In the past? Some link might be explored
between producers expressing Intentions to
expand, and seeking more Information, and those
who seldom If ever have attended swlne field
days In past years.

This brainstorming leads to the results of another

question, frequency of attendance at University of Nebraska-

sponsored livestock events.
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Of 454 producers responding to this question, 67 per

cent stated they "occasionally" attend such events, 19 per

cent "often" attend and 13 per cent had "never" attended a

University-sponsored livestock previous to Area Swine Day.

It Is this latter group that provokes considerable Interest.

Presuming that they understood the meaning of the queEtlon,

what factors motivated them to attend this particular event?

TABLE 4

ITTENDKRS ClASSIPIED ACCORBIBO TO PREVIOUS FREQUENCT
OP ATTESDASCE AT UNIVERSITY OP NEBRASKA-SPONSOREB

LIVESTOCK EVENTS

Frequency All Areas Area 1 Area g Area 3
as Claimed bo . Per Cent No. Iter Cent No. Bar Cent No. Per Cent
by Res-
pondent

Often 88 19.5 21 19.2 36 20.5 31 18.5
Oceaslondy 304 67.3 74 67.8 124 70.3 106 63.6
Never _52 13.2 JA 13.0 15 8.7 30 17.?

Total 451 100.0 109 100.0 175 100.0 167 100.0

A number of reasons could be speculated upon, subject

to confirmation only through Intense study.

Producers responded In a general fashion to the

question, "Please Indicate the principal reason for coming

to Area Swine Day."

Of the 469 attenders answering this question, 345,

or naarly half, checked the blank, "Interested in hog
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business. " "Item on program Interested me," was listed the

second highest number of times — by 186 producers (26,2 per

cent). Ten per cent listed "to vlev exhibits," and nearly as

many — nine per cent — gave as their principal reason "to

obtain counsel from specialists on a specific problem,"

A scattering of choices were given to "neighbor

asked me to ride along," and "other" reasons,

TABLE 5

PRINCIPAL REASONS INDICATED BY PRODUCERS
FOR ATTETTDIKG AREA SWINE DAY PROGRAMS*

All Areas Ares 1 A rea 2 Area 3
Ho. Per Cent Ho. Per Cent No. Per Cent So. PerOerit

Specific Item
on Program 186 26,2 45 26,8 78 30.2 63 21.8
Exhibits 73 10.2 30 1.8 25 9.6 45 15.6
Counsel from
Specialists 64 9.0 22 13.4 20 7.7 22 7.6

Rode with
Neighbor 21 2,9 3 1.8 10 3.9 8 3.0
Interested In
Swine Buslnesi3 345 48.6 85 52.7 121 46.8 139 48,2

Other .,20
,

?,8 _5 .,?.o 4 l,"? 11 5,8

Total 709 99,7 190 99.5 258 99.7 288 100,0

•Although only 469 urodueers answered this question, multiple
choices account for the total of 709, Respondents were asked
to Indicate the principal reason for coming to Area Swine Day.
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A number of questions remained unanswered as a result

of producers' response to this question. One might speculate

as to Dhether large-scale svlne raisers were among the majority

of those coming to seek counsel from College of igrlcultur*

specialists ~ or whether this group was composed of younger

producers or those just getting Into the swine business. To

put It another way, what type of producers are going directly

to the specialists, by-passing the county agent and other

sources of Informatlonf

Another point of speculation arises as to whether local

produoers were among the majority of those listing the general

reason, "Interested in the swine business, " while more pro-

ducers from a distance were motivated to attend through need

to solve a particular problem: their reason being "Item on

program Interested me."

It also Is difficult to understand why a significant

number of producers marked the blank, "to view exhibits."

References to educational and oommerolal exhibits ware sparse

In advance publicity, because It was not known exactly what

type of exhibits would be available. Some reference was made

In advertising and news appearing just prior to the awlne day

programs. It Is possible, however, that a producer Interested

In slotted floors would be just as Interested, or likely more

BO, In seeing examples of different types of slotted floors as

merely hearing about them.

A total of 373 producers >*o had indicated they attended

Area Swine Say because of a specific Item on the program
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answered the next question, "please specify the partleular

subject matter area on program iihlch Interested 70U."

Tabulation of thle question was difficult because only

four topics appeared on two programs and three other topics on

only one program, making a popularity ranking of all topics

impossible because the three audiences were not In a position

to evaluate all topics.

However, a comparison was made between the four topics

oommou to all three programs, revealing that "farrow-to-flnlsh"

buildings, a new concept In swine housing, was far and away the

top attention-getter.

Again, while respondents were requested to check the

particular (single) subject matter area on the program which

Interested them, many multiple choices were made. On this

basis, "farrow-to-flnlsh" housing received 208 checks, followed

by "mineral requirements for swine," with 119. However, "slotted

floors," which appeared on only two programs, received the second

highest number of checks, 121, Indicating a high level of interest.

It should be stressed that an attempt was made In advance

publicity to "push" all program topics equally in releases pre-

pared in advance for statewide distribution.

It Is Interesting to note that the topic, "hog cholera

eradication," received the lowest number of choices among the

four topics common to all programs, being listed by 51 pro-

ducers. This was true even though an organized statewide hog

cholera eradication program had been in operation for several
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TABLE 6

COMPOSITE TABLE FOR ALL AREAS -
EXPRESSED INTEREST BY ATIENDER3

IK SUBJECT MATTER FIELDS 0» AREA SWINE DAY PROGRAMS

Topics AppearlnK on All. Three Programs
5

Total Pot.Area 1 Area 2 Area ?

Parrow-to-Plnlsh Building s 40 84 84 208 46.3
Mineral Requirements of
Swine 41 41 37 119 26.5

Svaluation of Carcass Merit 9 30 32 71 15.8
Hog Cholera Eradication 7 18 26 51

loold

Topics Apn earinK on Two Program

8

Slotted Floors 37 84 ^ 121
Feeder Pig Production 35 58 93

Topics Appea:ring on One ProKram Only

Baby Pig Diseases 53 . _ 53
Swine Production in
Southwest Nebraska - - 40 40

Total -157 292 ^11 7^6 166.6
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Bonths prior to irea Sirln* DAje, and a large volume of puUlolty

had been carried In mass media regarding the merits of hog

cholera eradication.

Producers apparently gave the Area Swine Day programs

a sound vote of approval, In answering question 17, calling for

a general evaluation of the program.

On the theory that farmers would recommend that their

neighbors attend next year's awlne day program only If they

were quite satisfied with It, this wording was used In the

question, rather than aslclng for flat approval or disapproval.

A total of 375 farmer-attenders Indicated they would

be willing to recommend the program to other hog producers;

while only eight (2.1 per cent) said they would prefer not to.

While expressing general approval, producers did list

a number of changes which In their opinion would Improve the

awlne program. (It should be remembered that the questionnaires

were filled out during the noon hour, after producers had had

an opportunity to evaluate only half — the morning portion of

the program).

Suggestions for Improvement, In decreasing frequency of

mention, were: provide more written material to take home,

171; present more advanced and specific Infonnatlon, 47;

miscellaneous reasons, 30; have more time allotted for ques-

tions, 25; and present material that Is easier to understand,

17. Some 216 producers said the program was satisfactory as

presented.
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Of lotereet here was the revelation that at leaat 10

per cent of thoee answering this question (413 producers) felt

the prograa was under-aimed — "present more advanced and

specific information," while only four per cent felt at least

some tonics were "over their head" — "present material that

Is easier to understand."

Turning to personal data of the respondents, the largest

number of producers attending all three swine days were In the

age category 30 through 39 years — 3^.5 per cent. The numher

In the categories under 30 and 40 to 49 years were almost

equal — 25,0 and 25,4 per cent, respectively. Producers 50

years and older, which would Include those nearlng retirement,

made up the smallest age category of attenders — 15>1 per cent.

To cite the figures In another way, It would appear that the

hulk of the audience attending the swine day series was made

up of men in their prime earning years -- 30 to 50 years of

gt •• with these combined categories making up 59,9 per cent

of the total.

In Area 3 — southwest Nebraska, where considerable

expansion In swine raising Is anticipated — 36 per cent of the

attenders were under 30 years of age, compared to the all-areas

average of 25 per cent In this category.

As to level of education of the attenders, 53 per cent

listed four years of high school completed. The next highest

category was one to three years of college -- 16.7 per cent,

followed In order by eighth grade or less, one to three years

high school and four years and over of college work.
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Forty per cent of the A36 producers from all three areas

answering the question on level of gross Income were In the

$10,000 to $24,999 hraclcet. One-fourth of the total respondents

w«r« In the tSS.OOO-plus class, followed by 21.1 per cent In the

•5»000 to 09,999 class; 8.0 per cent In the $2,500-$A,999clas8

and 5.7 per cent In the tl,500 to $2,499 class.

TABLE 7

COMPOSITE TABLS SHOWING TOTALS FOR ALL THREE AREAS
IB THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES OP AGE,
EDUCATION, INCOME OP ATTEHDEHS

Areas 1. 2. and 3

So. Pet.

Under 30 114 25.0
30-39 157 3*. 5
40-49 116 25.4
50 and older 68

Total

Years of School Completed

68 15.1
T?? 1007(5

8th grade or less 59
1-3 years high school 40
4 years high school 238
1-3 years college 75
4 years college and over

Total -iM

Level of Gross Income

'I:
.1

'i:?16.7

Io5''d

n,500-$2,499 85 5.T
»2,500-$4,999 55 8,0
5,000-$9,999 92 21.1
•10,000-124,999 175 40.1
$25,000 plus log

Total
25.0
«T9
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Other personal Information respondents were asked to

furnish was the else of farms (numtier acres owned and/or manber

of acres leased or rented), and the numher of persons In their

families living at home. While follow-up surveys using this

Information might be useful for use by ootinty agents and

specialists, no relationships using these data were worked out

In this survey.

Media Habits of Attenders and Their

Preferred Sources of Information

Producers were asked to list names of all newspapers

BUbserlbed to, for purposes of determlnlu? media availability and

audience reading habits. The names of both dally and weekly

newspapers, plus a livestock trade paper, known to be circu-

lated In each of the three areas, were listed on the question-

naire! with the respondent given the opportunity to add others.

The general scheme In each area was to list the strongest

regional dally newapaners, the state's most widely-circulated

metropolitan dally newspaper, (Omaha World-Herald), the county

seat newspaper In the county where each Irea Swine Day was

scheduled, and the weekly newspaper In the host town for each

swine day program. If different from the county seat. Thus,

an attempt was made to gauge the exposure of the potential

audience of swine producers In each area to various types of

newspapers available.

It was assumed that many of the 452 respondents to

this question subscribe to more than one newspaper — either
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to a dally and at least on* waelcly, or perhaps a county seat

newspaper and small local paper« along with a livestocks: trade

newspaper In some Instances,

A look at aggregate statlstles for the three areas

indicates that 39.5 per cent of the respondents subscribed to

a regional dally newspaper; 24.8 per cent to the only dally

with genuine statewide circulations 12.6 per cent to weekly

newspapers; and 10.0 per cent to a livestock trade paper circu-

lated throughout the state (a member of the Com Belt Farm

Dallies chain). A single dally newspaper was both the host

oounty scat newspaper and host town newspaper In both Areas 2

and 3, while In Area 1 separate weekly newspapers were In these

oategorles. (See detailed table In appendix for area-by-area

breakdown and consult sample questionnaires for names of all

newspapers listed In the questionnaire).

A total of 466 producers listed from one to as many as

five radio sets In their household, while 456 listed one or

more television sets.

The same procedure in listing statewide, regional and

looal outlets serving each area was followed In listing radio

and television stations in the questionnaire, along with a

blank for respondents to write In call letters of a radio

station not listed on the form.

Of Interest was the fact that 472 producers indicated

they lietenad to one or more radio stations, compared to 452

who oheoksd newspapers subscribed to. However, it cannot be
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determined posltlTely trtiether this Indicates fever producers

are suliscrlblng to newspapers than listening to the radio

and/or viewing television, or »*ether fewer producers answered

the question regarding newspapers. In review. It appears that

a blank, "do not suhscrlbe to a newspaper. . ." as part of

question 8 would have clarified this point, although It seems

doubtful that very many farmers do not subaorlhe to either a

weekly or dally newspaper.

On one of the key questions of the entire survey,

"please check the source from which you first learned of irea

Swlns Day," respondents placed newspapers ahead of all other

sources.

The accuracy of findings on this question was Impaired

somewhat by some respondents' marking more than one source, an

apparent sign they could not recall through whloh particular

medium they had heard the first announcement regarding swine

days.

However, even allowing some margin for this error,

newspapers were far ahead, receiving 234 checks In all areas

(40.5 per cent of the total), followed by an announcement

through the mall, 13.1 per cent; direct contact by county

agent, 11.7 per cent; and radio, 11.4 per cent. Other sources

In descending order of mention, and all under 10 per cent, were

television, nelghbor-frlend, other, commercial conoeitt, poster

and marketing agency, innouncement through the mall presumably

would include notices sent either by the county agent or state
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peolallstB, and thus la more of a method than a source. The

role of the agent Is likely greater than It appears In the

statistics, considering notices mailed by him and not con-

sidered a "direct contact,"

While figures cited were an average for all areas,

significant differences showed up between areas. For example,

10.2 per cent of producers In Area 1 credited neighbors and

friends as their first source of Information, compared with

only 3.5 per oent In Area 3, and 6.9 for the all-areas average.

Newspapers were first In all throe areas, ranking tops as

first source by percentages ranging from 36.7 In Area 1 to 42.4

In Area 3« Television was listed as first source by only 3.6

of the producers surveyed In Area 1, compared with 11.4 In

Area 2. Radio was cited by 19.1 per oent of producers In

Area 1, but only 6.8 per cent In Area 2. Announcement through

the mall was fairly constant In all three areas, with percentages

of 11.0, 11.9 and 15.6 In Areas 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

These area variations apparently reflect different

media patterns as well as differences In the utilization of

media by agents. While there are undoubtedly some counties

which do not have access to the same number and quality of

media outlets as others, at the same time, some agents may

prefer to use radio as their principal communications tool,

others the newspaper, et. a]^. , although they ostensibly

practice an Integrated media approach In their county educa-

tional programs.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN ATTENBEHS AND NON-ATTENDERS
ALL AREAS RE5ARDING SOURCES THROUGH WHICH
PRODUCERS BECAME AWARE OP AREA SWINE DATS

87

Attenders - All Areas
Bon-

Attend

No.

ers - All

Per Cent

Area»

Source No. Ter Cent Rank B«ok

Newspaper 23A 40.5 1 19 22.6 2
(Tie)

Announcement
through Mall 76 13.1 2 12 14.2 4

Direct Contact
County Agent 68 11.7 3 21 25.0 1

Radio 66 11.4 4 19 22.6
(Tie)

TelevlBlon

Nelghbor-Prlend

40

40

6.9

6.9

5) 5
'le

7

5.9

8.3

6

5

Other 21 3.6 7 -

Commercial Conoem 18 3.1 8 -

Poster 11 1.9 9 1 1.1 7

Marketing Agency 3 0.5 10 -

Totals 577 99.6 84 99.7
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In order to gain some Insight as to conducting more

effective field day Informational prograns In the future^ the

question, "please check preference as to the source from which

you would like to get Information regarding such an event

as swine day," was framed, and Immediately followed the ques-

tion on source of first Information In the questionnaire.

Respondents were requested to rank their preferences

1, 2, 3, and so on, by writing a figure In the appropriate

blank. As many as eight choices were marked, along with several

unranked check marks. As choices after the first three were

extremely scattered, only the first three choices were tabulated.

Two different methods of tabulation were used to arrive

at a rank order.

By one method, the first, second and third choices

Indicated, plus each unranked check for a source, were totalled

to give a composite figure for a medium. For ezEunple, the total

for all areas for newspaper was; first choice, 105i second

choice, 53} third choice, 36; and unranked marks, 79 (referred

to as the "X" punch In tables, following the designation In

IBM card punching). Total choices were 273«
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TABLE 9

ATTSNDKRS' PREPEREMOES FOR SOURCES THROUGH WHICH
THEY MAT BECOME AWARE OP EDnCATIOHAL LIVESTOCK

EVENTS SUCH AS AREA SWINE DAYS
Method 1

Grand Total, All Areas, of Total Choices for Eaoh Source (Sum of
1, 2, 3 choices and "x" Punch j—Unranied Choices for Media

Total- Total- Total- Grand Pinal
Area 1 Area 2 Total "'TI'T

News story 67 105 101 273 1
notice - Co. agent 47 84 79 210 2
Radio news program 42 55 61 158 3
TV news program 28 63 52 143 4
County agent col. 34 37 31 102 5
Notice-specialist 25 33 35 93 6
County agent program 2 15 8 25 7
Public meeting 2 9 10 21 8

Ptb«f 1 J 4 9

The other method Involved use of a weighted score,

assigning first choice three points, second choice two points

and third ohoice, one point; totalling the three scores for

each medium and disregarding the unranked marks.

TABLE 10

ATTSHDERS* PREPEREMOES FOR SOURCES THROUGH
IfKICH THEY MAY BEOOME AWARE OP EDUCATIONAL
LIVESTOCK PROGRAMS SUCH AS AREA SWINE DAYS

Method 2

Weighted Score Totals... All Areas

Total Total Total Grand Pinal
Pts. Pts. Pts. Total Rank
Area 1 Area 2 Ai-aa 3 Points

Hews story 93 203 260 55? 1
Notice - Co. agent 65 155 105 325 2
Radio news program 54 85 65 204 3
TV news program 23 37 60 170 4
County agent col. 25 62 63 150 5
Notice-specialist 16 35 45 96 6
Public meeting 10 10 20 7
County agent program 10 6 16 8
Other ^ ? 9
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Results gained by both avthods showed newspapers ranked

first as a preferred source by producers for getting Information

regarding such an event as swine day, followed by direct mall,

radio and television.

One defect of the survey became apparent In attempting

to compare directly questions 11 and 12 -- actual source of

first information vs. preferred source.

Ihe categories making up the two questions were not

exactly alike, making It necessary to ooBblne some categories

in the "preferred source" tabulations for comparison purposes.

Totals for county agent column and news atory were oom-

pared against the total for "newspaper" as the actual source of

Infonaatlon. Similarly, notice from College of Agriculture

specialists and notice or letter from county agent were considered

together In the category, direct mall. In comparing this total

with "announcement received through the mall," as a possible

first source In question 11.

To help establish the media habits of swine producers,

a question was Included regarding farm magazines read most

consistently.

Seneral farm magazines circulated nationwide, the state

farm magazine, specialized cattle, swine and dairy publications

and the Nebraska Experiment Station Quarterly were listed.

The same methods used in establishing a rank order for

preferred first sources of information were used in this

instance.



TABLE 11

COKPAHISON IN RANKIHS OF SOURCES FROM WHICH ATTENDEES
BECAME AWARE OF AREA SWINE DAY AND OF SOURCES
FBOK WHICH THEY WOULD PREFER TO BECOME AWARE
OF COMPARABLE EDUCATIONAL LIVESTOCK MEETINOS

(Rankings based on totals for all areas)
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Source of Awareness Rank Preferred Source Rank

Newspaper 1

Announcement Received
through Mall 2

Direct Contact-Co. Agent 3

Radio 4

TeleTlslon 5

Newspaper (Includes
hoth Covinty Agent
Column and News Story)

Direct Mall (from both
Agents and State
Extension Specialists]

Radio (Includes both
Station and Agent Farm
News Programs)

Television

2

3

4

5

It appeared feasible to use the first three choices,

disregarding other ehoioes marked.

Using the "weighted score" method earlier described.

Successful Fanning ranked first with 507 points; Farm Journal

ranked second with 494 points; and Nebraska Farmer third with

464 points. National Hog Farmer ranked fourth, but its point

total plummeted to 62.
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TABtB 12

NAOiZINSS SSm HOST CONSISTEKTLT BY ATTENSERS IN ALL ARSAS
WBI3HTED SCORE TOTAL POINTS AND ?INAL

RANKIHG OF TOBLICATIONS

Name of Total Total Total Grand Final
Magazine Pts. Pts. Pts. Total Pts. Ranking

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3

SueeeBsful
Pamlng 111 189 207 507 1

Farm Journal 100 209 185 494 2
Habraska
Farmer 81 200 183 464 3

National Hog
Permer 22 25 15 62 4

Webraeka
Brperlment 5 24 7 36 5

Station Quarterly
Hoard's Dairyman 7 10 1 18 6

Western Farm Life 1 15 16 7
Nebraska Cattleman 1 8 3 12 8
Other 3 8 11 9
Western Livestock 7 7 10

Using the method of totalling the number of first,

second and third choices and the unmarked choices for each

media (X punch), Successful Farming was ranked first with

430; Nebraska Farmer , second with 388; Farm Journal . third

with 381; and National Hog Farmer , fourth with 117 points.
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TABLE 13

JUOiZTBES READ MOST CONSISTENTIY BT ATTENDEES:
TOTAL CHOICES, ALL AREAS, FOR EACH MAGAZINE

(sua of 1, 2, and 3 choices and "X" punch - unranked choices)

Name of Total Total Total Grand Final
Magazine Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Total Rank

Sueoeseful
Farming 103 160 167 430 1

Nebraska
Farmer 96 152 144 388 2

Farm Journal 104 132 145 381 3
National Hog
Farmer 2A 26 6? 117 4

Nebraska Ezpt.
StAtlon
Quarterly 16 29 15 60 5

Other 12 13 16 41 6
Western Farm Life 3 1 33 37 7
Hoard's BalrTman 13 12 3 28 8
Western Livestock 3 10 5 18 9
Nebraska Cattle-
man 3 7 5 15 10

Suocessful Farmlnt; received 31.5 per cent of the

first choices; Farm Journal . 29.2 per cent and Nebraska

Farmer . 32.6 per cent; with the balance of a fev percentage

points distributed among six other listed media and "other"

edla irrltten in by the respondents.
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II. Resttjlts pf HoB-Attender Sa ctlon of Survey

The percentage of questionnalreB filled out by-

producers who did not attend Area Swine Days (non-attenders),

but who were contacted either by sail ot personal visit, was

smaller than the level of returns among attenders — 37.6

per cent and 45.5 per oent, respectively.

The 14 counties involved In the non-attender section

of the survey included three counties In which personal Inter-

view was the sole method used In contacting non-attenders;

six ooimtles In which mall was the sole method used; and

four counties In which both methods were used. (See Plate no. 3,

page 98).

In Area 2 (York), all follow-up surveying was con-

ducted by mall, and the i«te of return was lowest — 20 per

cent; compared with 29 per oent In Area 3 (McOook), and 51

per cent In Area l (Laurel).

It Is difficult to make a meaningful comparison

between the rate of return In the primary and follow-up

sections of the survey because an entire universe — all those

In attendance at each swine day program -- was surveyed,

while only a selected number of all non-attenders In a given

county (a single universe) was surveyed. Nevertheless, It Is

enterestlng to note that the rate of return from producers In

Area 1 was lowest In the attender section of the survey and

highest In the non-attender section.
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IISLE 14

STOMAHT OP RETURNS IN NON-ATTEKDER PORTION OP SURVK

Questionnaires Usable No. Counties
Sent, Interviews Questionnaires* Surveyed**
Oonduoted

Area 1
(Laurel)

Area 2
(Tork)

Area 3
(KcCoofe)

Total

72

39

JO.

1V^

57

7

98

6

1*

Per Cent return, all areas 37.6

'Includes both primary and secondary counties, see Plate No. 3
page 98.

••Master lists compiled by county agents from assessors' rolls
available only for Antelope County In Area 1; Polk, Saline,
Seward and Fillmore counties In Area 2; and Hitchcock, Hayee,
frontier, Sosper and Pumas counties In Area 3.

Audience Characteristics

The order used In Interpreting data In the attender

portion of the survey — a listing of facts regarding the

respondent as a ewlne producer and the citing of facts regard-

ing the respondent as an Individual — will be followed In

this section.
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It appeared that non-attendera followed fairly closely

the pattern of specialization In swine production Indicated hy

personal data of attenders. Althoiigh many apparently are graln-

llTcatook famesv the degree of specialization In swine Is at

least as great as among attenders. The total cheeks by producers

from all areas In each of the eight blanks provided for crops or

livestock revealed that swine led with 5*» followed by beef

cattle, 38; com, 21} dairy, 11; sorghum and wheat, nine each.

A slightly larger percentage of non-attenders were full-

time farmers — 7*. 2 per cent ~ compared to 66.9 for attenders.

The most striking figure was In Area 1, where 92.8 per oent of

the non-attenders responding claimed 100 per cent of their

gross Income to be derived from farming.

TABI.S 15

HON-ITTIMDBHS OlASSIPIED AC00RDIN8 TO PERCBUTAGB OT
INCOME DERIVED PROM PARMINO

Per Oent Income All Areas Area 1 Area 2 Area 3
Credited to Sales Ko. Pot. No. Pet. Ho. Pet. No. Pot.
of Farm Products

25 2 5.8 2 14.3
50 5 14.2 1 7.2 2 28.5 2 14.3
75 2 5.8 1 14.4 1 7.1

100
Total ^ I^ 1192,8

Tado.o 4r^ il 99.1
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Mon-attenders paralleled attenders In another area ~
slze of operation, (number of plge grown annually as an

average over the past five years).

Seventy-five per oent of non-attenders Involved In

the euirvey Indicated they farrowed 50-200 plge per year. How-

ever, only 3.5 per cent of the non-attenders said they farrowed

under 50 head of pigs a year — the stamp of a small producer —
compared to a figure of 12 per cent for attenders.

TABLB 16

TABLE SHOWING COMPOSITE TOTALS FOR ALL AREAS,
SIZE OP OPERATIOK OP NOB-ATTBNDERS

2 3.5

23 40.3

20 35.0

Jig
57 99.8

Size of Swine Operation Ho. Pet.

Under 50 head

50-149

150-299

300 and over

Total

On the question, "I do. ..do not. ..plan to ralee more

pigs next year compared to thlayear," the Intentions of

attenders and non-attenders were opposite. This raised the

possibility that the aotivatlon to expand or reduce the size of

swine operations was a significant factor in the decision to

attend or not attend.
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Of 57 non-attenders responding, only 21 (36.8 per

cent). Indicated they planned to raise more pigs next year,

while In the case of attsnders, 62.1 per cent expressed

Intentions of expanding their swine production enterprise.

Hostility or Indifference toward the University of

Kehraska, Extension Service or other hranchee of the Insti-

tution apparently was not an overriding factor in producers'

decision not to attend the Area Swine Day meetings.

This assumption is based on the fact that the

percentage of non-attenders vrtio indicated they "never" attend

University of Nebraska- sponsored livestock events was only

slightly higher than that of the attenders ~ lAio apparently

had not attended livestock educational meetings previously.

Of non-attenders representing all three areas who answered

the question regarding frequency of attendance at University

livestock events, 14.5 per cent answered "never," compared

to 13.2 per cent for attenders. Percentages for non-

attenders and attenders who indicated they "occasionally"

attend such events were 70.9 and 67.3 respectively. In

the "often attend" category, figures were 1A.5 and 19.5 per

cent, respectively.

In attempting to Identify factors which Influenced

or had a dlreot bearing on producers not attending swine

days, five considerations which seem to be associated with
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attendance at meet agrleulturally-related erente were listed

on the form. The producer also was given a choice of marking

a more pertinent reason In the category designated "other."

MBLB 17

NOH-ATTBNDSRS 0LASSI7IED ACCORDINa
TO ?REQUENOT 07 ATT-EHDANOE AT

OHIVERSITY OF BEBRASKA-SPOKSOKBD
LIVESTOCK KVENTT

Frequency
Claimed hy
Respondent

Ho.
.A££as

?ct.
Area \

no. Pet.
4rea 2

So. Pot.
Area 3

Mo. Pot.

Often
Occasionally

Hever

8

59

8

55

14.5
70.9

14.5

99.9

3

25

6

34

8.9

73.5
17.6

100.0

2

4

J.

7

28.5

57.1

14.4

3 21.4
10 71.4

1 7.2

Total 100.0 14 100.0
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L*ck of program appeal apparently eouia be ruled

out as a major Influence on non-attendance, 1)aaed on the fact

that only 10.4 per cent of non-ettenders In all three areas

Indicated "no Interest In program topics."

"Urgent work on the farm" was the reason listed hy

most non-attenders — 31.3 per cent} followed by "conflict

with another event." To put It another way. It appeared that

circumstances beyond the control of the ewlne day program

planners were responsible for preventing or making It im-

possible for 89.6 per cent of this group of producers to

attend one of the meetings.

Since a major winter snowstorm did not ooour Innedl-

atoly prior to ir during the aeries of three meetings at

widely-separated locations In tho state, It appears that

the figure 10.4 per cent — those producers i*o listed adverse

weather and/or road conditions as a deterrent to attendance

~ was TBlld.
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TAELB 13

REASONS LISTED BY PRODUCERS FOR NOT
ATTENDING AREA SWINE DAYS*

All Areas Area 1 Area 2 Area
?

Ho. ^t. No. Jot. So. Pot. No. Pot.

No Interest In
Program Toplos 7 10.4 A 9.5 3 16.7

Personal or
Family Illness 4 5.9 1 2.3 3 16.7

Conflict with
Another Event 20 29.8 13 30.9 5 71.4 2 11.1

Urgent Work on
the Farm 21 31.3 14 33.3 1 14.2 6 33.3

Adverse Weather,
Road Conditions 7 10.* 3 7.1 4 22.2

Other __8 n,? JL ^6,6 -1 14,2 _0 ..

Total 67 99.7 42 99.7 7 99.8 18 100.0

•Total reasons represent a higher number than total persons who

answered this question (58) heoeuse some respondents cheolced

more than one category.

In summarizing personal data of non-attenders, repre-

eentlng all areas, the combined percentage of producers in the

two middle age categories — 50-39 years and 40-49 years —

waa 65.4 per cent, compared to 69.9 per cent of attenders in

the same two categories.

A significant difference between percentages of

attenders and non-attenders in the "under 30" and "50 and older"
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estegorles was observed, however. Only 10.3 per cent of the

non-attenders were In the "under 50" group, compared to 25 per

cent of the attenders. At the upper end of the age scale, 24,1

per cent of the non-attenders were In the "50 and older" cate-

gory, compared to only 15.1 per cent of the attenders. In

fact, older men made up the smallest percentage of attenders

distributed through the four categories.

This finding suggests the possibility of linking the

premise that a larger number of older men would be expected to

pass up attending swine days with the finding olted earlier that

a majority of the non-attenders were not planning to erpand

their swine operation: in short, the older producers — many

nearing retirement — would tend to be more conseirvatlve In

regard to adopting new practices, and would have less Interest

In attending educational meetings -vAisre such practices are

Introduced and discussed.

Ab in the ease of age, the principal differences between

the attenders and non-attenders in years of school completed

appeared at the upper and lower ends of the scale.

At the lowest level — 8th grade or less — the figure

was 25.8 per cent for non-attenders, compared to 13.1 for

attenders — a near-50 per cent difference. At the college

level, whlob includes two categories — one to three years of

college and four or more years of college — the difference

is even more striking.
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The combined percentage of non-attenders with son*

college education was 10.5 oompared to 25 per cent of the

attendere. it the high school level — Including the oate-

goplee 1-3 years of high school and four years high school ~
the percentages were very close — 63,7 and 61.9 for non-attenders

and attenders, respectively.

The significant difference between non-attenders and

attendere In level of gross Income was evident In the two

upper categories — JlO,0OO-?24,999, and SSSiOOOnahis.

In the category of $10,000 upward to 125,000, a percent-

age of 51.1 non-attenders — over half of all who responded —
compared to 40,1 per cent of attenders In the same category.

In the highest bracket — 325,000 and over — there were 6.9 per

cent of the non-attendere, compared to 25 per cent ~ one-fourth

— of attenders. When the two categories are combined, the

difference is brought Into sharper focus, with the figures

being 58.0 per cent for non-attenders and 65.1 — nearly two-

thirds — of the attenders.

In the lowest income category — <1, 500-82,499 — the

difference Is marked] 4.6 per cent of the non-attenders being

In this category, compared to 5.7 per cent of the attenders.

It should be noted that the numbers of non-attenders

on which percentages were calculated are much smaller than those

of attenders on which comparable percentages were figured.

?cr example, only three respondents among the non-attenders

from all three areas checked the S25,000-plUB category, rep-

resenting the percentage figure of 6.9. In the portion of the
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surrey Involving attendere, 109 producers marked the same

category, accounting for the 25 per cent figure.

TABLI 19

COMPOSITB TiBLE SHOWINQ TOTALS ?0R ALL THREE
AREAS IH TH£ VARIOUS1 CATEGORIES OP AOE, EDUOATIOH,

AND IHOOHE FOR NON-ATTENDSRS

Areas 1, 2, and 3

No. Per Cent

i&e

Under 30 6 10.3
30-39 18 31.0
40-A9 20 34.4
50 and older -14 S*.l

Total 58 99.8

Tears of School Completed

8th grade or less 15 25.8
1-3 years High School 3 5.1
A years High School 34

55-f
1-3 years College 4 6.8
* or more years College ? . 5.Z

Total 58 100.0

Level of Oross Income

Jl, 500-12, 499 2 4.6

»2,500-f4,999
5,000-19,999

7 16.2
9 20.9

|10,0OO-»24,999 22 51.1
#25,000 plus _i 6,9

Total 3 99.7
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In concluding the ssotlon on personal characteristics

of non-attenders, It should be noted that, as In the case of

attenders, no data were oomplled on the average else of farm or

slie of family, these data not being required to meet the pri-

mary objectives of this Investigation,

Media Habits of Hon-Attenders and Their

Preferred Sources of Information

For purposes of comparison, non-attenders also were

asked to answer questions regarding availability of media and

media viewing, listening or reading habits.

The same listing of dally and weekly newspapers, live-

stock trade paper, radio and television stations was carried

for each area In questionnaires submitted to non-attenders as

for attenders.

These questions likewise were designed to gauge to

some degree the exposure of various types of available media

to swine producers In each area, and to provide a basis for

detecting possible differences In availability and use of media

between non-attenders and attenders.

Aggregate statistics for all three areas, comparing

subscription patterns for attenders and non-attenders, are

shown In the table on page 107.

The similarity of percentages of attenders and non-

attenders who subscribe to dally newspapers niles out any

significant difference In exposure of this type of media between

the two groups of producers.
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TABLE 20

PKR OBirT OF TOTAI BEWSPAPSH SUBSORIPTIONS IBDICATSD

Regional Dallies

Statewide Circulation
Metropolitan Dally

Weeklies

Livestock Trade Papers

Other

Attendera

39.5

24.8

12.6

10.0

13.1

Kon-Attenders

42.0

24.0

7.0

7.0

20.0

There Is a com'blned difference of 10 per cent 'between

the numbers of attenders and non-attendere who subscribe to

weeklies and the livestock trade newspaper which Is circulated

statewide. Host of this difference Is reflected In the "other"

category. Without further refinement of this figure, It Is

difficult to determine what effect the differences In sub-

scription patterns have on exposure of the two groups to

specific Information carried In available media.

As Indicated In Table 8, page 87, non-attenders listed

"direct contact by agent," as their actual first source of

InfoiBiatlon regarding an agricultural event suohas Area Swine

Day. They rated newspaper and radio equal as their second

source, followed by "announcement received through the mall,"

and neighbor or friend.
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Attenders Hated nevspapers as their first source for

learning of euoh events as agrleiatural field days. Attenders

apparently have been satisfied with newspapers, Including county

agent's columns, as a source of Information, based on the fact

that their preference for newspapers coincides with their

actual dependence on newspapers as a source.

Non-attandsrs' loyalty to a particular medium as a

dependable source of "first Information" was not as obvious as

that of attenders. Over 40 per cent of the attenders named the

newspaper as their actual source of Information, while only 13

per cent claimed "announcement through mall" as their first

source.

On the other hand, non-attenders' predominant choice of

first source Involved three media — contact by agent being

listed by 25 per cent, closely followed by newspaper and radio,

each with 22.6 per cent.

The terminology In questions 11 and 12 was not exactly

the same, precluding a direct comparison of answers to these

related questions In both the attender and non-attender portions

of the survey (see page^^3 ). However, It could be Inferred

that non-attenders liked the personal contact Identified with

the agent, rather than the Impersonal contact through mass

media, such as the newspaper.

A comparison In ranking of sources from which non-

attenders became aware of Area Swine Days and the sources from

irtiloh they would prefer to become aware of such an event (Table

21, page 109), bears this out. Listed most often as an actual
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soiiroe 1)7 non-attenders vae contact; by county agent, which

oould Include either a conversation (farm visit or a call at

the agent's office by the producer) or direct nail from the

agent.

TAHLE 21

OOMPARISOK IH HABKIHG OF SOtlRCES FROM
WBICH HON-iTTEHDERS BBCAME AVARS OP AREA SWINE SAYS
AKD OP SOURCES PROM #ibH THEY WOULD PREFER TO BECOME

AWARE OP SUCH EDUCATIONAL LIVESTOCK MEETIHGS
(Bankings based on all areas)

Actual Source of
Awareness

P>ank Preferred Source of Rank
Awareness*

Direct Oontact -

County Agent
1 Direct Kail (from 1

Agts., State
Specialists)

newspaper 2 (Tie) Newspaper (includes 2
both CO. agent
col. and news
story)

Radio 3 (Tie) Radio (includes 3
both station and
agent farm news
programs)

Announcement Rec'd.
Through Mall

4 Television (station 4
farm news program)

Prlends and Neighbors 5 -

Television 6 -

•Determined by totalling number of first, second and third
choices, plus unranked markings, listed by respondents for
each source.
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The wording of question 12 In the questlonnalrs

restricted the type of answer both attendere and non-

attsnders oould give as first source of Information. However,

non-attendera' solid choice of direct mall, which Included

that Initiated by both agents and state Extension specialists,

oonflmed an apparent desire for a more personalized approach

— recognizing that direct mall Inherently Involves a very

mechanical type of communication, when compared to the face-

to-face contact or personal letter.

When the top three preferences for source by attenders

and non-attenders are studied, the picture becomes more cloudy,

and the differences In media habits between these two study

groups of producers do not appear as great.

Referring to the terms listed In questionnaire,

attenders expressed a clear preference for "news story,"

followed by "notice from agent." This same rank order emerged

when two methods were used — the weighted score method and

the sum-of-cholces method, both described earlier In this

text. (See page 88). The radio news program, prepared by

station personnel — usually the farm service director —
was listed as third preference by attenders. (See Tables 9

and 10, page 89).

Using the weighted score method to arrive at a

rank order of sources, the non-attenders placed notice froa

county agent first and news story second — a transposition

of the attenders' rank order. Under the weighted score
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method, non-attenders agreed with attenders In ranlclng radio

program third. Under the sum-of-eholees method, they placed

notice from agent first by a wide margin, followed by notice

from specialist, with county agent's column and radio news

program tied for third and fourth. (See Table 23, page 112).

In Interpreting these data. It should be pointed out

that the spread between the positions of newspaper and other

media is sot as great when preferences are considered as when

actual sources are considered ~ In the ease of both attenders

and non-attenders.

This Is because "newspaper," "radio," and "direct

all," as such, are broken down to the components of "news

story-county agent's column," "radio news Drograra - county

agent's program," and "notice from specialist - notice from

agent," respectively. In question 12 regarding preference of

source.

In question 11, "source" might more accurately be

referred to as the "medium through which you first learned

of Area Swine Day," In question 12, regarding preference,

the term "source" accurately pinpoints a method of commxmlca-

tlon, the effectiveness of which this study among other things,

seeks to measure.

Question 12 (preferred source of awareness) promises

to yield Information which will help construct a more detailed

picture of Bwlue producers' media habits than is possible

through analysis of answers to question 11 (actual source of

awareness).
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7or example. It appears significant In examining

current Information practices that non-attenders ranked

"news story" well above "county agent's oolumn."

TABLS 22

BON-ATTHIDBRS' PREFBREHOB FOR SOUHCBS THROUSH
WHICH TEST MiT BECOME AWARE OF XSUOATIOMAI.
I.IVBSTOOK PROSRAKS SUCH AS ABXA SWIKB DATS

Weighted Score Totals... All Areas*

Total Total Total Grand Final
Points Points Points Total Rank
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Points

Hotloe-Oo. Agt. 40 7 6 53 1
Hotloe-Speo. 18 10 28 2
Radio SevB Program 16 4 2 22 3
News Story 15 3 18 4
Co. Agt. Col. 12 2 14 5
TV News Program 8 5 13 6
Co. Agt. Program »
Puhllo Meeting m

Sttfr _..-?-. 2 -

TABLE 23

KON-ATTENSERS' PKEFSREHOE FOR SOURCES THROUaH
WHICH THET MAT BIOOMB AWARE OF EDUCATIONAL
LIVESTOCK EVENTS SUCH AS AREA SWINE DATS*

Total Total Total Qrand Final
Choice Choice Choice Total Rank
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Choice

Notice-Co. Agt. 2l 3 9 33 1
News Story 18 1 2
Oo. Agt. Col. 11 3 |)TIERadio News Program 9 3 2
Notice-Spec. 9 4 5
TV News Program 5 4 2 6
Co. Agt. Program 1 7
Public Meeting
Oth?r - -

•Total choices for each source; sum of It 2, and 3 oholoes
and unranked choice ("X" punch).
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wide differences In the ability of county Extension

agents to function as mass oonmiunloators, due to differences

In baclcgroxmd, training and motivation, la well-known. These

differences In writing skills are reflected In the type of

column Identified with the agent, although his copy nay

Include news material written hy professionals and be subjected

in varying degree to re-wrltlng by the newspaper editor. It

Is this personalized column by the agent, often accompanied

with a by-line, upon which respondents' have made a value

Judgment which influences their preference for a given

specialized source of Inforaatlon.

The listing of components of a medium (county agent's

column, etc.) rather than the medium as an entity (newspaper)^

may have made possible the accumulation of more detailed data.

But this saos fragmentation also may contribute to a more

blurred Image than If the medium Itself had been mentioned In

both questions.

It Is likely that a producer, trying to recall the

source through which he first became aware of a epeclfle pleoe

of Information, would readily Identify himself with a newspaper,

the radio or television set as a general source — a medium

wbloh he uses consistently and habitually.

It may have been more difficult for him to Identify

himself with a aoeclflo source such as e. column, radio pro-

gram or definite piece of direct mall ("I remember receiving

something In the mall , . . but did It come from the agent or

the specialist}"} It Is recognized that agents who write
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a good column dg^ have a well-defined audience of readers,

and that many colorful farm service dlrectore, using the

medium of radio, do Indeed hold listeners over the years with

a distinctive style and voice delivery. Under these circum-

stances , It would he easy for a faithful listener or reader

to accurately associate hie first awareness of a piece of

Information with a specialized source.

Non-attenders agreed with attenders In rating three

farm magazines highest In answering the question, "please

check the magazines read most consistently," hut the order of

ranking of the three was different.

Lumping figures for the three areas, attenders said

they read SucceBsful Farming most consistently, followed by

the Farm Journal and the Bebraska Farmer , with the Hatlonal

Hog Farmer a distant fourth. This order prevailed under two

different methods of compilation — the weighted score method

and the sum-of-choloes method, hoth of which have been

described heretofore in this survey.

Using the same two methods, non-attenders Indicated

they read the Nebraska Farmer most consistently, followed by

the Successful Farming and Farm Journal magazines. In the

weighted score method. National Hog Parmer again was rated

fourth, but via the eua-of-oheioee method, it fell to fifth,

behind the Nebraska Erperiment Station Quarterly .

Among non-attenders, 55.1 per cent of the first choice

marks were for the Kebraska Farmer , followed by Successful
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Farming with 37.9 per cent. This contrasts with figures for

the attenders, whose first choice marks were distributed

quite evenly among the top three magazines: Successful Farming .

31.5 per cent; ?arm Journal . 29.2 per cent; and Mehraslca Parmer .

32.6 per cent. (For detailed figures, see Appendix, Table Ho. 162)

Using the weighted score method, the spread between

the first choice Mebra ska Farmer and second place Successful

Farming was considerable — 71 points compared to 40 points.

Possible reasons for non-attenders reading the Nebraska

Farmer — a publication oriented to state agriculture — more

consistently than the two na]or natlonall7 circulated farm

magazines are hard to Identify. The significance of reader-

ship hahlts Involving National Hog Fanner will be discussed In

the next chapter In connection with a review of the hypotheses

and listing of conclusions of the study.
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TABLE 24

MAfiiZINES READ MOST CONSISTENTLY BY NON-ATTENDERS IN ALL AREAS,
WEiaHTED SCORE TOTAL POINTS AND
FINAL RAHKING OF PUBLICATIONS

Name of Total Total Total Grand Final
Magazine Points Points Points Total Ranking

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Points

Kebraska Varmer *3 14 14 T^
1

Suceeasfttl Farming 16 10 14 40 2

National Hog Parmer 7 2 9 4

Expt. Station
Quarterly 4 1 2 7 5

Farm Journal 3 8 6 17 3

Hoard's Dalryraan 2 2 f)TIE
5Western Farm Life 2 2

Nebraska Cattleman -

Western Llveetook -

Other ^

TABLE 25

MAGAZIN-ES READ MOST CONSISTENTLY BY NON-ATTENDERS
ALL AREAS : TOTAL CHOICES FOR EACH HA3AZINE

(sum of 1, 2, and 3 choices and "X " punch - unranked choices)

Name of Total Total Total Grand Final

Magazine Points Points Points Total Ranking
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Points

Nebraska Farmer 33 7 12 52 1

Successful Farming 28 4 10 42 2

National Hog Farmer 6 2 8 5

Expt. Station
Quarterly 6 1 2 9

26
4

Farm Journal 13 4 9 3

Hoard's Dalryraan 4 4 7)TI1
Western Farm Life 4 4

Nebraska Cattleman -

Western Livestock 1 1 9
Other 5 1 6 6

\



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND OO!fCI,0SIOHS

In reviewing and analyzing survey findings, enough

data were gathered to shed considerable light on questions

posed In four of the six ohjeetlvea of the study.

In regard to objective no. 1 — to determine the

extent of awareness among swine producers of the swine day

program to be held In their area — findings revealed that

nearly all producers within all three geographical areas

were aware of the swine day programs far enough In advance

to make a decision to attend or not to attend. In other

words, lack of awareness was not a factor In decisions not

to attend the swine field days. The Investigator, In

conducting the non-attender portion of the survey, encountered

only two producers who Indicated they did not hear about the

until a day or so previous to the date It was to have been

held.

Question 10, "please check the source from whloh you

first learned of Area Swine Day," and question 13, "the prin-

cipal reason for not attending the swine day program was. . .

"

provided checks against each other In determining whether the

non-attender actually was aware of the swine day prograa>.

Objective no. 2, to determine the news medium or

aedla through whloh the majority of those attending swine
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day learned of the event In each area, was met with apparently

olear-cut data, eepeclally In the attender portion of the

survey.

While It was generally found that the majority of

attenders first became aware of the swine day programs through

newspaper stories, there was no way of telling, due to the

way the (questionnaire was constructed, whether dally news-

papers, weekly newspapers, or a oomhlnatlon of the two types,

were the most effective In making a commodity group such as

swine producers aware of an agricultural field day.

A follow-up survey would help refine and reinforce

this finding, and from an agricultural Information standpoint,

the same type of survey would he conducted with beef cattle

and sheep producers to determine If any differences exist

between these farmer-audiences In media habits and attitudes.

Objective no. 3» to compare differences In sources of

Information between three areas, with possible relationships

of age, education. Income and else of operation of producers,

called for Identification of the Inter-play of a large number

of variables.

Definite differences emerged in the characteristics of

audiences (producers) In the three geographical areas. In

working with the mass of data accumiilated through a fairly

high level of return, especially In the attender portion of

the survey, it was decided to concentrate more on analysis of

findings with statewide scope and significance than had been

planned earlier.
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While some work wae done on area comparisons, It wae

felt that general Interest in results of the survey would best

he served by doing a thorough analysis of findings based on

oompoeite data from the three areas. More detailed Informa-

tion remains to be extraoted, if thought desirable, by Infor-

mation and livestoclc specialists, to guide new policies or

the development of new teehnlques at an operational level If

findings warrant.

An attempt was made again on a statewide basis, to

establish whether associations existed between the following)

—Different areas of the state in which producers
reside and their expressed sources of awareness.

—Different areas of the state in which producers
reside and their reasons for coming to swine day,

—Size of income and fann magazine read most
consistently.

—Size of operation and farm magazine read most
consistently.

—Age and source of awareness, attenders vs. non-
attenders.

—Size of operation of producers related to aware-
ness, attenders vs. non-attenders.

—Income and source of awareness, attenders vs.
non-attenders.

—Education and source of awareness, attenders vs.
non-attenders.

—Age and attendance at swine days.

—Education and source of awareness, attenders and
non-attenders.
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A brief Btatement regarding detectable relationships

between these itene follows

t

1. There was no apparent relationship between area

of residence In the state and source of awareness,

as the rank order of awareness was beelcally the

same In all three geographical areas studied.

2. There were significant differences In reasons

listed by producers In the three areas for attend-

ing swine days. This apparently could be tied to

differences In the type or level of swine operations

typical In each area, rather than to the personal

characteristics of the swine producers. As an

ezanple, 15 per cent of the producers In Area 3

listed "exhibits" as the nrlnclpal reason for their

attendance, contrasted to l.S per cent of the

producers listing the same reason In Area 1.

(See Table 5, page 76).

3< Three magazines, each of a different type -- a

nationally distributed general farm magazine

( Successful Farming ); a state farm magazine

( Nebraska Farmer ); and a specialized trade publica-

tion ( national Hott Farmer); were compared to

determine If there was any relationship between

magaslnes read most consistently and level of

InooBe. Tabulations determined that the concen-

tration of readership In all three oases was in

the upper two Income brackets — (10,000 to (24,999,
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and (25.000 and over. There appeared to be an

association of preference for National Hog Farmer

with the highest Inoome hraoket.

4. The same three magazines listed In point 3 above

vere compared In a similar v&j In an attempt to

establish If any relationship existed within the

study between magazines read most consistently and

size of operation. In this comparison, It could be

said that Is the case of Nebraslca Farmer and

Successful Farming , the concentration of readership

was In the two middle brackets, percentagewise, —
those who farrowed or purchased 50-1*9 and 150-299

plge annually. In the case of Matlonal Hog Farmer .

the concentration was In the upper two brackets —

150-299 and 300-plus plge raised annually. There

appeared to be a correlation between size of opera-

tion and preference for this specialized ewlne

magazine, with the largest operators tending to

read It more consistently than they did the more

generalized farm magazines.

5. An attempt was made to determine if there were

any differences In the relationship between age

and source of first awareness when attenders and

non-attenders were compared directly by age

category. Sue to smallness of numbers In the

non-attender data, comparisons were made only

In the cases of newspapers, radio and county
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agents as eources. Considerable differences

were Indicated. For example, of attendere 50

years of age and older, 28.5 per cent listed

newspapers, eompared to 33.3 per cent for non-

attenders. Comparable figures for radio and

county agents were 21.4 and 33.3 per cent and

11.9 and 33.3 per cent, respectively. Considering

another age bracket -- 30-39 years of age, 35,8

per cent of attendere preferred newspapers,

compared to only 8.4 per cent for non-attenders.

Comparable figures for radio and county agents

were 13.2 and 41.6 and 13.2 and 50.0 per cent,

respectively.

Making a comparison from the media or source

standpoint, one example, the newspaper. Is cited.

Of all attendere marking newspaper as their first

Booroe of awareness, 18.1 per cent were 50 years

of age or older; 33.3 par cent were 40-49 years

of age; 29.3 per cent were 30-39 years of age; and

19.3 per cent were under 30 years of age. Com-

parable figures for non-attenders, with age

categories listed in the same order, were: 40 per

cent; 40 per cent; 10 per cent and 10 per cent.

Some question might be raised as to the adequacy

of total numbers of non-attenders Involved in this

portion of the study from which to draw valid

conclusions.
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6. A similar attempt was made to determine If there

ware any differences In the relationships between

b1e« of operation and source of awareness listed,

nhen attenders and non-attendera were compared by

categories Indicating size of operation. Again

comparisons were made Involving newspaper, radio

and county agent. Two of the categories showing

slee of operation — producers raising 300-plU8

pigs per year (the largest producers); and those

raising 50«149 pigs per year (a moderate sited

operation) — were selected for comparison

purposes.

It was disclosed that of attenders raising

300-plus pigs per year, 31.7 per cent listed

newspapers as first source of awareness, compared

with 53.8 per cent for non-attenders with comparable-

sised operations. For radio, the percentages were

21.9 per cent and 38.4 per cent, respectively,

and for county agent, IT.O and 7.8 per cent,

respectively. In the category of 50-1*9 pigs

raised annually, 22.2 per cent of the attenders

listed newspaper, compared to 25.0 per cent for

non-attenders. The corresponding figures for

radio were 17.0 per cent and 37.5 per cent; and

for county agent, 9,5 »nd 37.5 psr cent, res-

pectively.
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Making a comparison from the eouroe standpoint,

the newspaper Is again used as an example. Of

attenders marking newspaper as their first source

of awareness, 19. A per cent were In the 30-plu8

producer category; 37.3 per cent were In the 150-

299 category; 31.3 per cent in the ^0-149 category;

and 12 per cent In the category of producing under

50 pigs annually. Comparable figures for non-

attenders, with categories of alee of operation

listed In the same order, were; 46.6 per cent,

33.3 per cent, 13.5 per cent, and 6.7 per cent.

7. i similar technique was attempted In an effort

to arrive at findings regarding poselhle relation-

ships between Income and source of awareness when

non-attenders and attenders were compared.

Three Income categories — t2,500-$4,999;

#5,000-19,999 and 825,000-plus (the largest);

were involved In a check on possible relationships

to sources of awareness expressed by attenders

vs. non-attenders.

Of the group of attenders listing gross annual

Income In the range $2,500-84,999, 26.3 per cent

marked newspapers as first source of awareness,

compared to 43.0 per cent for non-attenders In

the same Income category. For radio, the figures

were 21.0 per cent and 28.5 per cent; and for county

agent, 5.2 per cent and 28.5 per oent, respectively.
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In the other two Income categories, the

following oomparlBons were noted, Hating the

percentage for attendera first, followed hy that

for non-attsnders:

l5,000-*9,999 -- newspapers 35.2 and 25.0

per cent; radloi 20.5 and 50.0 per centf and

county agent: 8.8 and 25.0 par cent.

j25,000-plu8 — newepaperi 26.7 per cent and

42,8 per cent; radios 19.4 and 35.8 per cent;

and oounty agents 17.8 and 21.4 per cent.

The newspaper Is again used as a medium to

compare differences between attenders and non-

attenders grouped In the five Income categories.

Of attenders marking newspaper as their first

source of awareness, 7.5 per cent were in the

11,500 to *2,499 category; 7.5 in the •2,500-

4,999 category; 18.6 In the 15,000-99,999 cate-

gory; 43.9 in the WO, 000-824,999 category; and

22.5 in the 025,000-plus category.

Comparable figures for non-attenders, with

Income categories listed In the same order, were:

zero per cent; 21.4 per cent; 7.3 per cent; 28.5

per cent; and 42.8 per cent.

8. An attempt was made to determine If there were

any differences In the relationship between

education and source of awareness when attenders

and non-attenders were conpared directly by age
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category. Three categories — 8th grade or less; four years

of high school (high school graduate); and four or more years

of college (college graduate); were involved In a check on

possible relationships to sources of awareness (newspaperi

radio, county agent) expressed by attenders vs. non-attendera.

Of the group of attenders listing 8th grade education

or less, 20 per cent listed newspaper compared with 37.6 per

cent for non-attenders in the same education category. Por

radio, the figures were 15.0 and 31.2 per cent; and for county

agent, identical figures — 15.0 and 31.2 per cent, respectively.

In the other two education categories, the following

comparisons were noted, listing the percentage of attenders

first, followed by that for non-attenders:

Pour years of high school — newspaper: 34.9 and 41,1

per cent; radio; 18.8 and 42.1 per cent; county agent: 13.2

and 15.8 per cent.

Pour years or more of college — newspaper: 35.7 and

50.0 per oant; radio: 21.4 and zero per cant; county agent:

21.4 and 50.0 per cent.

Comparing differences between attenders and non-

attenders grouped in the five education categories making up

the total group indicating newspaper aa first source of aware-

ness, these percentages resulted:

Of attenders marking newspaper as their first source

of awareness, 5.2 per cent were in the 8th grade or less

category; 9.3 per cent in the 1-3 years high school category;
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57.8 par cent In the four years high school category;

X&»5 per cent In the 1-3 years oollege category; and

7.2 per cent In the four yaars and over oollege category.

Comparable figures for non-attenders, with education

categories listed In the same order, were: 40.0 per

cent; zero T5er cent; 53.3 per cent; zero per cent and

6.7 per cent.

9. A comparison disclosed there was not a close relation-

ship, except possibly In one category. In the ages of

attenders vs. non-attenders, considering age as a

factor in attendance or non-attendance.

The following table shows percentage figures;

Under 30-39 40-49 50-plU8 Total
30 yrs. no. pet,

Ittenders 25.0 33.9 25.4 15.7 456 100.0

Hon-Attenders 10.7 31.5 33.3 24.5 57 100.0

Objective no. 4, to Identify the factors which Influenced

producers to attend or not to attend this type of agricultural

field day, was achieved quite completely through a study of the

answers given by attenders and non-attenders to questions

requesting reasons for attending and non-attending swine days,

respectively.
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Merely perusing the results of these tvo questions

does not yield the >ihole answer, however. Some Inferences

can be made from the construction of a "profile" of a

"typical" producer who attended the swine days, recognizing

that In actuality, a "typical" producer In northeast Mehraska

might well he entirely different In his makeup from a "typical"

producer In southwest Nebraslca.

It can be noted, however, that these factors were

evident In decisions by producers to attend:

1. Qeneral Interest by producer In keeping up with

developments In the swine buslnees.

2. Need by producer to consult with state Sxtenslon

specialists regarding problems encountered In an Individual

swine operation.

3. Producer merely rode along with neighbor at

latter' s Invitation during a relatively slack period of the

year on the farm. (This was a minority reason).

4. in Increase In awlne production In Nebraska due

to an ample supply of feed grains attracted farners who were

new to the hog business or were re-entering this type of

enterprise after having been out of It for some time.

5. A majority of those attending Indicated they planned

to Increase their swine production during the next year, while

a majority of non-attenders said they did not plan to Increase

the number of pigs farrowed. One could assume the plans for

expansion or curtailment of swine production would be a factor

In both attendance and non-attendance.
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6. Age apparently was a factor In attendanoe-non-

attendance, as pointed out earlier: older man (50 years of

age and older) were predominant among non-attendere.

7> Bducatlon, Income and elze of operation were not

clear-cut factors In producers attending swine days, wben

findings were applied on a statewide basis. Some differences

were evident In comparing personal characteristics of producers

from the three areas, however.

8. Proximity of the meeting and subsequent convenience

to the producer appeared to be a weighty factor In stimulating

attendance. This Is borne out by the fact that over 40 per

cent of attendere at all three program sites resided In the

hoBt county.

Factors In non-attendanoe:

1. The overriding factor for non-attendance appeared

to be last-minute urgent work on the farm. It appeared that a

decision had originally been made by producers to a+tsni the

meetings, but this decision had been changed reluctantly when

a farm emergency developed. In personal Interviews, the

Investigator on several occasions learned that a producer who

apparently had good jeasons and intentions of attending Swine

Say had remained at home to take care of pig farrowing diffi-

culties.

2, Another Important factor appeared to be conflict

with another event. This raises the Indirect question of the

value of the Swine Say program In the mind of the producer.
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In other vords, If a eonfllet did exist between Swine Day

and another program, the non-attender apparently made a choice

based on a personal value judgment as to which meeting would

benefit hln the most. It was noted in Interviews that some

of the meetings in conflict were ASC (Agricultural Stabili-

zation and Conservation meetings), at which the producer was

obligated to attend as a member of the county committee. In

suoh Instances, his choice would not be as flexible as that of

a farmer who merely had to consider the subject matter to be

presented at the two meetings.

3. Of only minor Importance appeared to be illness,

(Isolated cases); weather and bad roads, (swine days were held

during a relatively mild period of the winter); and lack of

Interest In the program. It Is In regard to this latter

possibility that danger arises in getting an honest response

from producers. This would especially be true when it Is

recalled that the Investigator is a member of the tJnlverslty

staff, representing the institution that sponsored the Swine

Days. Unless a producer were particularly hostile and wished

to give vent to his feelings, he might mask his disapproval or

Indifference of the program by giving some other reason for

not attending. This possibility could have been avoided by

having a neutral inteirwiewer, but using this technique pre-

sented some difficulties which appeared to outweigh this

possible advantage.

Object no. 5 — to evaluate the effectiveness of a

ooordlnated informational campaign involving state information
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specialists and county Extension personnel was met only In

part. It appeared that Major guidelines would need to be

developed through another survey. There was some hint that

direct mall activity hy an agent could he correlated with

attendance from that county, but the exact role of the agent

and the effect of his contribution iom the total promotional

campaign remained obscure.

Much more exhaustive research would be required —
perhans utilizing only two or three counties — to determine

the effect on attendance of various tjrpes of Integrated media

techniques employed by the agent, complementing releases from

the state Extension Information office.

While It Is recognized that in a sense, each agent's

approach might be a little different because of personality

differences. It Is felt that certain guidelines could be set

up for agents to follow In working with state specialists

In the publicizing of area-oriented agricultural field days.

This objective could well become the principal subject for a

research study of the scope of the Investigation being reported

here.

Only nebulous information was gathered through the

study to meet the requirements of objective no. 6 — to determine

the attitude of swine producers toward the University and Its

various subordinate branches, principally the Extension Service.

This objective was approached obliquely In the survey,

because It was not a primary objective. One question approached
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the heart of the matter, howaveri "do you (often, oooaBlonally,

never) attend livestock events sponsored by the University of

Hebrasfca?"

Findings disclosed that In the case of attenders, 6?

per cent attended such events occasionally and 19.5 per cent

often. This left 13.2 per cent who presumably had never In

the past attended a University-sponsored livestock event. The

question as to why these producers chose to atend on this

oooaslon Tfas largely left unanswered.

A hazy Inference could be made that the general

attitude of most swine producers Is not hostile to the Uni-

versity from the fact that no Indication of hostility was

uncovered when non-attenders were questioned.

The phenomenon of a split Image of the University

makes any Inferences of this nature extremely dangerous,

however. Per Instance, It Is believed that many farmers do

not associate the county agent or even the Agricultural

Extension Service with the University. Or, It Is possible

that the producer may have a son or daughter In the University

(perhaps even enrolled In a division other than the agricultural

oollege), but still may dislike the agent, sg a person or an

entity.

Delving into this area only scratched the surface, and

a more specialized survey with much narrower purposes would

be required to reach any valid conclusions as to attitude --

always a difficult quality to measure.
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Conclualons

Ooncluslons were reached by testing the 11 hypo-

theetB posed by this mrlter on page 45.

Follovlng Is a brief statement regarding eaoh of the

hypotheses as Indicated by results of the survey, and subse-

quent analysis of findings:

Hypothesis Hi: The increase In attendance by produoere

at Pnlverslty-sponaored Area Swine Days la larfi;ely due 1^9

decentralization — talcing the program to the producers rather

than asking producers to cone to a fixed location each year.

Despite Improved technology of travel, producers will attend

agricultural field days In larger numbers If they are required

to travel only short distances, other factors such as program

content considered equal. This convenience factor, In turn,

makes the area swine day In each Instance more of a local or

county event, which may not be a disadvantage since the program

series Is rotated to different locations each year.

This hypothesis was confirmed by registration figures

at all three meetings which showed that over 40 per cent of

the producers attending eaoh Area Swine Say program resided

In the host county. This amply reinforcing the contention

that the so-called area programs assume a local character,

although several counties were represented among the total

audience of producers at each location.

While travel distances approached 100 miles for a

minority of those attending, even the greatest distances
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traveled by producers within the drawing area of an Area Swine

Say program were leas than the mileage required for producers

In the western half of the state to attend the old "Rooters

Day," held at Lincoln.

Hypothesis #2i Younger men — below 50 years of age —
possessing a higher level of education — are more likely to

attend Area Swine Days than older men with fewer years of

formal education .

Producers listing their ages as 50 years old or older

comprised 7.4 per cent of all ettenders from Area 1, 17. A per

oent from Area 2 and 15.8 per cent from Area 3.

There was no direct analysis of personal data of this

age group to determine the breakdown by educational levels

(years of school completed).

It could be assumed that many older men did not have

an opportunity to attend college, and In many eases to attend

or graduate from high school.

i significant percentage of attenders from all three

areas were college graduates or had completed at least one

year of college work beyond high school. Those Indicating they

had attended oollege from 1-4 years made up 25.9 per cent of

the total In Area Ij 20.8 per cent In Area 2, and 29.0 per

cent In Area 3.

When the high school graduate level Is lumped Into the

total In consideration of a fairly high educational level, the

percentages become 72.6, 75.9 and 83.8, for Areas 1, 2 and 3,

respectively.
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Tha Inference can then be drawn irlth eome degree of

validity that In the situations covered In this study, producers

attending the swine field days tended to be younger men likely

to be high school graduates or better. The figures generally

substantiate the nationwide trend toward higher educational

levels of the people making up audiences which various com-

mualoators are trying to reach.

rindlngs of the study generally confirmed this hypothesis.

HypotheslB #3t Producers with larger swine operations

would be expected to attend Area Swine Bays In greater numbers

than those with fewer pigs farrowed annually .

This hypothesis was based on economic developments

within the swine Industry in Uebraska, outlined in the back-

ground statement; i.e., that Nebraska agriculture is moving

from diversification to specialization, that farmers speolal-

Idng In swine production — making it their primary Income-

producing enterprise rather than a "sideline" — are likely to

be large operators, and that stiff competition and narrow

margins between production costs and returns put the pressure

on producers to keep abreast of technology In order to survive.

Attending a University- sponsored field day designed to inter-

pret the latest research in swine nutrition, health and manage-

ment would be one of several ways for a producer to acquire

knowledge and understanding of fast-moving developments In

the Bwlne Industry.
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Questionnaires filled out by producers attending the

Area Swine Days indicated the "large" producers — those

raising or purchasing over 300 pigs annually — ranged from

11.4 per cent to 3*. 2 per cent of the audiences Interviewed.

Before Interpreting whether or not the hypothesis has

been proven or dlsproven, the question of "what is a large

producer" must be answered In the context of Hebraska swine

olrolee.

If the figure of 300 ptga per year la aooepted as the

aln erlterlon of a "large" ~ and presumably speclallred —
producer, then findings generally do not support the hypothesis.

However, the hypothesis was made on the premise of

the majority of attenders being producers who produce 75 or

more pigs per year. While It Is doubtful that this figure Is

high enough, It Is questionable that the hypothesis would be

upheld even If this figure were used.

Including producers of 150 or more pigs annually, the

percentages of attenders In this group related to the total

audience were 81.0, 53.7, and 37.8. This wide range of per-

centages clouds the picture regarding a definite relationship

between attenders and size of operation.

The findings may bear out the Idea that specialization

has not progressed as far In the swine Industry as originally

thought when the hypothesis was constructed. Very few res-

pondents marked swine as the only farming enterprise respon-

sible for theli' livelihood.
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It must be concluded that large producers under either

definition did not make up the majority of attenders at the

irea Svlne Days, and a motivation other than Information-

seeking by specialized, large operators In swine production

must be sought for attendance.

HypotheslB ^4) Farmers specializing in large-scale

swine productlont I.e.. depending on a swine operation for

their ma.lor source of Income, attend Area Swine Days to gain

knowledge on a specific problem, while smaller producers are

potlvated to attend through a general Interest In swine rala^g

or other iBausal factors .

In answering the question, "list the principal reason

for attending the Area Svlne Say program," the percentage of

respondents checking the blank "Interested In swine business"

was quite uniform In all three areas, ranging from 46,8 to

52.7 per cent.

There was more variation between arses in the per-

centage of producers Indicating a "specific item on the

program" (presumably geared to a specific problem); and

"counsel from speciallstB" as the main incentives for their

attendance.

Those citing "speoifio item on the program" ranged

from 21.8 par cent of the total in Area 3 to 30.2 per cent in

Area 2. Those citing "counsel from specialists" ranged from

7.6 per cent In Area 3 to 13.4 per cent in Area 1.



Area 1 Area 2 Area ?

13.* 7.7 7.6

26.8 30.2 21.8

81.0 53.7 37.8

34.8 17.9 11.4
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For purposes of oomparlson by area, the percentages

of large producers — 150 pigs or more annually — and the

percentages relating to reasons claimed by producers attending

the programs are glveni

Reaaone for Attending

Ooiissel from Specialists

Specific Program Item

Producers of 150-plUB
pigs annually

, Producers of 300-plus
pigs annually

There apparently was no direct tie between the per-

centage of large producers and a corresponding percentage

of those attending the program In order to hear a speolflo

Item discussed, as shown by the above table. The same Infer-

ence can be drawn In reference to producers who are at least

partially motivated to attend because of the opportunity to

discuss their Individual problems with a swine specialist.

Results of the study support this hypothesis to a very

limited degree.

Further study would be necessary to explore the

poBslblllty raised In this hypothesis that most of the casually-

motivated attenders (small operators) reside In the immediate

area of the meeting, or to put It In another way, that farmers

sueclallzlng In swine raising would comprise the majority of

those traveling farthest to attend the field days.
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Hypothesis #5s The total group of Nebraska ewlne

producers cannot be considered as a single audience In pre-

senting educational eub.lect-matter materials to meet swine

production, management and economics problems .

This hypothesis vas confirmed by findings in two

different areas: one Involving program evaluation wherein

producers from the three areas expressed varied preferences

for subject-matter topics offered on all three progi*ams, and

the other In analyses of personal characteristics of respondents

fros the three areas.

It was obvious that swine producers In northeastern

Bebraska, for example, had different problems to contend with

than those in southwestern Nebraska, and therefore, set differ-

ent priorities of interest on topics they were asked to rate.

(Sea Table 6, page 79).

A look at the personal characteristics of attenders

also pointed up the fact that the Area Swine Day programs

ware being beamed at three distinctly different audiences —
not three segments of the same audience separated geograph-

ically. One of the most striking differences was in age,

with the group of producers from Area 3 being much younger

overall than in Areas 1 or 2. (See Appendix for breakdown

of age categories by area).

Hypothesis #6: Lack of awarenfess of the dates and

principal tonics of the Area Swine Pay program series was not

a significant factor in the decision of producers not to attend

the program in their area .
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This hypotheals. In effect, asserted that there ma

an adequate network of mass nedla outlets available to service

the swine producer audiences In the three areas under study,

and that the oonhlned efforts of state and oounty agricul-

tural communicators were adequate In getting out to the media

promotional stories, radio tapes, et. al. . to assure that

producers were exposed to announcements about the programs.

It was through the follow-up survey of non-attenders

that the author sought to confirm this hypothesis. This

non-attender survey firmly established that each area was

blanketed with announcements regarding the respective swine

day programs, and that except In one or two Isolated cases,

the producer knew of the program and Its content well In

advance of the scheduled date of presentation. Decisions

not to attend were Influenced by other factors. In fact. In

many cases, the producer was forced to choose between the

Area Swine Day program and another activity on the same day,

as evidenced by the large number of times non-attenders

checked as a reason "conflict with another event."

Hypothesis #?! The farm magazine, while recognized

as the preferred source of Information for recommended farming

practices In the early adoption stages, gives way to other mas s

media as a preferred source for becomlnp aware of and learning

about agrlcultui^l field days .

Both attenders and non-attenders rated the farm

magazine far down the line of actual and preferred sources of

awareness of an agricultural field day such as swine days.

(See Table 8, page 87).
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While the first three choices varied hetween attenders

and aon-attenderSt the farm magazine — either state, regional

or nationally circulated — was not In the picture aa the first

source of awareness.

The media particularly adapted to dissemination of

"spot" news — newspaper, radio and television, and for non-

attenders, direct mall -- are Durveyors of announcements of

many kinds, and readers and listeners are accustomed to looking

for announcements In these media.

On the other hand, the role of the magazine In re-

inforcing promotional efforts regarding an event following the

first announcement should not be overlooked. The magazine la

well adapted to Interpreting In greater detail the Importance

of a program such as field day, and along with other media,

can remind Its audience of the event In repetitive stories.

Hypothesis 4^8: In counties where the Extension agent

sent a timely notice of the Area Swine Day meeting to hie

farmer-cl i ents, this medium -- direct mall — will he rated as

the source
^

from which most respondents first heard abput Ayea

Swine Bay .

In an attempt to explore the effect of direct mall by

the county agent superimposed on the mass media Informational

campaign, a query was sent to county agents In all three

drawing areas. The agents were asked If they sent cards

regarding Area Swine Day to farmers. If this was answered

affirmatively, they were asked: (1) to how many farmers cards
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vere sent; (2) If direct nail ms the principal means utilized

In publicizing swine day la the county; (3) If the mailing list

represented the entire list of producers In the county; or a

partial list, based either on size of operation, known cooper-

ators by the agent, or of representative producers scattered

geographically around the county.

Hearly all agents answered the query, and all but one

of those answering sent some form of direct mall to producers.

The number of cards sent ranged from 25 to over 500, but these

figures would not be significant unless related to the total

number of producers In the county. In only one or two cases

did agents send direct mall reminders to the entire list of

producers In the county ~ such as the total number of farmers

listed by the county assessor as raising bogs. There appeared

to be no trend among agents' choices of producers to whleh the

cards were directed. Lists ranged from a select list of "first-

name acquaintance" cooperators -- who probably were In least

need of the personalized direct mall approach as an Incentive

to attend — to a shotgun list of farmers all over the county,

Including cooperators, non-cooperators, large and small pro-

ducers.

It was difficult to establish whether greater attendance

was stimulated from counties In which the agent carried out an

active dlreet-mall effort as opposed to counties i^ere a less

effective Job was done. Over-all, as Indicated earlier, news-

paper was credited by attenders In all areas as the leading
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source of first awareness. Direct mall may well have teen

a strong Influence In Inducing the producer to attend after

awareness was established, however.

Such may have been the case in one particular county,

which presumably had as adequate a network of media outlets

as surrounding counties, but from which there were no res-

pondents In the attender portion of the survey.

This was the only county In which the agent did not

send any direct mall postcard reminders of the Area Swine Day

In that drawing area, and this county was surrounded by

counties represented In the list of respondents.

One would have to conclude that direct mall played

an Important role In the total effort which resulted In large

numbersof producers attending all three Area Swine Day meetings.

However, Its exact effect on a eounty-to-oounty basis Is hazy

and a follow-up study would be necessary to pin down specific

findings of value.

Findings of the study as carried out give some support

to the hypothesis — mostly from a negative standpoint — but

leave many questions unanswered.

Hypothesis #9* Persons oriented stronply In their media

habits to radio and television would not be expected to attend

this type of meeting where results of research are presented .

(Persons oriented toward television are Interested In passive

entertainment rather than activities requiring their own

Individual participation, such as a public meeting).
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IJhlle newBTjaper was firmly established as the pre-

ferred first source of avareness. It does not follow directly

from this that persons oriented to television and radio stayed

home. The survey showed a high percentage of respondents were

newspaper subBcrlhers, and perhaps an even larger number had

from one to five radios and one or two television sets. The

difficulty In proving or disproving this hypothesis arose In

attempting to pin down the media habits of the respondents.

Within the limited Inferences that can be drawn from

this survey, there appeared to be no definite, direct relation-

ship between attenders and their media habits. Radio and

television were ranked low — fourth and fifth — among media

which were listed as sources of first awareness by attenders.

Non-attenders did list radio as a tie for second place In

their listing of sources of first awareness, but relegated

televlalon to sixth lOaoe.

The conoluelon Is drawn that findings were Inconclu-

sive regarding this hypothesis, with limited data Indicating

non-Bupport of It.

Hypothesis #10: Factors^ such as age, level of pross

Income, and slice of operation cap be expected to follow the

same pattern In the attender group as In the non-

a

ttender

group . These characteristics In themselves do not provide a

clue as to the major reasons for non-attenders.

The following table gives a comparison between

attenders and non-attenders, Including all three areas, regard-

ing breakdowns of age, Income, education and Blze-of-operatlon

oategorlest
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TABLE 26

COMPARISON OT PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS,
ATTENDERS VS. HON-ATTa'DERS

Attenders Non-Attenders Difference
ARe

Under 30 25.0 10.3 14.7
30-39 34.5 31.0 3.5
40-A9 25.4 34.4 9.0
50 and older 15.1 24.1 9.0

Education
{JTB, Of school complete a)
8th grade or less 13.1 25.8 12.7
1-3 years high eohool 8.9 5.1 3.8
4 years high school 53.0 58.6 5.6
1-3 years college 16.7 6.8 9.9
4 years college and over 8.3 3.7 4.6

J^evel (ft Gfpss Ipoome

«1,500 - 42,499 5.7 4,6 1.1
2,500 - 4,999 8.0 16.2 8.2
5,000 - 9,999 21.1 20.9 .2

10,000 - 24,999 40.1 51.1 11.0
25.000 - T)lu9 25.0 6.9 18.1

§%ze of Opej-atlfln

Under 50 head 12.0 3.5 8.5
50 - 149 33.6 40.3 6.7
150- 299 3A.9 35.0 .1
300 and over 19.4 21.0 1.6

Findings regarding the personal charaoterletloe of

attenders vs. non-attenders generally supported the hypothesis.

If the breaking point Is considered as 10 per cent when dlffer-

•noes are considered. The greatest differences or breaks In

the pattern between the two groups were generally at the

extremes — the lower or upper categories of age, education,

larel of gross Income and size of operation.

The patterns were most nearly the sane In size of

operation — differences ranging from .1 to only 8.5 per cent.
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They were greatest In the area of gross Income. In the highest

leTsl of Income, the difference wag greatest — 18.0 per cent,

signifying that the percentage of producers having Income of

$25,000 or more was much less among non-attenders than among

attenders.

In the area of education, a larger percentage of non-

attenders had 8 years or less of formal education than did

attenders, with differences hetween attenders and non-attenders

In the other education categories helng less.

In the area of age, the greatest difference was dis-

closed In the "under 30" category, where the percentage was

significantly less among non-attenders. At the upper end of

the age range, there were larger percentages of non-attenders

In the 40-49 and 50 and older age hrackets than there were

attenders.

In summary. It could he said that personal character-

istics followed similar patterns among attenders and non-

attenders, with some notable exceptions.
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Tatle 1

Description of Swine Producers Attending Area Swine Day Meetings

^rea 1 Area 2 Area ^

Sa*. ^ot- Sa*. Pot. Mo. Pot.

19

37

Years of A^e*

Under 30
30-39
40-49
50 or more

Tears of 'School

8th Grade or less 17
1-3 yrs. High School 13
4 yrs. High School 51
1-3 years College 21
4 or more years 7

College 109

17.5 33 17.4 62
40.7 62 32.2 51
34.2 51 33.0 28

135 "5?tF r# iMts r§J

No, Pet. Ho. Pet,

Level
Incomei^

$1500-12499
#2500-44999
5000- -39999

fl0,000-$24,999
#25,000 plus

Size of Operation'"

[So. of pigs raised:
5-year average)

4
9
23
44
26

No.

Under 50
50-149
150-299
Over 300

head 2
19
52

15.5
11.9
46.7
19.2

roo

26
16
96
19

Mo. Pot. Ho,

14.9
9.2
55.1
10.9

looto

Pet.

Mo,

16
11
91
35

156

Ho.

3.8 5
8.5 8
20.9 33
41.9 68
24,7 55
^578 rsf

Pet. No. Pot. Ho.

36.3
30.3
17.6
15.8

loo. (5

Pet.

9.6
6.6

54.8
20.1

Pot,

2.9 16 9.8
4.7 18 11.1

19.5 37 22.8
40.2 63 38.9

99t?
28

15? «
Pot.

1.8 20 11.5 33 18.9
17.1 60 34.6 75 43.1
46.8 62 35.8 46 26.4
,;*,2
99.9 A *l iff ^

Based on total of 455 producers answering this question.
••Based on total of 449 producers answering this question.zBased on total of 414 nroducers answering thle question.
zzBased on total of 458 producers answering this question.
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Table !?

Producers' £zpreesed Interest In Subject Matter Areas
Listed on Swine Day Programs

IodIc Number of Ranking In
Producers Interest
Sel.ectlng
Toole

(Laurel)iirea 1

Baby Pig Diseases g 1
Mineral Requirements of Swine 2
Parrow-to-Plnlsh Housing 40 3
Slotted Floors 3T 4
Carcass Evaluation 9 5

Hog Cholera Eradication T 6

Total 188

A?«« 2 (York)

Slotted Floors 84 |)TIE
Parrow-to-Flnlsh Buildings 84
Mineral Requirements of Swine 41 3
Feeder Pig Production '5 4
Carcass Evaluation H iHog Cholera Eradication 18

lotal 292

Area
,

J

(MoOook)

7arrow-to-Flnish Buildings 84 1
Feeder ?lg Production 58 2
Swine Production In Southwest

Nebraska 40
JCarcass Evaluation 37

Mineral Requirements of Swine '2
1Hog Cholera Eradication 86—

Total irrr
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Tal)l» 3
152

Attenders' Preference for Sources Through Which They
May Become Aware of Educational Livestock

Programs Such as Area Swine Days*

iZSSLl

Source First
Choice

Second
Choice

Third
Choice

"X" Punch Total Rank

News Story 19 13 10
Notlce-Oo. Agt. 13 11 A
Radio Mews Pgm. 10 8 8
Co. Agt. Col. 5 4 2
TV News PgiB. 1 5 10
Notice-Spec. 2 7 3
Puhllo Meeting
Oo.Agt.Rad.Pgm.
Other

23
12

H
2
1

67
4T
42
3*
28
25
2
2
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

7)TIS

8

Hews Story 46 25
Not lee- Co. Agt. 34 18
TV News Pgm. 10 18
Radio News Pgm. 6 26
Co. Agt. Col. 10 12
Notice-Spec. 11
Oo.Agt.Rad.Pgm. 3
Public Meeting 1 2
Other

i£Sa_2

15
17
21
15
8

13
4
5

19 105 1
15 84 ?
14 63 3
8 55 4
7 37 5
9 33 6
8 15 7
1 9 8

-

News Story 40 15
Notlee-Co. Agt. 22 14
Radio News Pgm. 4 17
TV News Pgm. 3 17
Notice-Spec. 10 7
Co. Agt. Col. 10 9
Public Meeting 1 2
Oo.Agt.Rad.Pgm. 2
Other 1

11
11
19
17
1
5
3
2

35 101 1
32 79 2
21 61 3
15 52 4
17 35 5
7 31 6
4 10 7
4 8 8
2 3 9

Ranked In order of total choices per medium, In descending
order: media totals equal sum of first, second and third
choices and "X" punch — unranked markings.

ilV.
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Table A

Attendera* Preference for Sources Through Which They
May Become Airare of Educational Livestock

Programs Such as Area Swine Days*

im

;

Source First Second Third Qrand Rank
Choice Choice Choice Total
Total Total Total Points
Points Pplnts Points

Sews Story 57 26 10 t'
1

Hotioe-Co. Agt. 39 22 4 «5 2
Radio News Pgm. 30 16 8 54 3
Co. Agt, Col. 15 8 2 25 4
TV Hews Pgm. 3 10 10 2? 5
Notice- Spec. 6 7 3 16 6
Oo. Agt. Pgm. -

Public Meeting -

Other •

Area ?

News Story 138 50 15 203 1
Notloe-Co. Agt. 102 36 17 155 2
TV Hews Pgm. 30 36 21 87 3
Radio Pgm. 18 52 15 !5 4
Co. Agt. Col. 30 24 8 62 5
Notice-Spec. 22 13 35 6
Oo. Agt. Pgm. 6 4 10 ^)TIE
Public Meeting 3 2 5 10
Other -

Am 2

Hews Story 120 30 110 260 1
Hotlee-Co. Agt. 66 28 11 105 2
Radio News Pgm. 12 34 19 65 3
Co. Agt. Col. 30 18 15 63 4
TV Hews Pgm. 9 34 17 60 5
Notice-Spec. 30 14 1 45 6
Public Meeting 4 4 3 10

ICo. Agt. Pgm. 4 2 6
Other 3 3 9

Weighted score for each s
points ?or each first eho
oholee; and one point for

puree dete
lee; two v

rplned by
Qlnts for
'd choice.

allotting three
each second

each thlr
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Tahle 5

farm Magazines Read Host Consistently iy Attenders:
tfalghted Score Determined by Allowing 3 Points
for First Cholc*!} Two Polnl;s for Second1 Choice;

One Point for Third Choice. (Fourth, Fifth
and Sixth Choices and Unranked Markings

]lot Considered In this Table).

Area 1 (Laurel

PuUleatlon First Second Third Total Rank
Choice Choice Choice Points
Score Score Score

Successful
Farming 60 A2 9 111 1

Farm Journal 48 34 18 100 2
Nehr. Farmer 39 24 18 81 3
Nat '1.Hog Farmer 12 6 4 22 4
Hoard's Dairyman 3 2 2 7 5
Hahr. Experiment a 3 5 6
Station Quarterly
Other 3 3 7
Western Farm Life 1 1 5)T1ESttr. Cattleman 1 1
Western LlTestock

Area 2 (Yorkl

Farm Journal 87 40 82 209 1
Nehr. Farmer 126 50 24 200 2
SucoasB, Farming 87 64 38 189 3
Hat '1.Hog Farmer 6 10 9 25 4
Station Quarterly 6 14 4 24 5
Hoard's Dairyman 3 2 5 10 5
Hehr. Cattleman 6 2 8 ImnOther 6 2 8
W^Siteni Livestock « 1 T 9
Western Farm Life

Area 3 (McOook)

Sucoess. Farming 108 74 25 207 1
Far* Journal 102 62 21 185 2
Setr. Parmer 99 50 34 183 3
Nat '1.Hog Farmer 3 8 15 *)TIEWestern Farm Life 6 4 15
Station Quarterly 6 T 6
Nebr. Cattleman 3

IHoard's Dairyman 1
Western Livestock m
Other -
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Tabl«1 6

7arm Magazines Read Most Consistently by Attenders
Total of first . seoond1 and third choices and

"X" punch (unranked1 choice) by area'•

and resulting rank order In each area

Af^a I (Laurel)

lane of ]first Second1 Third "X" Total Rank
ItoMzlne (3holoe Choice1 Choice Punch Cholcei3

Farm Journal 16 17 18 53 104 1
Success. Farming 20 21 9 53 103 2
Nebr. Farmor 13 12 18 53 96 3
Nat'l.Hog Farmer 4 3 4 13 24 4
Nebr.Expt.
Station Quarterly- 1 3 12 16 5

Hoard's Dairyman 1 1 2 9 13 6
Other 1 11 12 7
West. ?arm Life 1 2 3 8
West. Livestock 3 3 9
Hehr. Cattleman 1

Area 2 (York)

2 3 10

Sucoess. Farming 29 32 38 61 160 1
Nebr. Parmer 42 25 24 61 152 2
Farm Journal 29 33 20 50 132 3
Hebr, Expt.
Station Quarterly 2 7 4 16 29 4

Nat'l.Hog Parmer 2 5 9 10 26 5
Other 2 2 9 13 6
Hoard's Dairyman 1 1 5 5 12 7
Wast. Livestock 3 1 6 10 8
Hebr. Cattleman 2 2 3 7 9
West. Farm Life

(MoCook)

1 I 10

Success. Farming 36 37 25 69 167 1
Farm Journal 34 31 21 59 145 2
Nebr. Parmer 33 25 34 52 144 3
Nat'l.Hog Farmer 1 4 4 58 67 4
West. Farm Life 2 2 5 24 33 5
Other 16 16 6
Nebr. Expt,
Station Quarterly 3 1 11 15 7

Nebr. Cattleman 3 2 5 8
West. Livestock 5 5 9
Hoard's Dairyman 1 2 5 10
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TABLE 7

Respondents' Newspaper Subscription FattentB

Area l

No.Subscrlp. Pet. of Total
Listed Newspaper

attenders/non.attendiers/non.

Regional Dally Newspapers (3) 72 30
Statewide Metropolitan Dally A8 ^Subtotal, dally circulation 155 62.8 70.4
Host County Seat Newspaper 28 1
Host Town Newspaper 7

Subtotal, weekly circulation "55 —

r

18.3 1.6
Llveetook Trade Newspaper 18 4 9.4 6.5
Other 18

Totals T5T __f_ . . .'P. !¥.
Area 2

Regional Dally Newspapers (3) 101* 6
Statewide Ketronolltan Dally 7k

Subtotal, dally circulation I?? i 60.7 75.0
Host County Seat Newspaper •
Host Town Newspaper .
Other WeeklleB 21

Subtotal, weekly circulation ~5!'
2-5 7.9 16.6

Livestock Trade Newspaner M 15.6 0.0
Other 46

Totals ?SH
1 15.8 8.4

166: a liOld
•Includes 56 for Tork New-Times — a dally — which serves both
as the county seat and host town newspaper

Area 3

Regional Dally Newspapers (3) 137* 6
Statewide Metropolitan Dally 73

Subtotal, Dally Circulation 510
8
IT 68.8 51.8
.

Host Town Sewspaner •
Other Keeklles 41 4

Subtotal, vreekly circulation "tl -7 13.4 14.8
Livestock Trade Newspaper 17 3 5.6 22.2
Other 37

Totals 305
6

57 m fci
•Includes 122 for KcCook Sazette — a dally -- which serves both
as the county seat and host town newspaper.
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Table 8

Description of Swine Producers Not Attending Area Swine Says

( »on-Attendere )

Area 1 Area g Area 3

Years of Age* Ko , Pet. So, Pet. Ho. Pet.

Under 30 2 5.* 1 1A.2 3 21.

A

30-39 15 40.5 .0 3 21.*
40-49 10 27.0 4 57.1 6 42.8
50 or more 10 27.0 2 28.5 2 14.2

"17 "#t9 "7 -99!? r¥ -99t5r

Tears of School Ko . Pet . Ho, Pet. Mo. Pot^
Completed**

""" """

8th Grade or
less 11 29.7 3 42.9 1 7.1
1-3 years H.S. 2 5.4 .0 1 7.1
4 yrs. H.S. 19 51.3 4 57.1 U 78.5

4.5 .0 1 7.1
21.8 2 28.5 .0
13.6 .0 6 42.8
60.1 5 71.5 4 28.5

.0
166 166:6 -rl

21.4
^9:8

1-3 yrs. College 3 8.2 .0 1 7.1
4 or mora yrs.
College _2 5.4 _0 jO ^0

37 100.0 7 100.0 IT 99.8

Level of Gross Ho. Pet . Mo. Pet . Mo. Pot.
Income '

«1, 500-12,499 1

«2,500-f4,999 5
15,000-89,999 3
no, 000-024, 999 13
425,000 plus

size of W^, Pet. No. Pet . Ho. Pet.
Opere iion"
(Ho. of plRB
raised; 5-yr.
average)

Under 50 head .0 1 14.2 1 7.2
50-149 8 22.

S

5 71.4 10 71.4
150-299 16 44.5 1 14.2 3 21.4
Over 300 12 33.3 ^0 ^0"35 100.0 ~T 9^.S TTT 166, ft

Based on total of 58 producers answering this question.
•Based on total of 58 Itroduoers answering this question.
zBased on total of 43 producers answering this question.
zeBased on total of 57 prodncera answering this question.
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Table 9

Kon-Attenders' Preference fo r Sources Through'. Which
They May Become iware of Educational Livestock

Programs1 Such as Area Swln«! Days*

First Second Third ••X'' Punch Total Rank
Choice Choice Choice Unranked Choices

Ch(;)lce

Ar^a 1

Hotiee-Oo. Agt. 11 3 1 6 21 1
Hevs Story 1 2 8 7 18 2
Co. Agt. Col. 1 A 1 5 11 3
Hadlo Kew8 Pgm. 2 3 4 9 *)TI1Notice-Spec. 3 4 1 1 9
TV Hews Pgm. 1 2 1 1 5 6
Co. igt. Pgm. 1 1 7
Other 1 .0 1 8
Public Meeting - - - -

Ir9<' 2

Notice-Spec. 3 1 4
|)TI]!TV Kews Pgm. 2 1 1 4

Notice-Co. igt. 1 2 3 |)TIERadio News Pgm. 1 2 3
News Story 1 1 5

(No ohclces expressed for other
media list ed)

Arsa -5

Notlce-Oo. Agt. 2 7 9 1
Co. Agt. Col. 1 2 3 2
Radio Hews Pgm. 1 1 2

^)TIBTV News Pgm. 2 2

(Ho choices 1

media
Bxpressed
listed)

for oth er

•Ranked In order of total obolces for medium. In descending
order! media totals equal stam o:f 1. 2, and 3 obolces and
unranked markings ("I"

;
punch)

.
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Tabl • 10

Hon-lttendera' Preference for Sources Through
Which They May Become Aware of Educational Livestock

Programs Such as Area Swine Days«

Source First Second Third Qrand Mnal
Choice Choice Choice Total Bank
Total Total Total Points
Points Points Points

AEeaA
Hotloe-Oo. Agt. 33 6 1 40 1
Hotloe-Spec. 9 8 1 18 2
Haiio Uevs Pgm. 6 6 4 16 3
News Story 3 4 8 15 4
Co. Agt. Col. 3 8 1 12
TV Hews Pgm. 3 4 1 8 5
Other 2 2 7
PuWle Meeting
Co. Agt. Pya. 0_ a.

Area J.

Notice-Spec. 9 1 10 1
Hotice-Oo. Agt. 3 4 7 8
TV News Pgm. 4 1

I IRadio News Pgm. 2 2
News Story 3 3 5
Co. Agt. Col. . _ m
Co. Agt. Pgm. _ _ « m
Puhlic Meeting _ M m m
Other _ . _ _

4rpa .2

Notice-Co. Agt. 6 6 1
Co. Agt. Col. 2 2 |)TIBBadlo Hews Pgm. 2

(Ho oholces expressed hy respondents for
other sources listed)

•Weighted score for each source determined by allotting three
points for each first choice; two points ifor each s<econd
ehoicei and one point for each third choice.
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Table! 11

Comparison, by Area,
, of Attenders ' and Non-Attenders'

listings of Sources1 Through '.ftiloh They
First Became Aware! of Area Swine Days

(Attenders)

Afm 1 frsa_2 AreaJL
Source aa^ Pot. »9, Pet,, Mj. ?ct,.

Newspaner 50 36.7 90 41.2 94 42.4
Television 5 3.6 25 11.4 10 4.4
Neighbor or Friend 14 10.2 18 8.2 8 3.5
Poster 2 1.4 2 0.9 7 3.1
Marketing Agency 0.0 1 0.4 2 0.8
Radio 26 19.1 15 6.8 25 11.8
Direct Contact 14 10.2 32 14.2 22 9.8
by Agent

Announcement-Kail 15 11.0 26 11.9 35 15.6
Commercial Concern 6 4.4 3 1.3 9 4.0
Other 4 ...2,9 _6 ._.2x7 Jl . *.?

Total 136 99.5 218 99.0 223 99.7

(Hon-Attenders)

Area-1 Area _2 A£S«.3

Source No^ Pot, No, Pet, Ho. Pet,

Newspaper 14 27.4 2 18.1 3 13.6
Television 0.0 3 27.2 2 9.0
Neighbor or Friend 5 9.8 1 9.0 1 4.5
Poster 0.0 1 9.0 0.0
Marketing Agency 0.0 0.9 0.0
Radio 12 23.5 1 9.0 6 27.2
Direct Contact
by Agent 10 19.6 3 27.2 8 36.3

Announcement-Mall 10 19.6 0.0 2 9.0
Commercial Concern 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other 0.0 _0 ..,0,0 _0 P,,,o

Total 51 99.9 11 99.5 22 99.6
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Table 12

Oomparleon of Rank Order of Sources, Preferred by
Attenders and Kon-Attenders, All Areas,

Utilizing Two Methodsi

Rank Determined by... Rank Determined by...
Sum of no. of choices* Sotal, weighted eoore

points**

Attenders Non-Att. Attenders Non-Att.

News Story
Notlee-Oo. Agt.
Radio Hews Pgm.
TV News Pgm.
Co. Agt. Col.
Notloe-Spee.
Co. Agt. Pgm.
Public Meeting
Other

Z
1
4
6
3
5
T

1
2

3
4
5
6
8
7

4
X

I
5
2

2, and 3 choices plus unranied choice of media
* Sum of 1,

source.
•*Total of weighted scores for first three choices for eachsource, on basis of three points for first choice: twopoints for second; and one point for third.

.11;,.
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Comparison of Ranking of Magazines Read Most Consistently
By Attenders and Non-Attenders, All Areas, Using Two Methods

Ranking Determined hy.
Weighted Score Method

Ranking Determined by.

Name of Att. Rank Eon-Att. Rank Att. Rank Kon-Att. Rank
Magazine Total

Pts.
Total
Pts.

Total
Choices

Total
Choices

Suec. Farming 507 1 40 2 430 1 42 2
Parm Journal 494 2 17 3 381 3 26 3
Hebr. Parmer 464 3 71 1 388 2 52 1
Natl. Hog Parmer 62 4 9 4 117 4 8 5
Expt.Sta.Qtly. 36 5 7 5 60 5 9 4
Hoard's Dairyman 18 6 2 6,„.,„ 28 8 4

7)111West. Parm Life 16 7 2 6^^'^ 37 7 4
Nebr. Cattleman 12 8 15 10 ^
West.Llvestook 7 10 . 18 9 1 9
Other 11 9 - 41 6 6 6

<
\'

; /I •

,
If .1.'



(Pom Pilled Out ty Attenders)

Questionnaire on Area Swine Days - McCook, York, Laurel, Nebraska

January 29-30-31, 1963

To be Filled Out Completely by Swine Producer

1. Please indicate the one crop or class oE livestock responsible for the major part of your cash farm income

(Check more than one category if receipts are about equal.) (Cols. 1-9)

other (specify)

beef cattle sorghum..

sheep,. _ ____^ wheat .

dairy poultry.

2. How many pigs do you farrow and/or buy as feeder pigs annually? (Use average of past five years.) (Coi. lo^

under 50 50-149 150-299 over 300

(1) (2) (3) (4)

3. How many pigs did you raise last year? (specify number) (Col. 11-14)
,

4. How many years have you raised hogs? (Coh. 15-I(i)
,

5. How many times a year do you farrow or buy started pigs? (Col. n;

6. I (do do not ) plan to raise more pigs next year compared to this year. (Col. 18)

7. Referring to the list below, rank 1, 2, 3, and so on, the farm magazines which you read most consistently.

(Cola, lft-28) ' '•tI^),^of!J(

Successful Farming Nebraska Cattleman^

Hoard's Dairyman Farm Journal-

National Hog Farmer Western Livestock,

Western Farm Life Nebraska Farmer

Nebraska Experiment

Station Quarterly Other

8. Please check or list names of all newspapers subscribed to: (Cois. 29-3(i)

McCook Gazette Omaha Stockman's Journal.

Culbertson Progress . Lincoln Star

Cambridge Clnrinn ^ Holdrege Citizen„__

Omaha World Herald^ ^ . _^ . Others (specify)

9. How many radio sets in your household? (Col. 37). television sets {Coi. 38)_

ill' 1^'.'.
! . /ii('iti-'f ipji" iM-jniT/. _



15. Do you attend livestock events sponsored by the University of Nebraska? {Col. 58)

often—__^ . occasionally_
(1) (2) (3)

16. What would improve the swine program, in your opinion? (check one or more suggestions) (Col. 59-68)

A. Have it a different month?^
(specify your choice)

B. Have it a different day:

(which day)

C. Have more written material one could take home
D. Have more time allotted for questions_

E. Present more advanced and specific information_

F. Present material that Is easier to understand

G. Program was OK with me as it is

H. Other (specify)

17. I (would would prefer not to_„ ) recommend the program to other hog producers. (Col. 69)

18. What is the size of your farm? (Col. 1-8)

Number acres owned number acres, leased, rented

19. Please check which of the following represents your average gross income per year: (Coi. 9)

$l,500-$2,499 5 5,000-S9,999_
(1) (3)

$2,500-$4,999 $ 1 0,000-324,999 .$25,000+_
(2) (4) (5)

20. Please check figure which represents nearest percent o£ gross income derived from farming; (Col. 10)

25% 50% 75% 100%_
(1) (2) (3) (4)

21. Please check the figure which indicates the highest grade you completed in school: (Col. II)

8th grade or less^
. ^(1) one to three years of college.

I

one to three years high school (2) four or more years of college
(

four years high schooI__
^(3)

22. Please check approximate age: (Coi. 12)

under 30 years . 30-39 years 40-i9 years 50 years and over.

W (?) (3) (4)

23. Please indicate the total number of persons in your family living at home (Cols. I3-14)

24. Address (for compiling results by county; you need not sign your name)

County in which you reside
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
COLLEGE OF AGRiCULTURE

XPERIMENT STATION
EXTENSION SERVICE Fsbruary 8, 1963

LINCOLN 3, NEBRASKA

^tfei^^rrlfeKiff"

We are sure that you, as a swine producer, are Interested in a
progressive swine Industry In Nebraska, and one that will yield you
satisfactory returns. The University of Nebraska and your County
Extension Service share this desire to upgrade and further develop the
swlne-ralslng industry as an important' part of Nebraska agriculture.

It would help greatly in planning next year's swine day for
southwestern Nebraska if you would give us the benefit of your Ideas
and suggestions.

According to our registration list, you were unable to attend the
recent Area Swine Day in Laurel. By filling out the enclosed ques-
tionnaire, you can let us know:

a. If you were made aware of the event in time to make a de-
cision whether or not to attend.

b. Whether you made a decision to attend Area Swine Day and
something unavoidable came up which prevented your attendance.

c. Whether you decided the program was not of Interest to you or
did not show promise of bringing you useful Information.

We would like to stress that you need not sign your name to the
questionnaire. Please indicate your county of residence, however.
We would like to ask your cooperation in filling out the questionnaire

in its entirety, except questions 16 and 17 . which have to do with
evaluation of the program by those who attended.

The data you suhnlt on your questionnaire will be included in
group statistics, and will not be identified with your Individual
operation. It will help your University do a better job of serving
livestock producers.

A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your conven-
ience. Thanks in advance' for your cooperation.'

.;,..,,; Sincerely,

••• •" AJCL^y ^-^y^
Dan Lutz, Extension Editor

P.S. If you attended Area Swine Day and did not register, please dis-
regard this letter.
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(Form Filled Out by Non-AttencLers)

Questionnarre on Area Swine Days - McCook, York, Laurel, Nebraska

January 29-30-31 1963

To be Filled Out Completely by Swine Producer '' '

1. Please indicate the one crop or class of livestock responsible for the major part of your cash farm income
(Check more than one category if receipts are about equal.) (Cols. 1-9)

other (specify)

beef cattle sorghum

sheep wheat

dairy poultry.

2. How many pigs do you farrow and/or buy as feeder pigs annually? (Use average of past five years.) (Col. loi

under 50 50-149 150-299 over 300_
(') (2) (S) .,,.,.,,., „„. («

3. How many pigs did you raise lait year? (specify number) (Col. 11-14)

4. How many years have you raised hogs? (Cols. 15-16)

5. How many times a year do you farrow or buy stS^ted pigs? (Col. 17).

6. I (do do not
)
plan to raise more pigs next year compared to this year. (Col. 18)

7. Referring to the list below, rank 1, 2, 3, and so on, the farm magazines which you read most consistently.

Successful Farming Nebraska Cattleman

Hoard's Dairyman Farm JournaL
National Hog Farmer Western Livestock.

Western Farm Life Nebraska Farmer
Nebraska Experiment

Station Quarterly Other

8. Please check or list names of all newspapers subscribed to: (Cols. 29-36)
;

York News-Times Omaha Stockman's JournaL
Aurora News-Register Lincoln Journal

Seward Independent Columbus Telegram
OmaKa World-Herald Others (specify)

9. How many radio sets in your household? (Col. 37). television sets (Col. 38)_

%,-'''' '!
' •

' ' .;:..i; ;....i tl.iiiil .ii..,i)nL-i



15. Do you attend livestock events sponsored by the University of Nebraska? (Col. 58)

often occasionally.

0) (2) (»)

16. What would improve the swine program, in your opinion? (check one or more suggestions) (Col. 59-68)

A. Have it a different month?
(specify your choice)

B. Have it a different day:^ „
(which day)

C. Have more written material one could take home
D. Have more time allotted for questions

E. Present more advanced and specific information_

F. Present material that is easier to understand_

G. Program was OK with me as it is

H. Other (specify)

17. I (would would prefer not to ) recommend the program to other hog producers. (Col. 69)
(I) (2)

18. What is tiie size of your farm? (Col. !-8)

Number acres owned number acres, leased, rented

19. Please check which of the following represents your average gross income per year: (Coi. 9)

$l,500-$2.499 S 5.000-S9,999___^
(I) (3)

|2,500-$4.999 $10,00a-524,999_ „ .'S;25,000+_
(2) (4) (5)

20. Please check figure which represents nearest percent of gross income derived from farming: (Col. lO)

25% 50% 75% 100%^
(J) (2) (3) (4)

21. Please check the figure which indicates the highest grade you completed in school: (Col. ii)

8th grade or less . (l) one to three years of college (4)

one to three years high school^ _^^__^_ (2) four or more years of college
(5)

four years high school (3)

22. Please check approximate age: (Col. 12)

under 30 years 30-39 years 40-49 years 50 years and over

W 02) (3) (4)

23. Please indicate the total number of persons in your family living at home (Cols. 13-14)

24. Address (for compiling results fay county; you need not sign your name)

County in which you reside _^
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May 7, 1963

To: Ralph Fisher, Al Lamb, Mickey Helberg, Roland Cooksley, Charles
Stoneclpher, Gary Garey, Henry Kumpost, Howard Gillaspie, Oscar
Thomas, Harold Ingalls, Joe Bstandig, Robert Ehlers, Lloyd Young,
Elbert Loewensteln, Jim Novotny.

From: Dan Lutz, Assistant Extension Editor

In the process of compiling results and analyzing data in

connection with the survey o£ Area Swine Days, being conducted in

cooperation with Leo Lucas, I find that 1 am short some vital infor-

mation in regard to conmunications by you with your county swine

producers. 1 realize that considerable time has elapsed since the

1963 Swine Day series was held, but an indication as to your use or

non-use of direct mail will be extremely., helpful in completing

this survey.

Would you please take a minute or two to check the blanks on

the attached form and mail back to me as soon as possible?

Thanks in advance for your cooperation.

P.S. Results of the survey, including statistics regarding producers

from your county, will be made available to you as soon as analysis

is completed.
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1963 Area Swine Days-direct mail communication by agent.

1. I (did ^did not ) send a letter, card or other

notice through the mall to producers in my county^ notifying them of

the Swine Day serving this area.

If you answered question 1 affirmatively, please answer the fol- •

loifing:

2. I sent cards or letters to approximately swine producers

in ny county.

3. This mailing list represented (check appropriate blank)

a. the entire list of producers in the county, to my knowledge

b. a partial list, based on size of operation (large producers)

c. a partial list, composed of known cooperators_

d. a partial list, composed of representative producers

scattered around the country geographically

4. This direct mail notification to producers was the principal means

utilized in publicizing swine day in my county yes ^no

5. This direct mail effort was supplemented by notices channeled

through mass media(newspaper, radio, television, posters, et.al.)

yes no

Return to; Daa Uotz
Dept. of Information
College of Agriculture
Lincoln, Nebraska
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««f^f''!;'?**°^^S*^*^f*^
Prenared by State Extension Information

ft ?Q^^ ?^ (Department of Information) to Promote Attendance•t 1963 Irea Swine Days

(Jan. 29 - MoCook; Jan, 30 - York; Jan. 31 - Laurel)

November. 196g

1. Brief announcement (dates and Iccatlona) of irea SirlneDays In Farm Press Information Service, release date of A.M.Movember 5. (This service goes to all Nebraska county agents.
J^ZJ !** S^'v'

P5"l°?l?=l radio and television farm news dlrei-tors, most Nebraska dally newspapers, a few weeklies, and a

i?f^*
number of Agribusiness firms. Farm Press Is the most

wldely-dlstrlbuted single service available through the Depart-ment of Information, with a mailing list totaling over 700).?ann Press Is widely used by county agents as grist for personalnewspaper columns and radio programs.

2. Second announcement, prepared primarily for newspapers forrelease P.M., Soy. lA, tailored for use by weekly newspapers.
Sent to a mixed list of large dallies, radio and television
outlets; all small Nebraska dallies and all seml-weeklles.

3. Story In Farm Press Service, for release P.M., Dec. 14.featuring discussion of slotted floors, mention of other programtopics. °

4. Three-page release directed to weeklies In the three areas,for release A.M. Thursday, Dec. 27. Pitched on a general
economies basis, the release sought to stimulate producers'
thinking of expanding their operation or having other questionsto attend Swine Days.

5. Comprehensive roundup story submitted to Nebraska Parmermagazine January 5 for use In January 19 Issuel Also sent toother interested regional and national magazines, Ineludlno;
Natl . Hop Farmer .

6. Release designed for media use In central and southwest
Nebraska, where both Area Swine Day Programs were to Include
the topic Feeder Pig Production," Article for release, Monday.January 7, noted that several arMs of the state have the re-sources and requirements for enlarged swine feeding business, butcited the problem or a shortage of feeder pigs. Aimed at dalliesand electronic media, with anticipation that some weeklies mlchthold and run after release date.

7. Story prepared for mailing January 8, release on receipt,aimed at northeast Nebraska media. Swlne Day Program servingthis area, at Laurel, Is only one to have topic, "Baby Pig
Diseases. Article on this subject was developed to appeal tospecialized Interest of producers in this area.



8. Story prepared for release A.M., Thursday, January 17,
was one of last major stories prepared before Swine Days for
use by key weeklies In all three areas. Again theme was
pushed that profits In swine production appeared to be
promising In I963 -- If producer is efficient.

9. Farm Press Issue, for release A.M., Monday, Jan. 31,
included discussion of farrow-to-flnlsh housing topic, to be
featured at two Area Swine Days — at York (central Nebraska),
and Laurel (northeast Nebraska).

10. Pinal article of conaequenee was a Farm Press Item for
release January 25 (Just preceding beginning of Swine Day
series), pushing the program topic, "mineral requirements of
swine," which appeared on all three programs.

One of the difficulties In assessing the effective-
ness of the flow of Information from the state office was the
lag In use of the material. As an example, the World-Herald,
largest dally newspaper in the state, carried some articles
later than the specified release date.
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Farm Service A. M. Nov. 5, 1962

Farm Briefs

LINCOLN -- Soil survey reports on two Nebraska counties --

Kimball and Hall -- were among 36 such reports on work in 23 states

published during the 1962 fiscal year. Earlier, the first complete

in Nebraska

countywide soil survey report^ had been published on Nance County.

Each report includes aerial photographs of every foot of ground in the

survey area. Soil types are outlined on the photographs. The report

also gives such facts as soil depth, slope, suitable uses, erosion

and drainage problems and the location of alkali and salt areas.

Copies of soil survey reports may be seen at public libraries. Local

landowners may obtain personal copies at the nearest Soil Conservation

Service office, or by writing Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C.

# # #

LINCOLN -- Several University of Nebraska staff members will

participate in the program of the North Central States Poultry and

Egg Exposition and Conference scheduled Dec. 4-5 at the Omaha Civic

Auditorium. Dr. John Adams, chairman of the University's poultry

department, will appear on a panel titled. "Is the Midwest Poultry

Industry too Timid to Live?" Other presentations by University

researchers include "Lagoons in Poultry Houses," by Dr. William J.

Owings; "How to Control Yolk Color," by Dr. Thomas W. Sullivan; and

"Transportation Methods Affect Egg Quality," by John L. Skinner, who

is Extension poultryman. The Iowa Poultry Association and Nebraska

Poultry Improvement Association are cooperating in the Exposition, and

the annual meeting of the Nebraska group will be held the afternoon

of December 4.

# # *

LINCOLN -- The University of Nebraska's annual area swine

days will be held January 29, 1963 at McCook; January 30 at York

and January 31 at Laurel, according to Leo Lucas, Extension animal

husbandman at the College of Agriculture.

# # *
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE NEWS SERVICE
INFORMATION AND PUBLICATION BUILOING

4.V7-S"7n - EXTENSION 7193

LINCOLN 3. NEBRASKA

^1 Z'^^^jP^I^^^" for Release

p. M. Wednesday, November 14, 1962

LINCOLN -- Three special area swine days co-sponsored by the

University of Nebraska and county Extension services will be held in

the state this winter, it was announced this week.

Leo Lucas, Extension animal husbandman at the College of Agri-

culture, listed the following schedule:

January 29 -- city auditorium, "cCook; January 30 -- city audi-

torium, York; and January 31 -- city auditorium. Laurel.

University animal scientists and Extension livestock specialists

will collaborate in presenting the three day-long programs, Lucas

stated. While each program will be tailored to the type of swine

production prevalent in that section of the state, some topics will

be included on all three programs, he added.

These will include discussions on hog cholera eradication, swine

housing (farrow-to-finish buildings), mineral requirements of swine,

and evaluation of carcass merit in swine production. Another subject

calculated to draw intense interest from producers will be a roundup

of data on slotted floors and manure disposal in swine raising

operations

.

Producers attending all three meetings will have an opportunity

to ask questions regarding problems applicable to their individual

operations, Lucas stressed.
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Slotted Floors to be Discussed At Area Swine Days

LINCOLN -- Slotted floors, one of the hottest topics In live-

stock housing today, is expected to kindle considerable Interest among

swine producers attending University of "ebraska area swine days in

January,

This prediction cones from Leo Lucas, extension animal husbandman

at the University oH Nebraska, as plans move forward for the series

of three hog meetings January 29, 30 and 31 at McCook, York and Laurel,

respectively.

At swine production meetings around the state, and during on-the-
farm visits with hogmen, the question of using slotted (often called
slatted) floors comes up frequently, Lucas noted. The problems In
handling manure from pigs raised in confinement has led to an earnest
search by swine raisers for an effective and labor-saving method of
manure disposal. Many believe a combination of slotted floors and
a waste-disposal la^^oon v/ill do the job, although costs are still
fairly high. Slot;:ed floors have been used in poultry houses for
years, and are novj being considered by dairymen and cattle feeders,
Lucas pointed out.

A panel of specialists will discuss the slotted floDr principle
and its application to svjine housing, along \;ith manure disposal,
on two of the area swine day programs - • at York and Laurel. All
three of the programs will feature a topic which goes along hand-in-
hand with the discussion of slotted floors — the construction of
farrow-to-finish buildings. This latter subject will be covered by
E. A. Olson, Extension agricultural engineer at the College of
Agriculture.

Other problems of major concern to com.-:iercial and purebred swine
producers also will be discussed during tae series. Included on the
agenda at all three sessions are discussions on hog cholera eradi-
cation, mineral requirements of swine, and the situation regarding
evaluation of carcass merit in swine nroductlon and marketing.

All three pro^ramc are slated to bagin at 10 a.m. and conclude
about 3 p.m. Individual swine producers will have an opportunity to
talk over problems of their swine operations with university livestock
specialists and researchers.
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LIHCOLN -- Swine, long established as "mortgage- li£ters," may

play an equally important role in keeping many a Nebraska farmer's

operation "in the black" during a time of high production costs, a

University of Nebraska svlne specialist said this week.

Surplus feed grain stocks, underemployment of some farmers due

to mechanization of crop and livestock operations, and a growing

West Coast market for pork products combine to make expanded hog

production a desirable goal for Nebraska's agricultural economy,

according to Dr. Leo Lucas.

"Raising swine -- either market hogs or feeder pigs for other

farmers -- offers a distinct possibility for many producers to in-

crease returns for their labor and management," the Extension

animal husbandman said.

Producers with the desire to raise hogs, the necessary capital

to build or improve facilities, and amed with necessary know-how

have an excellent chance to raise Income above that which could be

realized through the purchase or rental of more land for crop pro-

duction. Dr. Lucas comnented.

He cited the following factors which contribute to a favorable

1 situation regarding an increase in hog production in Nebraska:
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—Approximately half of the total annual yield of feed grains
raised in Nebraska is not fed to livestock in the state.

—By 1970, estimated population growth in the western coastal
region of the U.S. will result in an Increased consumption of pork
products in the amount of 700 million pounds. This is based on
the current per capita level of pork consumption, and is equivalent
to 4.5 million hogs, at live market weight of 220 pounds.

1959—A study of/farm census figures in south-central Nebraska,
with Adams County as the hub, revealed an average of 900 hours
unused labor per farm over a year's time, beyond the hours required
to produce crops and take care of livestock on hand.

Putting together resource requirements, market outlets and

profit potentials. University Extension agricultural economist

P. A. Henderson concluded that the average farmer involved in a

cash grain- livestock operation in a nine-county area around

Hastings could efficiently raise 400 pigs per year.

"One of the biggest problems within the state's swine industry

today is the small volume individual swine-raising enterprise,"

Lucas observed. Again referring to 1959 ag census figures, 67

per cent of Adams County swine producers raised only from one to

nine litters of pigs a year.

"Efficiency is the key word if an individual swine producer is

to take advantage of generally favorable feed and market conditions

and realize profits from his own operation," Lucas warned.

With feeding responsible for 70 per cent of the total costs of

raising swine, a producer must plan feeding facilities to accommo-

date the correct number of hogs, follow good feeding practices, and

use a balanced, nutritious ration to come out ahead, he added.
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Other considerations not to be omitted are aalntenance of good swine

health and the procurement of pigs with genetic characteristics whlc!

allow for economical gains, Lucas emphasized.

"While fulfilling all these requirements sounds like nearly an

liq>08slble order, It Is a necessary one for the progressive swine

producer who forms the backbone of the Nebraska swine Industry

today and will be among Its leaders tomorrow," the University

specialist declared.

Swine producers who are looking for answers to either general

questions about expanding swine production or specific questions re-.t

gardlng nutrition, management or animal health in their own oper-

ation should attend one of three Area Swine Days In Nebraska early

In 1963, he advised.

The dates and places of these special days are Jan. 29 at

McCook, Jan. 30 at York and Jan. 31 at Laurel. University research-

ers and specialists will outline the current situation In swine

production and marketing, report on swine research now being carried

out, and discuss current recommendations on a variety of subjects

ranging from slotted floors for swine raised in confinement to

hog cholera eradication.

# # # #

12/22/62
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3 LINCOLN -- Several areas of Nebraska apparently have the re-

sources and requirements for an enlarged swine feeding business.

But a major problem confronting feeders within these areas is the

availability of a steady supply of healthy, good-gaining feeder pigS;

a University of Nebraska specialist said this week.

The present opportunity for Nebraska farmers to increase feeder

pig production -- if certain problems can be met -- will be discussed

at two of the area swine days sponsored by the University later

this month, according to Extension animal husbandman Leo Lucas.
be

Feeder pig production will/explored at swine day programs Jan. 29

at McCook and January 30 at York.

"Increased feeder pig production could result in the partial

utilization of surplus feed grains produced in Nebraska, while

adding dollars to our agricultural income," Lucas pointed out.

"Farmers in the Hastings, Grand Island, Kearney, York-Seward
and south-central areas, as well as In several southern Nebraska
counties, have shown a strong desire to locate healthy feeder pigs.
These areas have surplus feed grains, but are limited in swine
farrowing and breeding facilities because they are geared to live-
stock feeding enterprises," the University specialist explained.

Based on health permits required by the Nebrakka State
Veterinarian, the total feeder pigs shipped into Nebraska to fill the
needs of feeders in the state in 1962 was around 45,000 head -- near-
ly double that of 1961. Wisconsin led the list of states in numbers
of feeder pigs coming into Nebraska by direct shipment with nearly
13,000 head.

Faced with an Increased demand for feeder pigs and an apparent
limited local supply, farmers might explore the possibility of
developing a feeder pig association or a feeder pig marketing
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LINCOLN -- From 25 to 30 per cent of total pigs farrowed do not

survive to reach weaning age.

This figure Is well established on a national basis, and

represents a serious problem for hogmen In Nebraska and other major

swlne-produclng states, a University of Nebraska scientist said

this week.

Dr. George A. Young, chairman of the University's veterinary

science department, pointed up the challenge of excessive baby pig

losses due to disease, in connection with Area Swine Days in

Nebraska this month.

Dr. Young, a leader is swine disease research and a prime mover

In initiation of the SPF swine program, will speak on diseases of

baby pigs at the Area Swine Day to be held at Laurel on January 31.

A companion topic at the other two Swine Day programs--at McCook

January 29 and York January 30 -- will be a discussion of the state-

wide hog cholera eradication program by Dr. E. Crosby Howe, Uni-

versity Extension animal hygienist.

While there is no single, neat solution to the baby pig disease

problem, producers can take steps to live with it, Dr. Young

emphasized. His discussion directed to northeastern Nebraska

producers will deal with management techniques farmers may employ
-MORE-
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to curb losses from such baby pig diseases as pig scours and

respiratory diseases. "Farmers can take advantage of natural

conditions and save a larger number of pigs per litter," he explained.

The SPF pig program, conceived to deal primarily with atrophic

rhinitis and virus pig pneumonia, has also contributed to a

reduction in the incidence of respiratory diseases in pigs to

a varying degree^ Dr. Young stated. In fact, based on an SPF pig

population of 27,500 in Nebraska, the program ctm be credited with

cutting baby pig losses to 16 per cent -- about half the national

figure. Dr. Young concluded.

# # #

1/8/63/dl
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^ LINCOLN -- A favorable outlook in the swine industry is forecast

for efficient producers in 1963, and confidence in this prediction is

reflected in plans by Nebraska hogmen to increase farrowings through

May by six per cent.

Relative stability of the swine industry in 1961, brought about

by a better balance of pork consumption, production and prices,

resulted in cash receipts of $3.1 billion for American farmers last

year. Swine ranked third among livestock and livestock products and

ahead of all field crops as a cash dollar earner, economists report.

The importance of swine in Nebraska is borne out in recent

figures conq)iled by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, showing

an estimated 1962 pig crop of over 4.5 million head, up one per cent

from 1961. The number of all hogs and pigs on hand in December, 1962

in the 10 important Com Belt States was up three per cent above the

previous year.

In general, profit prospects for the Nebraska hog producer

appear to only slightly less in 1963 than for the past two years.

But dividends are not automatic , as any progressive swine

producer knows, cautions Dr. Leo Lucas, Extension animal husbandman

at the University of Nebraska.

-more-
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High standards in swine breeding, feeding, management, housing

and disease control must be met if adequate profit margins are to be

realized, Lucas stressed. While lack of volume plagues many Nebraska

swine operations, an Increase in numbers alone will not assure a

producer of a slice of the profit pie.

New techniques that are bringing greater efficiencies in swine

production demand greater managerial skills, he warned. As an ex-

ample, producers turning to confinement rearing, perhaps accompanied

by slatted floors, are discovering that much know-how is required to

assure success. While some of this know-how can only be acquired

through experience -- and perhaps trlal-and-error -- the experiences

of others, along with applied and tested research, can save much

time and grief, the University of Nebraska swine specialist observed.

Research in the various areas of swine production, plus the

counsel cf researchers and University swine specialists, will be made

available to Nebraska producers through three area swine day programs

later this month.

Arrangements are being made for an Illinois commercial swine

producer, who has had considerable experience In the use of slatted

floors for swine manure disposal, to appear at the McCook, York and

Laurel .Meetings on January 29, 30 and 31, respectively. He has

spoken on the controversial Item of slatted floors before interested

audiences of swine producers In several states.

Other speakers Include Dr. E. R. Peo, University swine

nutritionist, who believes that good swine nutrition is not complex,
-more-
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nor Is It as simple as understood by producers whose feeding program

consists of throwing ear com over the hoglot fence in time -honored

fashion. Dr. Peo will outline mineral requirements of a swine ration.

E. A. Olson, University Extension agricultural engineer, will

speak on an all-important topic of swine housing: farsow to finish

houses. Olson notes that the modem farrowing house with floor

walls, and ceiling insulated, running water, ventilation, and heat

in the floor, is almost as complicated as a dwelling.

With only about one- third of all hogs going to market considered

"meat-type," carcass evaluation is increasingly important to the

producer. Developments in this area will be discussed by Dr. L. J.

Sumption of the University animal husbandry research staff.

Hog cholera eradication, progress in combatting baby pig

diseases, the opportunity for increased feeder pig production in

Nebraska, and the outlook for expansion of hog raising in southwest

Nebraska are other subjects to be covered by program participants

during the 3-day sevles of hog meetings.

# # #

1/15/63 dl
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Farrow-To-Finish Housing Topic At Area Swine Days

LINCOLN -- Projected increases in swine production by Nebraska

hogmen focus attention on the importance of management and know-how

if profits are to be realized, a University of Nebraska specialist

said this week.

Confidence by producers in continued relative stability of the

swine industry is apparently reflected in plans by Nebraska producers

to increase farrowings in the period from December, 1962 to May,

1963 by six per cent. Nebraska had an estimated pig crop of 4.5

million head in 1962, up one per cent over 1961.

Leo Lucas, Extension animal husbandman at the College of

Agriculture, warned that an increase in numbers alone will not assure

an individual producer of an adequate margin on his operation, althcugb

lack of volume is a major problem of the Nebraska swine industry.

Dividends will not come automatically to the producer, although
be

in general, profit prospects for the Nebraska producer appear to/ only

slightly less in 1963 than for the past two "good" years for hog

raising, Lucas continued.

Competition and enlargement of operations is setting high
-more-
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standards in swine breeding, feeding, management, housing and disease

control within the industry, the University livestock specialist

noted. New techniques that help bring about efficiencies in swine

production demand greater managerial skills, he pointed out.

One of the problems faced by both veteran producers and those

just getting into the swine business is that of selecting the kind of

swine housing and equipment to fit the producer's particular operation.

Speaking at a series of Area Swine Day programs later this month

on "Farrow- to-Finish Housing" will be E. A. Olson, University

Extension agricultural engineer. Farmers who are considering swine

raising for the first time may wish to consider this type of housing

for a small sow-pig operation at the outset. This type of building

allows for the addition of more units as the need arises, he explained.

Farrow- to- finish swine buildings offer the possible advantages of

easier management, less stress on hogs, faster gains, better and more

uniform environmental control, better disease control, easier-

rscordkeeping and the use of all buildings nearly 100 per cent of the

time.

Olson's discussion of farrow- to- finish swine housing will'be

one of several topics scheduled for presentation by University

specialists and researchers at McCook, York and Laurel on January 29
^

30 and 31, respectively.

# # #
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Mineral Requirements of Hoes to be Discussed at Area Swine Days

LINCOLN -- A total of 13 minerals are required for growth,

maintenance and reproduction of hogs, a University of Nebraska

researcher says, and "Mother Nature" provides only part of these

through natural feedstuffs.

"Some natural feed ingredients are pitifully deficient in

minerals," explains Dr. E. R. Peo, Jr., University researcher

specializing in swine nutrition. As an example, corn is extremely

low in calcium. "In fact, seven of the 13 minerals must be supplied

as special supplements to swine rations," he added.

Mineral requirements of swine will be discussed in detail by

Dr. Peo at all three of the Area Swine Days to be held in Nebraska

next week -- at McCook on Jan. 29; York, Jan. 30 and Laurel, Jan. 31.

Sharing the speakers platform with Dr. Peo will be other University

researchers and Extension specialists who will speak on such topics
as control of baby pig diseases, hog cholere eradication, carcass
evaluation, slotted floors in swine housing, farrow-to-finish build-
ings and prospects for feeder pig raising.

A feature at all three of the day-long meetings will be a special
counseling service for sx/ine producers. University personnel will beavailable to discuss problems encountered by producers in their
individual swine operations. This zrrangement was on of the mostpopular features of Swine Days a year ago.

"^

# # #
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AT AREA SWINE BAYS IN NEBRASKA

Daniel 3. Lutz

ABSTRACT

The University of Nebraska In 1961 discontinued a

statewide ewlne field day at its Lincoln agricultural campus

and developed swine field days on an annual rotational basis

at three or four outstate locations. The shift resulted in

sharply Increased attendance by producers.

This study was designed to assess the relationship

and Impact of a ooordlnated Informational campaign on the

increased attendance at Area Swine Days. Specifically, a

survey was conducted among produoers attending three swine

field days In Nebraska during January, 1963, to determine

the extent of t^elr awareness of the swine day programs, and

to Identify the media through whloh they first became aware

of the programs.

An attempt was made to Identify the media habits of

these producers, called attenders, along with compiling

other personal characteristics, principally age, education,

gross Income level and size of swine operation.
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A follow-up surrey waa conducted In selected counties

in each of the three geographical areas in which a sampling

was taken of known swine producers who did not attend the

irea Swine Day program in their area. The main ohjective of

the non-attender portion of the survey was to determine

whether lack of awareness of the swine days program was a

factor in these producers' decisions not to attend. Compari-

sons were made between attenders and non-attenders as to

media habits, personal oharaoterletlos, actual and preferred

sources of awareness and other factors.

Attenders were handed a questionnaire which was

filled out during the noon hour at each program. Mon-attenders

were oontacted by a combination of mail surveying and personal

interview by the investigator.

It was concluded that awareness was not a factor in

non-attendanoe at the swine days. The newspaper emerged as

the principal source of first awareness among attenders;

direct mail by the county agent among non-attenders.

It was confirmed that the educational needs, based

on existing problems of swine production and management,

were different among produoers in the three geographical

areas of the state studied; i.e., that the producers were,

la fact, three different audiences. This conclusion has

implications both for program planners and information

specialists.



Attendance petteme and dlstanoee traveled tjy produoert

attending the three irea Swine Deyg confirmed that acoeeslblllty

and convenience were overriding factors In Increased attendance

at the area swine field days, as compared to the slni^le,

centralized statewide field day previously held. It was

further shown that the area field days aeaume the character

of local meetings, with over 40 per cent >f the total attendance

of each program credited to the host county.

A proposed correlation between definite media hahlts,

such as strong orientation to radio and television, and non-

attendance at Area Swine Days was not established through

findings of the study.


